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Series Editors' Preface 

Short Introd11ctio11s to Geography are highly accessible books, written by 
leading scholars, that are designed to introduce key geographical 
ideas to students and other interested readers. Departing from a 
traditional sub-disciplinary review, they seek to explain and explore 
central geographical and spatial concepts. These concise introductions 
convey a sense of the intellectual liveliness, differing perspectives, and 
key debates that have developed around each concept. Readers are 
also encouraged to think in new and critical ways about concepts that 
are core to geographical study. The series serves a vital pedagogic 
function, encouraging sh1dents to recognize how concepts and 
empirical analyses develop together and in relation to each other. 
Instructors meanwhile will be assured that students have an essential 
conceptual reference point, which they can supplement with their 
own examples and discussion. The short, modular format for the 
series allows instructors to combine two or more of these texts in a 
single class, or to use the text across classes with a distinctive sub
disciplinary focus. 
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Defining Place 

Human geography is the study of places. It is, of course, many other 
things but it is, on an intuitive level, a discipline which has place as 
one of its principle objects of study. Students signing up for 
geography degrees and courses will often site their interest in dif
ferent places around the world. Despite this general enthusiasm for 
the study of places there is very little considered understanding of 
what the word 'place' means. This is as true in theory and philosophy 
as it is among the new students signing up for university geography 
courses. Place is a word that seems to speak for itself. 

The popularity of place is an opportunity for geography. It is also a 
problem as no-one quite knows what they are talking about when 
they are talking about place. Place is not a specialized piece of aca
demic terminology. It is a word we use daily in the English-speaking 
world. It is a word wrapped in common sense. In one sense this 
makes it easier to grasp as it is familiar. In another sense, however, this 
makes it more slippery as the subject of a book. As we already think 
we know what it means it is hard to get beyond that common-sense 
level in order to understand it in a more developed way. Place, then, 
is both simple (and that is part of its appeal) and complicated. It is the 
purpose of this book to scrutinise the concept of place and its 
centrality to both geography and everyday life. 

Think of the ways place is used in everyday speech. 'Would you 
like to come round to my place?' This suggests ownership or some 
kind of connection between a person and a particular location or 
building. It also suggests a notion of privacy and belonging. 'My 
place' is not 'your place' - you and I have different places. 'Brisbane is 
a nice place.' Here 'place' is referring to a city in a common sense kind 
of way and the fact that it is nice suggests something of the way it 
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looks and whal it is like lo be there. 'She put me in my place' refers to 
more of a sense of position in a social hierarchy. 'A place for 
everything and everything in its place' is another well-known phrase 
that suggests that there are particular orderings of things in the world 
that have a socio-geographical basis. Place is everywhere. This makes 
it different from other terms in geography like 'territory', which 
announces itself as a specialized term, or 'landscape' which is not a 
word that permeates through our everyday encounters. So what is 
this 'place'? 

Cast your mind back to the first lime you moved into a particular 
space - a room in college accommodation is a good example. You are 
confronted with a particular area of floor space and a certain volume 
of air. In that room there may be a few rudimentary pieces of furniture 
such as a bed, a desk, a set of drawers and a cupboard. These are 
common to all the rooms in the complex. They are not unique and 
mean nothing to you beyond the provision of certain necessities of 
student life. Even these bare essentials have a history. A close 
inspection may reveal that a former owner has inscribed her name on 
the desk in an idle moment between classes. There on the carpet you 
notice a stain where someone has spilt some coffee. Some of the paint 
on the wall is missing. Perhaps someone had used putty to put up a 
poster. These are the hauntings of past inhabitation. This anonymous 
space has a history - it meant something to other people. Now what 
do you do? A common strategy is to make the space say something 
about you. You add your own possessions, rearrange the furniture 
within the limits of the space, put your own posters on the wall, 
arrange a few books purposefully on the desk. Thus space is turned 
into place. Your place. 

40.46QN 73.58QW does not mean that much to most people. Some 
people with a sound knowledge of the globe may be able to tell you 
what this signifies but to most of us these are just numbers indicating a 
location-a site without meaning. These co-ordinates mark the location 
of New York City - somewhere south of Cenh·al Park in Manhattan. 
Immediately many images come into our heads. New York or 
Manhattan are place names rich with meaning. We might think of 
skyscrapers, of 9/11, of shopping or of any number of movie locations. 
Replacing a set of numbers with a name means that we begin to 
approach 'place'. If we heard that two planes had flown into 40.46QN 
73.58QW it would not have quite the same impact as hearing that they 
had flown into New York, into Manhattan, into the Twin Towers. 
Cruise missiles are programmed with locations and spatial referents. If 
they could be programmed with 'place' instead, with all the 
understanding that implies, they might decide lo ditch in the desert. 
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Towards the southern tip of Manhattan and to the casl of center is 
an area - a place - known as the Lmver East Side. This is an area 
which has been known as a place of successive immigrant groups -
Irish, Jewish, German, Italian, Eastern European, Haitian, Puerto 
Rican, Chinese. It is a little to the north of the infamous Five Corners -
the setting for the film The Gangs of New York (2.002). It is a place 0£ 
closely-knit tenement blocks south of Houston Street- buildings once 
crammed with large families in small rooms. A succession of moral 
panics over immigration have focused on tl1is place. It has also been a 
place of political uprisings and police riots. In the middle of this place 
is Tompkins Square Park - a liltle piece of nature in the city built to 
provide a place of calm in the hurly burly of metropolitan life. It was 
built in the 1830s and named after the US Vice-President Daniel 
Tompkins. Later the park became a plc1ce of demonstrations by unions 
and anarchists as well as a place for children and the preaching of 
temperance. By the 1960s it was the epicenter of a Lower East Side 
dominated by bohemian counter-cultures, squatters and artists and by 
the 1980s it was newly respectable - a place where the new cultural 
elite could savor city life. Needless to say, property prices meant that 
the buildings were noi,,v out of the reach of most people. Homeless 
people began to sleep in the park. Some of the newly respectable 
residents were scared by this and supported the removal of homeless 
people by the police. Once again, in 1986, the park was the site of a 
demonstration and riot. In the area around the park, from the 1960s 
on, residents were busy building 84 community gardens in vacant 
lots. In 1997 Mayor Giuliani transferred responsibility for the gardens 
from the City Park's Department to the Housing, Preservation and 
Development Department with the intention that they be sold off for 
development. The first four gardens were auctioned in July 1997 
together with a local community centre. In May 1999, 114 community 
gardens across New York were saved from development when they 
\Vere bought by Bette Midler's Nevv York Restoration Fund and Trust 
for Public Land for a combined total of $4.2 million. However the 
policy of privatization has continued, and gardens continued to be 
demolished.. 

If you visit the Lmver East Side now you can dine in any number of 
fancy and not-so-fancy restaurants, bars and cafes, you can shop in 
boutiques and admire the brownstone architecture. You can stroll 
through Tompkins Square Park and visit the remaining community 
gardens. Crossing over Houston Street to the south you can visit the 
Lo,ver East Side Tenement Museum in one of the old buildings Lhat 
formally housed new immigrants. You could, in other words, see 
many manifestations of 'place'. The museum is an attempt to produce 
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Figure 1.1 A nrcr auacllcd to a community garden fence in 1he Lower £as1 Side 011 Ma11ho11a11 calls 

for the garden; to be saved from the City government. (Photo by author) 

Figure 1.2 One of the gardens destroyed by 1he City Government in New Yori< was Es/ieranza. People 

invest a /or in the ploces they create and were understandably angry at the demolition. (Photo by author) 
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a 'place of memory' where the experiences o�_immit'{imts_vvill nol be
for('olten. 1 he gardens are the result of the ettorls of 1mn11grants and 
oth�rs tu carve'"out c1 place from a little piece of Manhc1ttan for lheir 
cc11nrnunity to enjoy nc1ture. Some oJ the community gardens -- often 
the first to be leveled - are the sites of Casilas - lit(-ie houses made by 
the Puerto Rican community lo replicate similar buildings Crom 
'home'. They are draped with Puerto Rican flags and other symbols of 
elsewhere. Old men sit out in the sun watching baseball. Community 
meetings take place around these eight foot by ten fool buildings. 
They are, as the urban historian Delores Hayden puts it: 

;1 conscious choice by community urgcmizers lo construct the rural, 
preindustrial /10/rin ... frum the island as a new kind of rnmmunity center 
in dev.:isl'uled tenement districts such as Lower l-I,1rlern, the Sm1lh Bronx, 
,rnd Lhe Lower East Side ... Pilinted in coral, tun1uoise, or lemon yellow, 
these dwellings rcc;;ll the colors of the Caribbean and evoke a memory of 
!he homeland for immi�r.:inls who flnd ihemselve� in Alphabet City or
Spanish J -l;11·lem. (Hayden 1995, 35-6) 

Olher gardens, ones not plc1nled by Puerlo Rican immigrants, are 
more bucolic, replicating some ideal of an English garden. Yet others 
are wild nature reserves set c1side for local school lessons on biology 
and ecology. All of these are examples of lhe ongoing and diverse 
crealion of places - sites of history and idenlily in lhe city. 

!vleamvhile bc1ck in Tompkins Square Park lhere are still tensions 
between the needs of the homeless to have even the smallest and 
most insecure 'place-for the night' and the desires of some local 
residents lo have what they see as an attractive and safe place to live 
and raise families - one that does not include the homeless. Again 
places are being made, maintained and contested. New York and 
Manh<1ttan are places. The Lower fa1st Side is a place. The Tenement 
Museum, community gardens and Tompkins Square Park are all part 
of the rich tapestry of place making that make up the area in and 
around 40.46QN 73.58�1W. We will return lo the Lo,ver East Side 
throughout the book to illustra le the many facets of the use of 'place' 
in geography. 

All over the world people are engaged in place-making aclivities. 
t·lomeowners redecorate, build additions, manicure the lawn. 
Neighborhoocl organizations put pressure on people to tidy their 
yards; city governments legislate for nevv public buildings to express 
the spirit of particular places. Nations project themselves to the resl of 
the world through postage stamps, money, parliament buildings, 
national stadia, tourist brochures, etc. Within nation-states oppressed 
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Figure 1.3 A bucolic scene in a Lower East Side community garden - a place (or nature in the city?
(Photo by oull1or) 

Figure 1.4 A casita in a community garden. Note the Puerto Rican nag hanging in the porch and the 

masks 011 the wall. Immigrant Puerto Rican groups in New Yark City place these in their community 
gardens co recreate something of the place they come from -ta make themselves 'feel at home'. {Pl1ota 
by author) 
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,,.roups attempt to assert their own identities. Just as the new student 
�limbs on the bed to put the poster on the vvall so the Kosovan Musli1n 
flies a new flag, erects a new monument and redraws the map. Graffiti 
artists write their tags in flowing script on the walls of the city. This is 
their place too. 

So what links these examples: a child's room, an urban garden, a 
market town, New York City, Kosovo and the Earth? What makes them 
all places and not simply a room, a garden, a town, a world city, a new, 
nation and an inhabited planet? One answer is that they are all spaces{ 
which people have made meaningful. They are all spaces people are'
atfa-cfiitdTo m one way or another.TnisTs the most straightforward and
common.definilion oL12.l,1ce__:::---fL..meaningful I0caffm1.--·-· --·--""··�-·-
-Th� political. geographer Joh�-�irg11'ew1I9B7T11as outlined thref''. 

fundamental aspects of place as a 'meaningful location'. 
1. Location.
2. Locale.
3. Sense of place.
Perhaps the most obvious point is that aU of the places mentioned above 
are located. They have fixed objective co-ordinates on the Earth's 
surface (or in the Earth's case a specific location vis-a-vis other planets 
and the sun). New York is 'here' and Kosovo is 'there'. Given the 
appropriate scale we could find them on a map. The word place is often 
used in everyday language to simply refer to location. When we use 
place as a verb for instance (where should I place this?) we are usually 
referring to some notion of location - the simple notion of 'where'. But 
places are not always stationary. A ship, for instance, may become a 
special kind of place for people who share it on a long voyage, even 
though its location is constantly changing.,:!h'.__Jocale' Agnew means the 
material setting for social �ns, the actual shape ofplace within 
wl)icb ... p,e.uple coodwl .lb.eir lives as ina1vidu� merror-we-1�1, as 
white_��,..straigb! or gay. It is clear that places �linosfalWays have a 
concrete form. New York is a collection of buildings and roads and 
public spaces including the community gardens which are themselves 
material - made of plants and statues and little sheds and houses with 
fences around them. The child's room has four ,valls, a window, a door, 
and a closet. Places then, are material things. Even imaginary places, like 
Hogwarts School in Harry Potter novels, have an imaginary materiality 
of rooms, staircases and tunnels that make the novel work. As well as 
being loca t�ti.mdug._e.E;����:!.� .'-'�?_1:1.c�! f �!!!Jd:::l���-�}23;:!S t !i�11 e 

. re_l:-:i,_�gi:i_�h!.P..-t°:-huma�J�:1:1�l}1man capacity --��- J:>l'�-��,�� -�mi
consume m�gl_fly__�!!:i_e oIJ-i� A ew means the su'E ective and
emotional attachmen�_eopJ:ehave to place. ovels and films (at east 
T -- -----� ---·----.---·--·-
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successful ones) often evoke a sense of place - a feeling that we the 
reader/viewer know what it is like to 'be there'. We oflen have a sense of 
place about where we live, or where we lived when we were cl1ildren. 
This is what the author Lucy Lippard has called The Lure of the Lorn/ 
(Lippard 1997). It is commonplace in Western socielies in the twenty
first Century to bemoan a loss of a sense of place as the forces of 
globalization have eroded local cultures and produced homogenized 
global spaces. We will return to this issue of 'placelessness' in Chapter 2. 

Agnew's three-part definition of place certainly accotints for most 
examples of place. In addition, however, it helps to think of place in 
distinction to two other familiar concepts in human geography -
'space' and 'landscape' - both of which are occasionally substituted 
with the word 'place'. 

Space and Place 

An advertisement for a large furniture shop in my Sunday paper read 
'Transforming space into place.' Such an advertisement cannot rely on 
an in-depth understanding of the development of human geography 
and yet it speaks to one of the central themes in the development of 
the discipline. The ad suggests that ,ve might want to take the rooms 
we have recently bought or rented and make them mean something 
to us by arranging furniture in them - making them comfortable 
literally and experientially. Humanistic geographers are unlikely to 
agree that the mere purchase of furniture is going to enact such a 
transformation but they will recognize the intent. 

Space is a more abstract concept than place. When we speak of 
space we tend to think of outer-space or the spaces of geometry. 
Spaces have areas and volumes. Places have space between them-X,j
Fu Tuan has likened space to movement and place to pauses - stops 
along the way. -·---------· 
� 

What begins as undifferenti.1ted space becomes place as we get to know it 
betler and endow it with value .... The ideas 'space' and 'place' require each 
other for definition. From the security and stability of place we are aware of 
the openness, freedom, and thre.it of space, .ind vice versa. Furthermore, if 
we think of sp.ice as that which allows movement, then place is pause; each 
pause in movement makes it possible for location to be transformed into 
place. (Tuan 1977, 6) 

Consider the relationship bet1;veen the sea and land along the coast 
between Seattle and Vancouver. In his book Pnssnge to J1111cn11 (1999) 
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the travel writer Jonathan Raban tells of his trip by boat along tlrnt 
shore. Alongside his travel narrative he tells of the voyage of the 
explorer c,aptain Vancouver in his ship HMS Dis:_overy in 1792.
Vancouver s task was to map the coast and name tt as he went -
making it a place of empire. Naming is one nf the vvavs s12ace C.fil.:l. be 
<7iven meaning and become place. Vancouver's journal reports the 
�eemu{glyno�sensical mover11ents of natives in their canoes in the sea 
around them. Rather then taking a direct line from point A to point B 
the natives would take complicated routes that had no apparent logic. 
To the native canoeists their movements made perfect sense as they 
read the sea as a set of places associated with particular spirits and 
particular clangers. While the colonialists looked at the sea and saw 
blank space, the natives saw place. 

Two world-views were in collision; and the poverty of white .iccounts of 
these canoe joL1rneys ref\ecl Lhe colonialists' blindness lo lhe native sea. 
They didn't get it - couldn't grasp the fact that for Indians the water was a 
place, and the great bulk of the land was undifferentiati!d space. 

The whiles had entered a looking-glass world, where their own most 
basic terms were reversed. Their whole focus was directed toward lhe land: 
its natural harbours, its timber, its likely spots for settlement and 
agriculture. They travelled everywhere equipped with mental chainsaws 
and al a glance could strip a hill of its covering forest ... and see Lhere a 
future of hedges, fields, houses, churches. They viewed the sea as a medium 
of access to lhe all-imporlanl land. 

Substitute 'sea' for 'land.' and vice-versa, in that paragraph, and one is 
very close to the world thal emerges from lndi,m slories, where the forest is 
the realm of danger, darkness, exile, solitude, and self-extinction, while the 
sea and its beaches represent safety, light, home, society, and the 
conlinuation of life. (Raban 1999, 103) 

Raban recounts the visit of the German geographer Amel Krause 
while working for the Breman Geographical Society in 1881. He \Vas 
astonished by what he saw as the local Tlingits' ignorance of their 
place in the world, which to him was dominated by the enormous 
mountains that towered behind the small strip of land they inhabited 
beside the sea. 

In spite of the fact that the Tlingil is constantly surrounded by n.iture, he is 
only acquainted with it as it offers him Lhe necessities of life. He knows 
every bay that lends itself to fishing or the beaching of a canoe ... and for 
these he has names; but Lhe mountain pec.1ks themselves, even Lhough they 
are oulslanding on account of their shape and size, are scarcely noticed by 
him. (Raban 1999, Hl6) 
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The Tlingits had many na1nes for the sea but the land remained unnamed
and seemingly invisible. To the explorers the sea ,vas empty space and
the land full o·f potential places waiting to be mapped and named but this 
was the mirror image of the Tlinget 'sense of place'. 

�. then, h?s been s_ee,n i!!_ �isti1'.c��<:_.P,.��,:..e as a realm wi�hout
n1_eaning_- as iL.lacL�hfe.....wluch,Jik�.,-�me, produc_�s .

... 
t�1e.Jws1C _co

ordinaj:.§Jm:..h1Jman hfe. \Nl1,e!.1J.1.!J!fl...fil:1§ .. !l),��s_t n��-'E:��� a portion 
a} s_ec-ice and -�l!�� be.£�1fl�Un _ so1�1�_}'vay (narriiffg is one
such--w�1yfiI . .fuicome-s-a-pl-ace.LA!though this basic dualism of space
and place runs through much of human geography since the 1970s it 
is confused somewhat by the idea of social space - or socially 
produced space - which, in. many ways, � the same role as place 
(Lefebvre 1991; Smith 1991U 

Place and Landscape 

Another concept that frequently appears alongside place in 
geography texts is landscape. The ... J.deu....QLlaruifil:...ape_has a very 
E�J_ticular-historJ--.. w:hklu.iates....baclcto ... the-emergence ... 0Lu1�rcantile 
C<ill,!talism in __ Renaissance Venic�.an(..Ula-nders. Landscape painting 
emerged with the rediscovery of the science of 'optics', new 
techniques of navigation and the development of a new class of 
, traders. Landscape referred to ayortion of the eartl:!'...�_su.r:fnceJ:haLQUl. 
!;ie viewed from one �pot. (see Cosgrove 1984; Jackson 1997). It 
combined a focus on the material �p_g_graph.y .. of a portion of land 
(that which can be seen) with the 119.tion_ofvj�i9.1� (the way it is seen). 
,LandscaµeJs_an.iuteusely visual fde�!:.U.D.P�_fa'ljtions of landscape 
t\:!eyie_w�r .t�_o.u.tside-of-,it. This is the primary way mwTffcl11Falffei·s 
from place. E,!aces _, are_ve1::R mud.:t._Jbings to. be, inside _ �,t, .. �gain a 
l��;Y_����pJ.£...W.�1§Jra t�,§_Q1 is. . ..... � 

In Raymond Williams (1960) novel Border Country Matthew Price 
returns lo the place of his childhood in the Welsh borders after 
spending many years at University in England. He is surprised at 
what he finds when he gets there. He has forgotten the qualilies of life 
that made it a 'place' and replaced it in his mind with a 'landscape'. 
What follows is an examinalion of the gap between the idea of the 
village as 'landscape' and the idea of the village as a lived and felt 
'place.' As Matthew realizes he has become an outsider in his own 
village he reflects on his change of perspective: 

He re<1Iized JS he w<1tched what h<1d happened in going aw.1y. The valley .is 
landscape h.id been taken, but its work forgollen, The visitor sees beauty, 
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the inhabitant a pliice where he works and has his iriencls. Far away, closing 
his eyes, he had been seeing this valley, but a, Lhe visitor sees it, as the 
guid� book sees it. (Williams 1960, 75) 

11 

Later in the novel Matthew gets back into the routine of the village 'It 
was no longer a landscape or view, but a valley that people were 
using.' No longer a view from a hill the valley was once again a place. 
Landscape refers to the shape - the material topography - of a piece 
of land. This may be apparently natural (though few, if any, parts of 
the Earth's surface are untouched by humans) landscape or it might 
be the obviously human, or cultural, landscape of a city.�We dn..not 
live in landscapes - we look at them. 
_____ .c.- ______ , ... :,;,,,..,-...,.. 

Place as a Way of Understanding 

An important theme of this book is that place is not just a thing in the 
world but a way of understanding the world. While we hold common
sense ideas of what places are, these are often quite vague when 
subjected to critical reflection. Most often the designation of place is 
given to something quite small in scale, but not too small. 
Neighborhoods, villages, towns and cities are easily referred to as 
places and these are the kinds of places that most often appear in 
writing on place. There is little writing on the corner of a favorite room 
as place at one scale, or on the globe at another. Yet, as Tuan suggested, 
there is something of place in all of these. So, as it turns out, places as 
'things' are quite obscure and hard to grasp. 

\. 

tJ?u� place is also a way of seeing, knowing and understanding the/
wmki:i.. When we look at the world as a world of places we see 
different things. We see attachments and connections between people 
and place. We see worlds of meaning and experience. Sometimes this 
way of seeing can seem to be an act of resistance against a 
rationalization of the world, a way of seeing that has more space 
than place. To think of an area of the world as a rich and complicated 
interplay of people and the environment - as a place - is to free us 
from thinking of it as facts and figures. To think of Baghdad as a place 
is in a different world to thinking of it as a location on which to drop 
bombs. At other times, however seeing the vvorld through the lens of 
place leads to reactionary and exclusionary xenophobia, racism and 
bigotry. 'Our place' is threatened and others have to be excluded. 
Here 'place' is not so much a quality of things in the world but an 
aspect of the way we choose to think about it - what we decide to 
emphasize and what we decide to designate as unimportant. This 
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book is as much about pluce as a way of knowing as il is about place us
a thing in the world. ft is as much about epistemology as it is about
ontology. 

The Remainder of the Book 

Space, lundscape and place are clearly highly interrelated terms and 
each definition is contested. The French urban theorist Henri 
Lefebvre, for instance, has produced a much more sophisticated 
account of space in which he distinguishes betvveen more abstract 
kinds of space (absolute space) and lived and meaningful spaces 
(social space) (Lefebvre 1991). Social space is clearly very close to the 
definition of place. We will return lo debates such as this as we 
consider the intellectual trajectory of place in geography in the next 
chapter. For now it suffices to say that the majority of ,,._,riting about 
place focuses on the realm of meaning and experience. Place is how 
we make the world meaningful and the way we experience the world. 
'Place, at a basic level, is space invested with meaning in the context of 
powei:._{, This process of investing space with meaning happens across 
the globe at all scales and has done throughout human history. It has 
been one of the central tasks of human geography to make sense of it. 

This introduction has provided some provisional outlines of what 
place means. But this is just a starting point. If it were that easy I could 
slop now. The fact is that place is a contested concept and what it is 
that 'place' means is very much the subject of decades of debate in 
human geography as well as philosophy, planning, architecture and 
any number of olher disciplines. To some in planning, place refers to 
the built environment. To ecologists, a place is rooted in a distinctive 
ecology - as a bioregion. To a philosopher, place is a way of being-in
the-world. The rest of this book is an extended investigation of what 
place means and how the concept has been and might be used by 
geographers and others. 

To that end the remainder of this book is organized as follows. 
Chapter J traces the development of place as a concept since 
approximately 1950. It shows how place became a central term in 
North American geography during lhe late 1970s and early 1980s 
through the efforts of primarily humanistic geographers (Relph 1976; 
Tuan 1974a) and h·aces the roots of this engagement back to the 
philosophies of meaning - particularly those of Heidegger and 
Merleau-Ponty. The chapter also h·aces the appropriation of the term 
by cultural geography and the linking of place to politics and 
arguments over who gets to define the meaning of a place (Cresswell 
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1996). Finally the chapter examines the recent developments in the 
concept's itinerary such as the notion of increasing 'placelessness' 
through the effecls of 'time-space compression' (I-forvey 1989; Auge 
1995), Doreen Massey's conception of a 'progressive sense of place' 
(Massey 1997) and Edward Casey's reinvigoration of a phencnneno
logical viev-.' of place and the associated emergence of 'non
representational theory' and the idea of place as practice (Thrift 
] 997; Casey 1998). 

Chapter 3 consists of a critical evaluation of Doreen Massey's paper 
'.A Global Sense of Place' (Massey 1997). Massey's paper has been 
widely cited as a plea for a new conceptualization of place as open 
and hybrid - a product of interconnecting flows - of routes rather 
then roots. This extroverted notion of place calls into question the 
\·Vhole history of place as a center of meaning connected to a rooted 
and 'authentic' sense of identity forever challenged by mobility. It also 
makes a critical intervention into the widely held notions of the 
erosion of place through globalization and time-space compression. In 
this chapter her paper (which is included almost in its entirety) is 
contrasted with a chapter by David Harvey which tackles similar 
issues in a very different way (Harvey 1996) and a paper by Jon May 
which mobilizes these understandings in a detailed piece of research 
into a particular place (May 1996). 

Chapter 4 considers empirical examples of ,vays in which the 
concept of place has been mobilised in research. The first group of 
examples concerns the way people have created places. These include 
the use of place to assert identity in the face of the forces of global 
processes and movements. We also encounter the way memory and 
place intersect in the production of heritage places such as museums 
and how particular visions of place are created in order to get people 
to live there. But places are not just small and local. Regions and 
Nations are also places and some geographers have looked at the 
production of place at a larger scale. These examples reveal how the 
concept of place can still have salience in the contemporary vvorld in 
widely divergent contexts. The second set of examples concerns the 
use of notions of appropriate place to construct normative 'moral 
geographies' that map particular kinds of people and practice to 
particular places. Here I draw on my own work on transgression in 111 
Plncc/011/ of Place: (1996) and work on 'people without place' such as 
the homeless and refugees as well as how gays, lesbians and bisexuals 
are made to feel 'out of place'. This work shmvs how place is used in 
the construction of ideas about who and what belongs where and 
when and thus in the construction of those seen as 'deviant' and 
outside of 'normal' society. While both of these sets of examples 
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concern the conneclions betv,,een place, identity and power they use 
place in radically different ways and from different political 
perspeclives. 

Finally in Chapter 5 I provide an annotated bibliography and lists 
of key readings and texts, a survey of web resources, pedagogical 
resources and possible student projects. 



2 
-

The Genealogy of Place 

Place has always been central to human geography and has been an 
object of enquiry since at least the First Century AD. The history of 
geography has taken as one of its central objects the common-sense 
experienced differences between porlions of the Earth's surface. As 
Carl Sauer wrote in his seminal paper 'The Morphology of 
Landscape' 'the facts of geography are place facts' (Sauer and 
Leighly 1963, 321). Or as Richard Hartshorne \·vrote in Pcrspcctiz•cs 011 
the Nature cf Geogmpliy 'The integrations vvhich geography is 
concerned to analyse are those which vary from place to place' 
(Hartshorne 1959, 159). A quarter of a cenhu-y later Allan Precl 
asserted '[S]ettled places and regions, hm,vever arbitrarily defined, 
are the essence of human geographical inquiry' (Pred 1984, 279). 
There is probably not much that these three geographers would 
agree on but they could agree on the importance of place to the 
subject of geography. 

The word 'place' hides many differences. One confusing�ct of 
th�enealogy of pla��--i2"l!�l.2.!�.<;.€_�\i"\.D_�i§J9.!:J,qt_!)_f"!.I.!_Q,Qj�£t_(,��!�ng 
that geographers and others look at, research and write about) and a 
v�::m1_of lDokiug. Looking cit the world as a set of places in sonle\1/ay 
separate from each other is both an act of defining what exists 
(ontology) and a particular way of seeing and knowing the world 
(epistemology and metaphysics). Theory is a way of looking at the 
world and making sense of the confusion of the senses. Different 
theories of place lead different \Vriters to look at different aspects of 
the world. In other words place is not simply something to be� 
observed, researched and written about but is itself part of the way we 
see, research and write. Towards the encl of this chapter we will see 
how geographers and philosophers have sought to show how place is· 
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,1 wily-ot-bcing. Here, place is deeply 1111.?laphysical and a long way
from -the simple distinction bel\,:een one ylace and �not her. 

The purpose of this chapter 1s lo outline some ol- the appn1aches 
taken to place by geographers (and selected others) through the 
historv of the discipline. Place has also been discussed and used in 
m,rnv- other disciplines and walks of life. Architects and urban 
plan;1ers try to evoke senses of place, ecologists and green activists 
talk of ecological places they call 'bioregions', artists and writers 
attempt to reconstitute places in their ,vork. As this is a 'short 
introduction' there is no room lo survey all of this literature. The 
genealogy of place extends well beyond human geogro.phy but here 
we will stick close to the discipline. Some readings and resources from 
elsewhere are included in lhe fincil ch,1pter. The chapter is broadly 
arranged chronologically lo give ,1 sense of the historical progression 
of an ide::1. Towards the end hmvever there are many competing 
definitions of and approaches to place that exist simultaneously. The 
starting point, however, is regional geography. 

Regional Geography 

The agTeement on the centrality of place to geography between Sauer, 
Hartshorne and Pred reflects the comnwn-sense notion that 
geography is a reflection of peoplt•'s curiosity about the differences 
between parts of the EarLh's surface. It also reflects a history of 
geography which had seen its pro:1clitioners focusing largely on the 
description of 'regions.' Much of human geography before the J960s 
was devoted to specifying and describing the differences between 
areas of the eo:1rth's surface. This 'regiono:11 geography' was ideogm11lric 
which is to say that it reveled in the particular. Why 1-vas the South of 
the United States different from the North? How rnanv regions could 
be identified in Engl.,md? The cenl:ral wurd was regiLm �·ather than 
place. The characteristic mode of operation for rt:'gional geographers 
was to describe a place/region in great detail, starting with the 
bedrock, soil type o:1nd climate and ending with 'culture'. A great deal 
of time ,vas spent differentiating one particular re6rion from others 
around it - in other words, in drawing boundaries. Some geographers 
rderred to this practice as 'chorology' a spatial version of 'chron
ology'. While chronology refers to the study of time, chorology refers 
lo the study of regions/places. The origins of chorology date back to 
the Greek geographer Strabo (First Century AD) vvho described it as 
the description of the parts of the earth. The case for geography as 
chorology has been argued by Richard Hmlshorne (Hartshorne 1939). 
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one influential lrcidilion in human geogrciphy WclS the French 

tradition of /11 ghJgm11ltic /11111111i11c associated with Vidal de lei Blache at

the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the l:wenlielh CC'nlury.

Although the vvorcl place vvas not its central object its focus on gc11rc de

zric (ways of life) in particulc1r regions produced ,vork which was

remarkable in the way it captured the complicated interplay of the 
nilturzil Mtd cullural worlds in particular parts of France. La t'-iugmpltic 
tr11111ai11c succeeded in emphasizing the distinctiveness of particular 
pli.1CCS in a way which kiter inspired humanistic geographers 
(Buttimer 1971; Ley 1977). 

E;:1rly American cultural geographers also used the term 'region' in 
their descriplive work on the cultural landscape. In the well known 
and influential text-book r<e11di11gs i11 C11//11m/ Ceo::;raplty (Wagner and 
lVIikesell 1962) Lhe editors present what they saw as the main themes 
in American culturctl geography in 1962. The central figure in the text 
is Carl 0. Sauer who had, like de la Blache, rejected the simplistic 
determinism of the environmental determinists such as Ellen Semple 
and Ellsworth Huntingdon who had argued that the characteristics of 
human setllement (culture) were largely a response lo environmental 
imperatives. In other words environment· determined society and 
culture. Rather than seeing culture as determined by the natural 
environment, Sauer ,111d his followers asserted the importance of 
culture in transforming the natural environment. In the \VOrk of both 
de l,1 Blache and Sauer culture is given explanatory power. It is no 
longer simply a result of natural forces. The key themes Wagner and 
Mikesell identify ,1s central lo cull:ur,11 geography are culture, culture 
area, cultural landscape, cultural history and cultural ecology. Culture, 
thl'Y argue, rests on a geographical basis in that 'habitual and shared 
cornm1micc1tion is likely to occur only among those who occupy a 
common area' (Wagner and Mikesell 1962, 3). Cultural geography, 
therefore, rested of the ranking and cl,1ssifying of 'culture areas' (these 
spaces of culturcil communication) and an analysis of the \vays in 
which cultural groups affect and change their nutural habitats. Again 
'place' is not a central concept here but the emphasis on shured 
cultural spaces suggests the importance of meaning ,111d practice in a 
given location. 

Regional geography was the predominant way of doing geography 
in Britain during the first half of the century. Approaches ranged from 
the attempts by Herberlson lo show how unique regions emanated 
from variations in the natural environment (Herbertson 1905) to 
Fleure's equally ambitious desire to delineate 'human regions' defined 
by the anthropological particularities of their inhabitants (Fleure 1919 
(1996)). In ecich case the focus was on differentiating one clearly 
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defined region (place) from the next and explaining t)1e lo?ic of the
definitions. While I-Ierbertson looked to nature for this logIC, Fleure
looked to human characteristics. . 

The importance of regions as places 1s a theme that still warrants
the attention of geographers. Recently, geographers have explored
the way regions have been deliberately produced through the 
activities oJ formal and informal politics in order to institutionalize 
particular ideas about government and governance at regional levels. 
Here the focus is very much on the production of regions rather than 
the search for regions that already exist (Macleod and Jones 2001; 
Paasi 2002). A different argument is made by Nick Entrikin (1985, 
1991) as he lTaces some of the strands of thought in North America 
which have argued that the stability of democracy is based on an 
attachment to place and local community. Such 'seclionalism' would, 
it was hoped, mitigate against 'mass society'. Such views were clearly 
held by the grandfather of cultural geography Carl Sauer in his 
defense of traditional ways of life in the face of modern induslrialism. 
To Sauer, an ecologically informed naturalislic philosophy poinlecl 
towards the increasing diversity of forms of living, with each 
community becoming recognizably separc1te. Aclivities and forms of 
human life and cultme which threatened regional and place-based 
distinctiveness were thus a tlueat. In the conclusion to his book 
Entrikin suggests that scienlific geography - and the fascination with 
abstract space - had diminished the importance of the particular and 
that the particular needs to be reclaimed through a narrative 
understanding of place. 

Discovering Place: Humanistic Geography 

Given this history and the comments of Sauer, Hartshorne and others 
it is, as Relph was to remark in 1976 in his book Place n11d Plncclcss11css, 
surprising that very little attempt had been made to actually define 
place and distinguish it from its sister concepts of region and area. 
Place remained a largely common-sense idea. Perhaps the most 
insistent attempt to come to terms with the concept in the 1960s was 
made by Fred Lukerman. Echoing the earlier comments of Sauer and 
Hartshorne, Lukerman had argued that 'Geography is the knowledge 
of the world as it exists in places' (Lukerman 1964, 167). Lukerman 
understood places as integrations of nature and culture developing in 
particular locations with links to other places through the movement 
of goods and people. This understanding of place is suggestive but 
also evasive. The words 'culture' and 'nature' are, as Raymond 
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Williams has reminded us, two of the most complicated ,vords in the 
Eno·lish language each of ,,vhich has many possible meanings 
(Williams 1985). This definition hardly applies to the corner of a 
child's room. It also remains unclear how place might be different 
from area, locality or territory. 

Lukerman's interventions aside, the 1970s had not proved promis
in<T for the development of a thorough understanding of place. It was 
la;gely in this decade that geographers became dissatisfied with 
ueography as an ideographic pursuit. Proper scic11tific disciplines, it 
�vas pointed out, liked to generalize and m,1ke laws that could be 
applicable anywhere - not just in Southern California or the South of 
France. Thus spatial science was born and the concept of region was 
replaced by the concept of space as a central focus of human 
geography. The term spncc appeals to the 11omothctic or generalizing 
impulse of science, Within spatial science a place was simply a 
location. Central place theory was the only area in which the term 
'place' was often used and here it described locations where particular 
functions, services and populations were concentrated (Losch 1954; 
Christaller and Baskin 1966). 

As Arturo Escobar has recently written: 

Since Plato, Western philosophy - often times with the help of theology 
and physics - has enshrined space as the absolute, unlimited and universal, 
while banning place to Lhe realm of the particular, the limited, the local and 
Lhe bound. (Escobar '.!001, 143) 

Since tlie particular had no place in the hierarchy of values developed 
in the post-enlightenment world studies of place were often relegated 
to 'mere description' while space was given the role of developing 
scientific law-like generalizations. ln order to make this work people 
had to be removed from the scene. Space was not embodied but 
empty. This empty space could then be used to develop a kind of 
spatial mathematics - a geometry. But this idea of place as a fascina
tion with the particular and the study of place as 'mere description' 
depends on a particular na"ive view of places as given parts of the 
human landscape. In the 1970s humanistic geographers began to 
develop notions of place which were every bit as universal and 
theoretically ambitious as approaches to space had been. 

The development of humanistic geography was, in part, a reaction to 
the new emphasis on space in spatial science. Central to this enterprise 
was 'place' which, for the first time, explicitly became the central 
concept in geographical inquiry. Place, to geographers such as Yi-Fu 
Tuan (1977; 1974b), Anne Buttim.er and David Seamon (1980) and 
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Edwc1rd Relph (1976) was i:'.l concept that expressed i:'.ln attitude to the 
world the emphasized subjectivity and experience rather than the cool, 
hard logic of spatial science. But unlike the ongoing traditions of 
regional and (American) cultural geography, the humanist engage
ment took a distinctly philosophical turn looking (in \-vhat is now a 
familiar gesture) to continental European philosophy for inspiration. 
The philosophies of phenomenology and existentialism ,vere central. 
As we shall see it would be wrong to think of the focus on place as a 
return to the ideographic concerns with parlirnlar places that were 
central to human geography in the first half of the century. Rather place 
was seen as a universal and transhistorical part of the human condition. 
[t was not so much places (in the world) that interested the humanists 
but 'place' as an idea, concept and way of being-in-the-world. 

The two geographers vvho have developed this new approach to 
place most thoroughly are Yi-fu Tuan and Edward Relph. Y�fJ> 
�,' s l�f!..9.!"::2.I!�l'2l�!.LU11 (1974) �!���pace 11wf Pince (l2_77) have hac an 
enormous impact on the history ochuman geography and, more 
specifically, the development of the idea of place. !_:1an argued that 
through huma�eption and experience we get to know the world 
tfiro1.1gl1 pla_s.�'?_'.Jhe teriRfcipojmiEiwanieveTopKf'l1yTuaTnoret'er 
to the 'c1ffective bond bet\veen people and place' (Tuan 197-J.b, 4). This 
bond, this sense of attacl1111ent, is fundamental to the idea of place as a 
'field of care'. Tuan defined place through a comparison \Vith space. 
He develops a sense of space as an open arena of action and move
ment while place is about stopping and resting and becoming 
involved. While space is amenable to the abstraction of spatial science 
.. 0.11d_ec.Qnpm.i1:._ratiql)ali ty

! 
place is amenable to �1ssior!..?_ . .£L!hings 

such as 'value' and 'belonging.' --- -
-Th1s··rd11a of disctissfo� cif ·place is clearly much more than a 
discussion of location or region. Because place is a product of a 'pause' 
and a chance of attachment it exists at many scales:f,i\t one extreme a 
favorite armchair is a place, at the other extreme the whole earth' 
(Tuan 1977, 14� 

Place c;:111 be as small as lhe corner of a room or as large as the earth itself: 
Lhat the earth is our place in the universe is a simple fact of obsl!rvation Lo 
homesick astronauts ... It is obvious lh.it most definitions of place are quite 
arbitrary. Geographers tend to think of place as having lhe size of a settle
ment: the plaza within it may be counted ii place, but usually not the 
individual houses, and certainly not that old rocking chair by the fireplace. 

(Tu,rn 197,la, 2.45) 

VVriting in 1974 (before humanistic geography was well known) it is 
obvious that Tuan was struggling with the abstractions of spatial 
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science. 'Unlike lhe spatial analyst, \Vho must begin by making 
simplifying assumptions concerning man, the humanisl begins \vith a 
deep commitment to the understanding of human nature in all its 
intricacy' (Tuan 1974a, 246). Spatial science simply missed out loo 
much of the richness of human experienc0 for Tuan and despite the 
lip service paid to 'place' in definitions to geography no-one \Vas 
really bothering to figure out ·what it was. It could nnt be measured or 
mapped and laws could not be deduced about or from it. 

Edward Relph's approach to place wc1s more explicit in its philoso
phical commitments lo phenomenology. ln Place and P/acclcss11css 
(1976) Relph builds on wh,1l he describes as our prc.1ctical knowledge 
of places - the very everyday and mundane fact of our knowing 
where to enact out lives. We live in one place, vvork in another, play 
football in another. But we are also \·Villing to protect our place against 
Lhose who do not belong and vve are frequently nostalgic for places 
we have left. These human responses, for Relph, reveal the deeper 
significance of place to human 'being'. 

As with Tuan, Relph ulilizes the comparison of place with space to 
make an argument for the significance of place Lo human life: 

Spucc is ,1morphous and intangible ilnd not .111 entity Ll1<1t c.m be directly 
described and analysed. Yet, however we feel or explain space, there is 
nearly always somc a5sociated sense nr concept of place. [n general it seems 
lhal space provides the context for pl,Kes but derives ib meaning from 
parlicular places. (Relph 1976, 8) 

The continuum which has place at one end and space at the other is 
simultaneously a conlinuum linking experience to abstraction. PlaS§_. 
.u.re experienc� (Tuan's Space 1111d Pince is subtitled The Perspec/i7Je of 
Ex,ieric11cc). 

Relph explicitly builds on the philosophy of Martin Heidegger's work 
Bci11g 1111d Ti111c and particularly the notion of desiw (approximately 
'dwelling'). Desien, for Heid egger ,vas the very essence of existence -
the way humans exist in the world. Heidegger used the illustrc1lion of a 
farmhouse in the Black Forest to make his point: 

I-Jere' Lhe self-sufficiency of the power lo let earth and heaven, divinities and
mortals enter in simple oneness inlo things, ordered the house. It places the
farm on the wind sheltered slope looking south, among the meadows close
to lhe spring. It gave it the wide overhanging shingle roof whose proper
slope bears up under the burden of snow, and which, reaching deep clown,
shields the chambers ilgainsl the storms of the long winter nigh ls. ll did not
forget the altar corner behind the community table; it mi.lde room in its
chamber for the hallo\ved places of chilclbecl and the 'tree of the dead' - for
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that is what thev called a coffin there; Lhe Tolenbaum - and in this way it 
designed for Lh� different generations under one roof the character of their 
journey through time. A craft which itself sprung from dwelling, still uses 
its tools and frames as things, built the farmhouse. (Heidegger 1971, 160) 

Place as dwelling, then is a spiritual and philosophical endeavor that 
unites the natural and human worlds. A properly authentic existence 
to Heidegger is one rooted in place. If place is broadly analogous to 
this concept of dwelling then to think of places as simply points on a 
map or even as 'Toronto' or 'Bombay' is a very shallow conception of 
place indeed. Note, though, how Heidegger chooses as his example a 
farmhouse in a forest. It is relatively straightforward to portray such a 
place as rooted as if in the soil. How this might apply to a modern 
place in an urban environment is a little harder to imagine. 
Heidegger's vision is very romantic and nostalgic. 

By developing the ideas of Heidegger, Relph sought to escape from 
simplistic notions of place as location. Relph quoted the philosopher 
Susanne Langer (also a favourite of Tuan's) noting that place, in the 
deeper sense, need not have i:1ny fixed location at i:111. 

A ship constantly changing its location is nonetheless a selfcontained place, 
and so is a gypsy camp, an Indian camp, or .i. circus camp, however often it 
shifts its geodetic bearings. Literally we say a camp is in a place, but 
culturally it is a place. A gypsy camp is a different place from an Indian 
camp though it may be geographically where Lhe Indian camp used to be. 

(Susanne Langer 1953 quoted in Relph, 1976: 29) 

Location, then, is not a necessary or _?ufficient co1�9iJi_on of place. 
Relph worlcs

"'

fhroiigh- a'list of characteristfr:s of 1-1iace incliidfri.g their 
vJ_s�1c,11ity (places have landscapes - we can see them), the sense of 
community that place supposedly engenders, the sense 6( time 
ihvolved in establishing attachment to place and the value of 'rooted
ness' but none of these, he argues, are enough to explain the deeper 
importance of place to human existence and experience. To get at this 
Relph returns to phenomenology. 

The philosophy of phenomenology was developed by Franz 
Brentano and Edmund Husserl in the nineteenth century and its 
central concern is with what philosophers call 'il1te11tio11nlity.' The 
word intentionality refers to the 'aboutness' of human conscious
ness. That is to say we cannot (the phenomenologist would argue) 
be conscious without being co11scio11s of so111ctl1i11g. Consciousness 
constructs a relation between the self and the world. Relph's argu
ment is that consciousness is not just of something - but something 
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in its place. The only way humans can be humans is to be 'in £!ace.' 
-:-------=-·------------ ----·-···-�--- -· Place determines our expenence. --

-------�--·"-· 

The basic meaning of place, its essence, does not therefore come from 
locations, nor from the trivial functions that places serve, nor from the 
community that occupies it, nor from superficial or mundane experiences 
... The essence of place lies in the largely unselfconscious intentionality that 
defines places as profound centers of human existence. (Relph 1976: 43) 

Essc11cc is a key word here. Phenomenologists saw as one of their 
principle tasks the discovery of essences. An essence is what makes 
something what it is. So rather than asking what this place or that 
place is like, the phenomenological approach to place asks what 
makes a place a place? What is it that the corner of a child's room 
shares with an urban garden or Kosovo? Clearly this is not an interest 
in the particular but a rather grand investigation of a central com
ponent of the human world. 

At heart this phenomenological enterprise involved the ack
nowledgment that to be human is to be 'in place.' To the humanist 
ontological priority was given to the human immersion in place rather 
than the abstractions of geometric space. As the philosopher of place 
Edward Casey has put Ukl'o live is to live locally, and know is first of 
all to !mow the place one is in.l(Casey 1996, 18). This phenomeno
logical focus on place as experience echoes an earlier observation by 
Lukerman. 

The study of place is the subject matter of geography because consciousness �\J
of place is an immediately apparent part of reality, not a sophisticated
thesis; knowledge of place is a simple fact of experience. . 

1 (Lukerman 1964, 168) 

r'rlace is therefore a pre-scientific fact of life - based on the way we 
experience the wor� 

The humanistic strand in human geography is a continuous one 
that informs contemporary debate in many ways. Robert Sack (1992) 
has written of the connections between place and morality, arguing 
that in the (post)modern world the primary form our relationship to 
place takes is often one of consumption. We are sold products in 
consumption places and they are advertised with reference to a 
variety of fantastic contexts. The net result of all of this, he argues, is a 
diminished sense of the consequences of our actions. Morality, to 
Sack, is based on a knowledge of the consequences of what we do. 
Consumption, through the disguise of production processes hides the 
consequences of our purchase and thus creates an amoral consumer's 
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world. A key pm'l of this equaLion is the spatial scope of such con
sequences. Hypermoclernity is characterized by a characteristic 
globalism that makes ec.1ch loCc.11 action potentially global in its 
consequences. Its c.111 too much for the individuc.11 to process. In the 
background to Sack's consumer's world lies the alternc.1tive of place
based c.1ctions where morality is possible due to the close proximity 
and accountability of the producers of goods. Note hmv this story of 
place insinuates the dangerous character of flows and dynamism 
,vhich disconnect people from place boundedness. This theme, the 
threat of mobility, is one we shall return to later. 

Place as Horne! 

For many, the most familiar example of place and its significance to 
people is the idea of home. It is the first example of place in this book. 
For Tuan, geography is the study of Earth as the home of people 
(Tuan 1991). By transforming the Earth into home we create places at 
a myriad of different levels. Tuan argues that the making of places at 
all scales is seen as the production of a certain kind of homeliness. 
1-Iome is an exemplary kind of place where people feel a sense of
attachment and rootednes�ome, more than anywhere else, is seen 
as a center of meaning and a field of care. David Seamon (Seamon 
1979) has also argued that home is an intimate place of rest where a 
person can withdraw from the hustle of the world outside and have 
some d�$J$e of control over wl�1_t ha1fens within a limited space.
Home is \where you can be yot1rself. In t us sense home acts as a Iarrct 
o-in generaf'"-

The centrality of home to humanistic approaches to place owes
much to both Heidegger's focus on 'd,.,velling' as the ideal kind of 
authentic existence and to the work of another continental phen
omenological philosopher - Gaston Bachelard (1994). In Bachelard's 
book The Poetics £�{ Space he considers the hou�me as a primal 
space that acts as a first world or first universe that then frames our 
understandings of all the spaces outside. The home is an intimate 
space where experience is particularly intense. To Bachelard the 
interior arrangement of the house constitutes not one homogeneous 
place but rather a series of places with their own memories, 
imaginings and dreams. Thus Bachelard disting11ishes between the 
attic �-Di_ the basement where the a Uic isa place of the intellect and 
rati-o!:1._c1Jity and the_ baser:nei:itis the pli:lce of the unconscious and of 
riTgfumares - 'The unconscious cannot be civilized. it takes a candle 
when it goes to the celler' (Bachelard 1994, 19). To Bachelard, then, the 
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house/home is a particularly privileged kind of place that frames the 
way people go on to think about the wider universe. 

This idea of home as a fundamental place has been questioned by 
feminists. The feminist geographer Gillian Rose has considered the 
role of home as place in geography. In her account of humanislic 
geography (a chapter titled 'No Place for Women') Rose finds much to 
applaud in the efforts of Tuan, Relph and others. Their willingness to 
introduce issues of home and the body, for instance, share much with 
the concerns of feminist geographers. What she finds troubling, 
hm,vever, is the way the idea of place as home is discussed in 
humanistic geography. 

t\llhough it was often noted thaL home need not necessarily be a family 
house, images of the domestic recur in their work as universal, even 
biological, experiences. Tuan remarked that 'human identification with the 
familiar, nurturing place has a biological basis'. This enthusiasm for home 
and for what is associated with the domestic, in the context of the erasure of 
women from humanistic studies, suggests Lo me that humanistic 
geographers are working with a masculinisl nolion of home/place. 

(Rose 1993, 53) 

Rose points out that many women do not share the rosy of vie\v of 
home/place that humanistic geographers place at the center of the 
discipline. Communities can be stifling and homes can be and often 
are places of drudgery, abuse and neglecL Many women, Rose argues, 
would not recognize a view o ome/ lace that is 'conflict-free, caring, 
nurturing and almost mysticallx y�nerated by t� huma�gs' ( ,ose
1993, 56). ·---- . 

I So, lo white feminists who argue that the home was 'the central site of Lhe I 
oppression of women', Lhere seemed little reason Lo celebrate a sense of 
belonging to the home, and even less, I would add, lo support Lhe 
humanistic geographers' claim that home provides the ultimate sense of 
place. (Rose 1993, 55) 

While humanists claim that place is a universal experience (while at 
the same time using the word 'man' as the universal person) they fail 
to recognize the differences between people and their relalion to 
place. In the search for 'essence' - 'difference' has no place. 

Not all feminists share Rose's view although most would share her 
suspicion of the idea of home as always warm and caring. The black 
feminist author bell hooks has written of home as a place of resistance 
(hooks 1990; Young, I.M. 1997). As a black child growing up in a 
starkly segregated society hooks experienced her home as a place of 
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care and relative freedom from the oppression black people suffered 
in the world outside and, especially, in the homes of white people 
where they worked as domestic servants. To hooks, home and the 
aclivities that go into making home can have significance as forms of 
resistance in an oppressive white world. Home may indeed act as a 
particular ldnd of safe place where (some) people are relatively free to 
forge their own identities. For hooks, homeplace is an empowering 
place. 

Radical Human Geography and the Politics of Place 

Discussions of place as home begin to reveal some of the political 
issues that surround place. While the geographical engagement with 
phenomenological enquiry rescued the notion of place from oblivion 
it simultaneously constructed a notion of place which some see as 
essentialist and exclusionary, based on notions of rooted authenticity 
that are increasingly unsustainable in the (post)modern world. 
Heidegger, just like de la Blache and Sauer, tended to focus on rural 
images and places in order to make their arguments about regions 
and place. At the beginning of the twenty-first century it is very hard 
to see how these observations can be applied even to modern rurality 
let alone the modern metropolis. This has led geographers informed 
by Marxism, feminism and post-structuralism to shy away from place 
as a concept. When they have engaged with place it has been in a 
critical mode - pointing out how places are socially consh·ucted and 
how these consLTuctions are founded on acts of exclusion. 

David Harvey, for instance, has recently argued that the 
:�gnificance of place has increased und�r. tl�!:- cg�IT[o.ns C?_f:�pi!J<ible 
ct�_ci:tinulation, postmodernity_ and· tinie-space compression (Harvey 
1996). He suggests this because, as he sees it, places are t.11ider all kinds 
of threats from variously; the restructuring of economic spatial 
relations at a global level, the increased mobility of production, 
capital, merchanling and marketing and the increasing need to 
differentiate between places in order to compete. _!=-lace, in Harvey's 
lexicon, is a form of fixed capital which exists in te�er 
EirmsoD1Iolille.l:aµiifil:..TJi� 'Iensic,i1

l1

et\veen-tfi'efixedanLf themobile
prod uces cycles of place investment and disinvestment which 
contributes to an unstable process of uneven development across 
the globe. In the stor_y that Harvey tells, place has a more ambivalent 
1�h�11:LfiLU1e,,celebr�nTariTS:5:l.]5Iac'eiin:�ertait1ly'thteat
e_nggJ,1y __ the.,h yp ermq hi liJy: .. oJJJ�&l?l e _\:ilpiJgl,_rn_ass.,.commmuca ti ons 
and _t}�1ns.pru:tatio11. Political struggles over place, therefore, often 
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provide opportunities for resistance lo the mobile forces of capitalism. 
But struggles for place identity also appeal to the parochial and 
exclusive forces of bigolTy and nationalism. The identification of place 
usually involves an us/them distinction in which the other is devalued 
(see Chapter 4 for an extended discussion of this theme). 

Around the late 1980s geographers began to seriously engage with 
the wider fields of social theory and cultural studies. The distinclion 
between so-called humanistic geographers on the one hand and radical 
geographers on the other began to break down and a new cultural 
geography informed by Raymond Williams, Antonio Gramsci and the 
work of the Birmingham school of Cultural Studies emerged. On both 
sides of the Atlanlic geographers began to confidently assert the 
importance of geography to critical theory. Class, gender, and race have 
so often been treated as if they happened on the head of a pin. Well they 
don't - they happen in space and place. By taking space and place 
seriously, it was argued, we can provide another tool to demystify and 
understand the forces that effect and manipulate our everyday lives. 

It was in this context that I wrote fo Plncc/011/ of Pince (Cresswell 
1996). In this book I argued that people, things and practices were 
often strongly linl<:ed to particular places and that when this link ,vas 
broken - when people acted' out of place' - they were deemed to have 
committed a 'transgression'. I used the examples of graffiti artists in 
New York City, the peace campers of Greenham Common (UK) and 
new age travellers in the British counlryside.��ple and 
practices were considered (bv the media, government, etc.) fofiave 
transgressed tl=ie§..iosedly -common-sense link between pface �nd 
the1ltrngsmarr on -ff." tliepurposeof'This-Wofk-was--errsliowlww
placeaoes not 1ave meanings that are natural and obvious but ones 
that are created by some people with more power than others to define 
what is and is not appropriate. It also showed how people are able to 
resist the construction of expectations about practice through place by 
using places and their established meanings in subversive ,vays. 
Throughout issues of age, gender, class, lifestyle, sexuality and 
ethnicity were at the fore. All of these had been largely ignored by 
traditions such as regional geography and humanistic geography. We 
will return to these themes of exclusion and transgression in Chapter 4. 

Critical cultural geographers began to use place in a myriad of ,vays 
which revealed the complicated connections between place, meaning 
and pO\ver. Benjamin Forest, for instance, considered how the gay 
population of \,Vest Hollywood in California successfully mobilized 
symbols of gay idenlity such as creativity and progressive politics 
during the campaign to incorporate West Hollywood in 198,1 (Forest 
1995). He argued that having a politically constituted place as a 
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I · -al t·c1c-t1s Llf o-�,, 1·l1e'ntit)' allowed the gav communitj' togeogr.:tp11Lc · o"'J . . _'-.. '" . . _ 
construct an identity based on more than sexual ads. [h10ugh �ttach-
ment of place, Forest argued, gay identity c�uld be seen as a k.md of
ethnicity rather than as a sickn�ss or P:rver�10n. ln other w�lace
acted to normalize and na.tJ.m:,hze the.2.9en9tv o�e. 
· Another exan-iple of the critical cultural approach to the production 
of places is Kay Anderson's examination of the construction of 
Chinatown in Vancouver, Canada (Anderson, K. 1991). Anderson asks 
how it is that a place known as Chinatown has come to exist in major 
cities across the world. Many people, she argues, see the existence of 
Chinatown as evidence of a naturalized connection between Chinese 
culture and the places that Chinese people seU\e in around the world. 
In other words Chinese people arrive and they construct a place full of 
Chinese restaurants, grocery stores and pagodas. Anderson's 
argument is that these places cannot simply be read as symbols of 
essential Chineseness but rather that such places are ideologically 
co��!�.!.�9� pli:.1£� of diff�re1r� In the case of Vancouver she 'traces
the arrival of the Chinese m t 1e west of Canada in response to the 
discovery of gold and their subsequent work on the railroads, in 
stores and laundries. Over time they were subjected to a set of 
discourses among white people about the supposed 'nature' of the 
Chinese as irredeemably different and inferior. After some time 
Chinese immigrants began to settle in one area of Vancouver and this 
clustering alarmed white onlookers. White elites portrayed the 
Chinese as a form of pollulion and disease that threatened white 
racial purity. By the late 1880s people began to use the word 
'Chinatown', a term imported from -San Francisco. 

Well before any substantial settlement of Chinese was identified as such in 
Vancouver, il 'place' for them already llild a distinct reality in local 
vocabulary <1nd culture. 'Had D<1nle been able Lo visit Chinatown, San 
Francisco', said Secretary of State J. Chapleau in 1885, 'he would have 
added yet darker strokes of horror to his inferno'. (Anderson "1996, 2.19) 

As Chinese people began to gather around Dupont Street this new 
'Chinatown' began to be seen as a natural center of vice and depravity 
hill of dirt, disease and moral failure (opium dens, gambling and 
prostitution). The racial designation 'Chinese' \·Vas seen as synony
mous with moral failure and a particular place - Chinatown. For 
many years the place was put alongside water, sewage and infectious 
diseases under the responsibility of the municipal sanitary officer. 

Anderson shows how 'Chinatown' was not simply a natural 
reflection of Chinese culture but the result of negotiation with those 
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with the pmver to define place (the media, government, etc.). More 
recently this socially constructed place has become a tourist attraction 
where while tourists can visil the' exotic other' and enjoy the old ideas 
and vice and depravity in a sanitized form. Despite the fact that the 
place is now seen as safe and even as altraclive it is still serves lo 
reaffirm a moral order of 'them' and 'us'. 

Porest's paper on West Hollywood and Anderson's consideration 
of Chinatovvn feature the idea of place at the heart of their analyses. 
They are not simply papers about parlicular places - though we do 
learn about Vancouver and West Hollywood by reading them - but 
they are about the way place works in a world of social hierarchies. In 
the case of West Hollywood, place plays a positive role of affirming 
gay identity through its inscription in place. Here the linking of place 
and identity is a political choice of self-affirmation. In the case of 
Chinatown, place plays a negalive role of nah1ralizing white Western 
views of Chinese immorality and inferiority by attaching a particular 
wh_ite view of Chinese culture to a place known as Chinatown . 
..frlace for critical cultural geographers from the late 1980s omvards 

was a concept that needed to be understood through the lens of social 
and cultural confli�/ssues of race, class, gender, sexm1Iity and a host of 
other social relations were at the center of this analysis. Place was not 
simply an outcome of social processes though, it was: once established, a 
tool in the creation, maintenance and transformation of relations of 
domination, oppression and exploitation. By fixing Chinese identity in 
place the cultural and social elites of Vancouver were able lo more easily 
cast Chinese culture and the Chinese themselves in a negative light. By 
successfully lobbying for the incorporation of West Hollywood, gay 
people were able to produce an affirmative vision of their own lifestyle. 

Place as 'Being-in-the-World' versus Place as Social Construct 

Recently Robert Sack, and the philosophers of place Edward Casey 
and J.E. Malpas, have sought to reinstate a much more hmdamental 
role for place in social life. Their approach can best be explained by 
contrasting it to the following claim by David Harvey:
� 
� Place, in whatever guise, is like space and time, a social construct. This is the 

baseline proposition from which I start. The only interesling question lhat 
can then be asked is: by what social process(es) is place constructed? 

( (Harvey 1996, 261) \ 
"'<:! 

The assertion of the importance of talking of places as socially con
structed nicely outlines the dominant approach to matters of place in 
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contemporary critical human geography. To say a place is socially 
consh·ucted is to say that it is not natural and given that human forces 
made a place then human forces can equally importantly undo it. This 
approach is favorecl by those with a progressive political agenda as it 
indicates that if things are one \vay now, they might be enlirely 
different later. It is the approach taken by the critical human 
geographers in the previous section. To say something is socially 
constructed is to say that it is within human power to change it. So 
what is it that is socially constructed about place? Two things stand 
out: meaning and materiality. 

If we say that New York's Lower East Side is a social consh·uct we 
are saying-that the way we experience that place, the meanings \Ve 
ascribe to it, come out of a social milieu dominated by Western 
cultural values and the forces of capitalism. They are also produced by 
the media, by politicians and by the people who live there. We might 
have read in the paper about riots in Tompkins Square Park and be 
(unreasonably) afraid to go there. We might see the graffiti, murals, 
cafes and shops and think it's an invigorating and diverse place to be. 
Whatever meaning it appears to have there is little doubt that it comes 
from 'society'. 

To say a place is socially consh·ucted is also to say that the 
materiality - the very fabric of a place - is a product of society too. The 
buildings, the parks, the trees that have been planted, the roads and 
restaurants have literally been built- often for the production of profit 
but also for a range of other reasons. The community gardens are not 
'natural' but have been put there by the tireless efforts of local 
residents. It is hard to believe that anyone, in a place like the Lower 
East Side, could think of the place as anything other than a social 
construct. 

fn man ways these points seem obvious and we may wonder why 
Harvey bot 1ers , kirrgtl'ielncttall. But there j·s---aiwlli.er profound 
way of thinking al:ioul place tl1at ·sees it as something much deeper 
than a social construct as something irreducible and essential to being 
human. 

Sack, in Holllo Geogmp'1ic11s, makes the following claim: 

Indeed, privileging the social in modern geography, and especially in the 
reductionist sense that 'everything is socially constructed,' does as much 
disservice to geographical analysis as a whole as has privileging lhe natural 
in the days of environmental determinism, or concentrating only on the 
mental or intellectual in some areas of humanistic geography. While one or 
other may be more important for a particular situation at a particular lime, 
none is determinate of the geographical. (Sack 1997, 2) 
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Sack clearly thinks that Harvey is wrong vvhen he asserts that 'the 
only interesting question that can then be asked: is by what social 
prl;cess(es) is place constructed?' To Sack, place's role in the human 
world runs a lot deeper than that - it is a force that cannot be reduced 
to the social, the natural or the cultural. It is, rather, a phenomenon 
that brings these worlds together and, indeed, in part produced them. 

Sack is not the only one to make this point. Consider the words of 
philosopher J.E. Malpas: 

The idea of place encompasses both the idea of the social activities and 
institutions that are expressed in and through the structure of a particular 
place (and which can be seen as partially determinative of that place) and 
the idea of the physical objects and events in the world (along with the 
associated causal processes) that constrain, and are sometimes constr,lined 
by, those social activities and institutions. There is no doubt that the 
ordering of a particular place - and the specific way in which a society 
orders space and time - is not independent of social ordering (inasmuch as 
it encompasses the social, so pbce is partially elaborated by means of the 
social, just as place is also elaborated in relation to orderings deriving from 
individual subjects and from underlying physical structures). However this 7 
does not legitimate the claim that place, space or time are 111en:ly social 2. 
construclions. Indeed the social does not exist prior lo place nor is it given ? 
expression except in and through place - and through spatialised, l 
temporalised ordering .. bit is within the structure of place that the very � 
possibility of the social arisesJl (Malpas 1999, 35-36) ,(_ 

Note that Malpas, and Sack for that matter, do not deny that specific 
places are the products of society and culture. They insist, however, 
that place, in a general sense, adds up to a lot more than that. They 
£_Qint out that society itself is incono�i�-1P.th0tu: place that the 
s�l)js �yeogr.a,r-J:t-ii?all:.�- On the face of it 
this does not seem a lot different from the claim that the social and the 
spatial are 'mutually constitutive' - a claim which is cenb·al to some 
forms of social constructionism. But the claims of Sack and Malpas are 
different from that because of their claim �1at the realm �acial' 
has no particular privilege in discussions � looks once 
more o et eggar s philosophy o p ace m which human beings are 
characterized in terms of their 'being in the world'. This relation 
between humans and place, Malpas argues is not like apples being in 
a box but a sense of necessary relation - it is how we are. 

,, jPlace is instead that withiru . ith res Ject to whicl jectivihr is jt.:eff / 
e.iliifui��UJJLfo..u.D.Jied.Lus-.�bjccfu11:y, J,?!J.Lis..rn!:!1,�ctbat.Q�c/1 / 
�vity '.� fou1��J Thus one does not first have a subject that "'-
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apprehends certain features of the world in terms of the ide.1 of pi.ice; 
insteild, the structure oi subjectivity is given in and through the structure of 
place. (lv!alpas FJ99, 35) 

This is quite different from the claims of the social constructionists that 
humans construct bol·h the meaning of place ,md the material 
structure of placesj Malpas and Sack are arguing th�t :1um�aD0Qt
construct anythingwiTl'ioufl.'lem r first 111 i'fr.n:e-=-J.l'lci'· p 11cc 1s · 1ri111ary lo
the co11stmclio11 o 111en11111g 1111d socicly. Place is primary because it is t 1e 
experiential fact o · our ex1s e c -·. 

The problem for students of prate with this view of the world is that 
it is rather short on empirical detail. If you read the work of Sack, 
Malpas and Casey you \Viii find few extended accounts of particular 
places. Because they are talking about place in general it is hard to use 
specific examples to make the case. Indeed, like Heidegger and his 
Black Forest Cabin, they tend to use imagined and idealized examples 
or 'thought experiments'. So what might such a view tell us if we 
returned to New York's Lower East Side? 

First of all it clearly would not tell us much about the processes that 
went into making the place what it is. It would have more or less 
nothing to say about the processes of gentrification or the 
construction of parks in urban areas or the presence of Puerto Rican 
restaurants. It would not be able to explain the social unrest that has 
periodically rocked the area. These are all the _�ds of things _that a 
Mru:3.i� L.�..9.!llil.12 her . Jib�-Q�yi d..Jj�_IXSY.. . .:'ic

��tl!S��tlL£:.S211iu-.b¥,._ his 
insistence that Jlaces are sociaijY...,.£Qnstrnct�. But are these, as he 
c aims, the only ii1teresting questions? The place-centered approach of 
Sack, Malpas and others would suggest that what is going on in the 
Lower East Side, or anywhere else for that matter, is simply an 
example of what is going on in all human life - a struggle over the 
very basis of human experience - the need for place as a bedrock of 
human meaning and social relations. 

These complicated art,rtiments are important and necessary for a 
thorough understanding of the idea of place in human geography. 
Perhaps it helps to reconsider the notion of social-construction. All 
kinds of things are socially constructed - ideas about space and time, 
particle physics, brain surgery, toothpaste, nuclear bombs, television 
and fashion are all, with different degrees of obviousness, constructed 
\Vithin particular societies with particular, usually hierarchical, social 
relations. ?�11e things clear� 1is author) �-_E.9.!:lally 
clearlv�l.®ri�.!.S.9Jls.trm:w:rnF.-:::...g:ta\jJ;,\l,--Ui�ct_,..artl.1.,.. life ·and 
'cfeath, gla_gal �s. All of these things have socially constructed 
m� \�hout whkh it is impossible to talk about them but the 
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things themselves are there \Vhether vve constrnct them or not. So 
what kind of thing is place? Place, some would argue, is neither like 
toothpaste (which once did not exist and in the future will be 
redundant), nor gravity (which exists completely free of human will 
or consciousness). ft is a construction of humanity but a necessary one 
- one that human life is impossible to conceive of witlrnut. [n other
words there was no 'place' before there was humanity but once we
came into existence then place did too. A future without place is
simply inconceivable (unlike a future without toothpaste). Although
the social construction of place is not the main theme of Sack and
Malpas their arguments suggest that place is a kind of 'necessary
social construction' - something we have to construct in order to be
humc1n. This is not to say that we have to construct the Lmver Ec1st
Side, Kosovo or the Millennium Dome in all their pmticularity but that
in their absence place vvould still exist - just different ones.

Place, Pr·accice and Prncess 

Tuan and Relph were not the only geographers who looked to 
phenomenology in order to develop not·ions of place. Other 
'humanistic' geographers, such as David Seamon were keen to arrive, 
through phenomenological enquiry, at the essence of geographical 
phenomena. Place was the central concept but, in Seamon's case, 
bodily mobility rather then rootedness and authenticity, was the key 
component to the understanding of place. Following the .French 
phenomenologist Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Seamon fixed on the 
'everyday movement in space' - 'n11y spatial displacc111c11/ of the l1ody 
or bodily pnrf initinted liy the pi:rso11 !1i111sdf. Walking to the mailbox, 
driving home, going from house to garage, reaching for scissors in a 
drawer - all these behaviours are examples of movement' (Seamon 
1980, 148). As a phenomenological geographer, Seamon was keen to 
discover the essential experiential character of place through 
movement. He wanted to transcend specific examples and provide a 
general account of place as it is embodied. 

Phenomenology ... asks if from the variety of ways which men ,md women 
behave in and experience their everyday vvorld there an: 1x1rlicular patterns 
which transcend 5pccific empirical contexts and point lo the essenl-ial 
human condition - the irreducible crux of people's life.situations which 
remains when all non-essentials - cultural context, historical era, person.:tl 
idiosyncracies - are stripped bare through phenomenological procedmes. 

(Seamon 1980, (.�LJ) 
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Seamon believed that most everyday movement takes the form of 
habit. People drive the same route to "vork and back everyday 
without thinking about it. People who have moved house find 
themselves going to their old house and only realise it when they 
arrive at the door. People reach for scissors in the drawer vvhile 
engaging in conversation. Such movements appear to be below the 
level of conscious scrutiny. The body-subject knows what it is doing
there is an: 

inherent capacity of the body to direct behaviors of the person intelligently, 
and thus function as a special kind of subject which expresses itself in a 
preconscious way usually described by such words as 'automatic,' 
'habitual,' 'involuntary,' and 'mechanical.' (Seamon 1980, 155) 

Seamon invokes the metaphor of dance in order to describe the 
sequence of preconscious actions used to complete a particular task 
such as washing the dishes. He calls such a sequence a body-ballet. 
When such movements are sustained though a considerable length of 
time he calls it a 'time-space routine.' This describes the habits of a 
person as they follow a routine path through the day - driving to 
work, leaving the kids at school, going to lunch, etc. Seamon also 
looks beyond the individual body movement to group behavior. 
When many time-space routines are combined within a particular 
location a 'place-ballet' emerges which generates, in Seaman's view, a 
strong sense of place. The mobilities of bodies combine in space and 
time to produce an existential insideness - a feeling of belonging 
within the rhythm of life in place. 

A 'place-ballet' is an evocative metaphor for our experience of 
place. It suggests that places are performed on a daily basis through 
people living their everyday life. Seamon, clearly shares with Relph 
the notion of being an 'insider' or 'outsider' in a place but the way 
someone becomes an insider is more specific. [t is through 
participating in these daily performances that we get to know a place 
and feel part of it. It also suggests that those who do know the routine 
will appear clumsy and 'out-of-place' simply through the non
conformity of their bodily practice. 

One thing that appears to be missing from Seaman's work is any 
sense of the consh·aints on people's performances that we would all 
recognize in places. The fine balancing of constraint and freedom 
became the subject of geographers influenced by structuration theory 
- particularly the work of Anthony Giddens and Pierre Bourdieu. In
his paper 'Place as Historically Contingent Process' (Pred 1984) Allan
Pred announces his dissatisfaction with the prevailing notions of place
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at the time. He argues that place is too often thought otj1�r sg1:!.2�)Jn __ 
terms of fixed visiWe 0ncLme.asLu:afak-i.1J.ld.G.!1tgs (tf1is many houses, 
TnaljJOpulation, these amenities). As such they become 'little more 
than frozen scenes for human actfvffi,?-1Pl:ed t9M, ?.79). Humanistic 
geogr�'liJhei'S do-not ·escatie I1rs··ciilical"comments as they too I conceive 
of place as an inert, experienced scene' (Pred 1984, 279). Pred argues 
instead for a notion of place that emphasizes change and process . 
.J:.@.ces are nev!:'r 'finislwd'J2.\.!L0,m'..fil'.2..'becoming.' Place is 'what takes 
place ceaselessly, vvhat contributes tol'ii'stciry in a specific context 
through the creation and utilization of a physical setting' (Pree! 1984, 
279). This c1pproach is informed by structural-ion theory - a set of ideas 
primarily associated with the British sociologist Anthony Giddens. 
Slntcturation theory attempts to describe and understand the relations 
between the overarching structures that influence our lives (ranging 
from big structures such as cc1pitalism and patriarchy lo smaller scales 
structures such as national and local institutions) and our own ability 
to exercise agency in our everyday lives. Stmcturationists say that our 
actions are neither determined by structures above and beyond us, nor 
are our actions completely the product of free \-viii. Structures depend 
on our actions to exist and our achons are given m_eaning by tl+ej 
structures that lie beyond them. Think of language h.H" example. A' 
language such c1s English clearly provides a structure of vocabulary 
and grammar. Strav too far from these rules and we cease to m,1ke 
sens�. Having said 'that no use of language is entirely the product of 
rules. People use language in different ways. Sometimes these uses do 
not comply with rules. lf this happens enough the structure of 
language itself begins to change. Without the structure, the individual 
use of language would have no meaning - in this sense structure 
enables. Without people praclicing the language the structure would j 
be no structure at all - it would be a dead language. ..-.-

Nov,1 think of this in terms of place. We clearly inhabit material 
landscapes that (excepting rare instances) we had little say in 
constructing. These landscapes have vvalls, doors, ,vincknvs, spaces 
of flow (roads. paths, bridges, etc.) that we have to negotiate in order 
to live. We cannot 1.valk through walls and we arc unlikely to wander 
down the middle of the road without endangering our lives. Places 
also have less concrete structures. Laws and rules pervade place. \Ve 
cc1nnot park on a double yellovv line without risking a fine. We cannot 
enter private property at will. We are supposed to be at ,,vork by nine 
o'clock. And there are also sets of cultural and social expectations that 
pervade places. We should not talk loudly to ourselves in public. 
Women are discouraged from walking alone down dark alleys at 
night. Young men are not supposed to gather al: street corners. All of 
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these structures very from place to place and when we travel we are 
expected to familiarize ourselves with them. 

At a given moment in time, place provides a geographically specific 
set of sh·uctures. But even with layer upon layer of structuring 
conditions no-one can safely predict what you or I are going to do. We 
might skip work (or a lecture) and call in sick. The places we have to 
negotiate are the result of the practices of those who were here before 
us but this place in the future will be different. It is not a once and for 

"all achieved state. Think of a new green rectangle of lawn in a town of 
city somewhere. Trees are planted in the middle and two footpaths 
meet in the exact center to divide the ]awn into four smaller 
rectangles. The lawn is surrounded by roads and buildings. To get 
across the lawn to the opposite corner the pedestrian is supposed to 
either walk around the rectangle or use the paths through it. 
,Invariably some people will simply walk across the lawn diagonally. 
After a few weeks a path will appear - a mud path which becomes the 
material manifestation of people's desire to take short cuts. Imagine 
the planners and architects have also provided benches around the 
circumference as well as steps and a piece of public art in the middle. 
Soon homeless people use the benches for a night's sleep and 

. skateboarders use the art as an obstacle course. The point is that 
human agency is not so easily structured and structures themselves 
are made though the repetition of practices by agents. 

Take the place of the university as another example. Universities 
clearly have a number of more of less established meanings as centers 
of learning, culture, objectivity, humanistic endeavor and reflection. 
These have been produced through a long history of learning and 
institution building going back to the Middle Ages. Over time these 
places developed separate faculties of arts, sciences, law, medicine, 
business and others. A \·vay of establishing the authority of 'professors' 
was devised and built into the structure of lecture halls (1,,vith seated 
students facing a standing professor on a heightened platform). The 
university you have inherited is, in other words, the product of 
hundreds of years of the practice of education in particular ways. 

Most modern inslitulions of educalion, despile the apparent neutrality of 
Lhe materials from which lhey are constructed (red brick, white tile, etc.) 
carry within themselves implicit ideological assumptions which are literally 
structured into the archilecture ilself. The categorisation of knowledge inlo 
arts and sciences is reproduced in the faculty system which houses different 
disciplines in different buildings ... moreover, the hierarchical relationship 
between teacher and t,rnght is inscribed in the very layout of the lecture 
theatre with the seating arrangemenls ... dictate the flow of information 
and serve to naturalise professorial aulhority. Thus a whole range of 
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decisions about what is and is not possible within educution huve been 
made, however unconsciously, before the content of individu,11 courses is 
even decidecl. (Hebdige 1988, 12-13) 
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But it would be wrong to think of the university as a finished place. 
The tradilional arrangement of furnihtre in the lecture theatre for 
instance is frequently ignored in small classes where dissatisfied 
students or a professor rearrange chairs into circles or other more 
inclusive spatial arrangements. Over time this might mean that more 
and more university rooms are built with increasing amounts of 
moveable furniture. Perhaps even more revolutionary are the oppor
tunities provided by the Internet and 'distance learning' that makes 
formal 'placed' education incr�asingly redundant. The university as a 
place, then, is not complete1fl11 general places are never complete, 
finished or bounded but are always becoming - in proces3 

lt is this sense of process and the relations of structure and agencf 
in place that is the subject of Pred's (1984) paper. Places are never 
finished but always the result of processes and practices. As such 
places need to be studied in terms of the 'dominant institutional 
projects', the individual biographies of people negotiating a place and 
the way in which a sense of place is developed though the interaction 
of structure and agency. In terms 0£ our imaginary park suitable 
empirical studies might include an examination of the intentions and 
practices of those who made the park in the first place, the way in 
which skateboarders, the homeless or the local office workers who eat 
lunch there use the place and the way in which the meanings of the 
park change and are negotiated over time. 

The work oLJ�?J�t has continued to develop notions of 
process and practice in human geography. Along with Allan Pred and 
Derek Gregory he was insh·umental in inh·oducing structuration 
theory to geography (Thrift 1983; Gregory 1998). More recently Thrift 
has developed what he calls 'non-representational theory' (Thrift 1997; 
Thrift 1996) - an approach which emphasizes events and practices 
rather than the more orthodox focus (within cultural geography) on 
interpretation and representation. Like David Seamon before him 
Thrift leans on the work of Maurice Merleau-Ponty in suggesting that 
the body has for too long been subordinated to the head in social and 
cultural geography (as w>ll as the wider social sciences). If we focus o

tl the way we do things;{°Thrift argues, we get at a primal relationshi 
with the world that is more embodied and less abstract. Place, then 
needs to be understood as an embodied relationship with the world.1
Places are consh"ltcted by people doing things and in this sense are 
never 'finished' _l!.ut..a.i.:e·e0ns.till1!1.J!.-..heing..pe-1:fGJ.:1n£dJ,., . 

-4
{'-<1)1r- ..... ;, 
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/\ related \Vay of looking a place and practice is given by Edward 
Soja. Soja has developed his notion of the 'trialectics of_spatial!J:i_ by 
developing the work of the French theorist Henri Lefebvre (Soja 1989, 
Soja 1999, Lefebvre 1991). His starting point is a critique of the binary 
notions of spatialily which have been at the center of geographical 
discourse. These include the oppositions of objectivity versus subjec
tivity, material versus mental, real versus imagined and space versus 
place. To challenge <111 of these binaries he writes of 'thirdspace.' 
Thirdspace is lived space and H __ itl\;£11:.��--ts_ a ____ distincTI\Jn:151::Lween
perceived space and spatial practices,-. irsts �ace,jis the term he uses to 
£!�e ;!:2E�..L�"..ilr<lPJ!.-:'_��,L����pat e ph£!lQD.le..na. ,,._21s i� 
tJ1 e �E§!.ill1t9��1rrLq_,qn.1flig_gt.J:1:_:1.man.,ge.o.g:ca p h y - tl1e..spatiglJ1qt.rnrn ?ot
social proces_s�s:--Secondspac·e··,.,is conceived_space - space which is 
si.i6fei:fiveancl ima0·ined_.,... :i-e"Liomain of re.E.!.:.esentali'ons anctimage. 
i111s correspon s of many people's notion of 1JG-ice"::""a"feltaiiai:Jrecl 
for center of meanin$ . .;;f'COJ1.Qfil-1ace the!·��� c�E�:��P-��-t;d� to the 
� LI 111 an i �.sr.i1iq1..1.,��JJL_p,QJ,'iili¥i�L£ill}£1i.P£9.D ... �)f__�P.�se. '5" 0 Ja and 
Lefebvre's critique is that these two ,vays of thinking, that correspond 
to the binaries of objective/subjective; material/mental; real/imagined 
and so on have tended to be seen as the \vhole story. Thirclspace, or 
lived space is therefore a different way of thinking. Thirdspace _i_�_ 
practicedancl liv�d. rather than simply bein� material (7<:1ru:eivecT}"·oi; 
ij,entaY-(�1ei:c·eived). This focus on ti1i��llJ-e:g"--WQDg __ .£!9j1:i��tif-·to 
r?i:iYi�e :�!.!S.0.tt�i�I.LLg�(J.Ll!l�_\".'�rl�. _f,oi.- .tJ.lJn Is��}It�??,�' t _�, pol! ti_:�---c�LE!i�� based • .o.JJ_pJa££ilsJLved

.1-}�racti_ced __ ,md inhabited s�ia.6�--:-· · · · · 
In these terms places are never··eslablished-:-·-rhey only operate 

through constant and reiterative practice. Universities, to return to 
our example, are both produced and producing. Universities would 
be nothing if they were not inhabited by people conforming to 
expectations about what people do at university - visiting the library, 
taking exams, attending class. Indeed they are performed. Every 
single day, everywhere, universities, like all places, need to be 
reproduced. On the other hand we do not perform our practices in 
vacuums. We are surrounded by the material form of places and their 
contingent meanings. There is nothing natural or immutable about 
them - they are social products but they do provide the context for 
out practice. lt •.vould be crazy for us to \valk down the middle of a 
busy street or talk loudly to ourselves in the library. 

One of the books that has proved most useful in thinking about the 
issue of practice in relation to space and piclC!:' is Michcl .. de.C.e.rteau's 
a��JwtoLTlte.er1Kl.i.fLQf...Bic.i:.yd,1.y--Li;fe--{de--Ce1:teau .. 12B4). Con fusing I y 

\ f �_[��g�a p)1� r� de. CgrJ:e�uses..s-paGes-and--J:1 la ee-iH--a":war---th��nds 
�J_""!.Q.m.1aLd1shn€l10n-0ns--ltS.�head_�Tu-de-Ce-1:teau-plaEg.,..JS=t.he.-emp ty 
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grid over ,.vhich pr�tice occurs while space is what is created by 
l,ractice. The cen lral tension in IJ£ .. J;er.�g_91Ll:>--'-v,t:1Ek��-�11 a 
systemic grammar ofspace - an order th<!,t_ �ye il}_i]��bi,t_and is not 
ci:fr1structecf'bf" Git-= bir the -oi1e--hiii1d' and our <1bi!Hy tc1 -tise 'Uris 
grari1i11a(-in \vays \•Vhich are-)16t prid�t('.1:11jinecl. The guiding 
metaphor here is language. While we have to Lise the rules and 
structures of langw1ge to make sense - the ways we do this in prnctice 
are almost infinite. The same c1pplies lo place. While we live in places 
Lhc1t come pre-structured - embedded with particul,1r interests in the 
context of unequal power relalions - those places are not operational 
,vithout practice in them. Think of a pedestrian. Pedestrians do not 
\Valk though vvalls but they do behave in unquantifiable ,vays. ln de 
Certeau's terms they fill the streets with the 'forests of their desires 
and goals' (de Certeau 1984, xxi). Practice is thus a tactical art that 
plays with the structures of place that are provided. The mobile world 
of pracl"ice teases apart place in its orthodox form. 

The work of Seamon, Pred, Thrift, de Certeau and others sho,v us 
how place is constituted though reiterative social practice - place is 
made and remade on a daily basis. Place provides a template for 
prnctice - an unstable stage for performance. Thinking or place as 
performed and practiced can help us think of place in radically open 
and non·essentialized ways where place is constantly struggled over 
and reimagined in practical ways. Place is the raw material for the 
creative production of identity ratherTITirn--tm--rrprtvft label of 
i�. f._¼���-l:1_12..Y!,$�1�-'=0l��lti��ns _?��i�m� .ro2:_-ffecifive 
'social pract1cITT(ac_g_!.lLlhi� sei'Ge L�ccrfoes an eve1Tr1'ITfhertl'fafi a 
secure ontological thing rootectinnmtcrns-erHl'le-11lrtherffioJ5Iaceas 
an event is marRecniy openness andc'ITiingerafli:er'Tf'ian15c.5unded
ness and permanence. 

Place, Openness and Change 

The kind of place at the center of much of humanistic geography is 
very much a place of rootedness and authenticity. In I-Iarvey's 
discussion of place this meaning is retained but becomes a symbol of 
reaclionary exclusivity. As long as place signifies c1 tight and relatively 
immobile connection between a groups of people and a site then it 
will be constantlv im 11icatecl in t , - � - · cticm of 'us' , JeopJ�ho 
12..elong in a�) and 't .. 1�n-1��01�>t) . .J.t1 this�y 
outsiders are constructed. In Harvey s work this produces c1 fairly 
damning critique o(pGce; as it is normally understood (see Chapter 3 
for nwre on this). 
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But place need not be thought _of in st'.ch in�roverted and _exclu
sionary terms. Dore�n Massey reiects. th�s r�ohon 

1

of place m her
development of the idea of a progressive or global sense of place.
She has encouraged us to think of place in a way that combines 
bodies, objects and flows in new ways. As Arturo Escobar has argued 
'places gather things, thoughts, and memories in particular configura
tions' (Escobar 2001, 143). Place in this sense becomes an event rather 
than a secure ontological thing rooted in notions of the authentic. 
Place as an event is marked by openness and change rather than 
boundedness and permanence. This significantly alters the value put 
on place as it is constructed from the outside rather from the inside. 
We will consider Massey's important definition of a 'global (or pro
gressive) sense of place' in the next chapter in more depth. But she is 
not the only one considering how places are constructed by objects 
and processes from outside. 

The artist and commentator Lucy Lippard has made similar 
observations in her book The Lure of tlie Local.

Inherent in the local is the concept of place - a portion of land/town/ 
cityscape seen from the inside, the resonance of a specific location that is 
known and familiar ... Place is latitudinal and longitudinal within the map 
of a person's life. It is temporal and spatial, personal and political. A layered 
location replete with human histories and memories, place has width as 
well as depth. It is about connections, what surrounds it, what formed it, 
what happened there, what will happen there. (Lippard 1997, 7) 

Here Lippard agrees with Massey's contention that places are 'about 
connections' but makes more of the layering of histories which 
sediment in place and become the bedrock for future action. 

Environmental historians have also developed ways of thinking 
about place that mesh well with Massey's progressive sense of place. 
William Cronon' s book Nature's Metropolis, for instance, reveals how 
Chicago was constructed through its relationship with a rural 
hinterland (Cronon 1991). Cronon traces the voyages of corn, timber, 
meat and other products from the counlTyside into the metropolis and 
shows how the movements in and out of place produce both new 
material landscapes, new sets of social relations and new relations 
between people and 'nature.' He performs a similar analysis of a small 
ghost town in Alaska in a wonderful essay called 'Kennecott Journey: 
The Paths out of Town.' 

In his essay Cronon visits Kennecott, a long deserted town north of 
Valdez in South Central Alaska. He described the ruins of place in 
great detail - particularly its huge, spectacularly rambling crushing 
mill that provided so much employment for its earlier residents. 
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It is a ghosl factory in il ghost town, yel its haunting could huve almost huve 
begun yesterduy. In the bunkhouse where the 111illmen slept and ate, linen 
is still on the beds, and plates are still on the cafeteria tables. Open .:iccount 
books lie scattered around lhe store-rooms and offices, protected from 
decay only by the coldness of the northern climate. Even the muchinery is 
remarkably well preserved: Lift the gears of the sifting mechanisms, ilnd 
beautifully clear oil still bathes the gears wilh lubricant. (Cronon 1992, 30) 
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Cronon's essay explores what made this place a booming and 
vibrant town for a little more than thirty years and what subsequently 
led to its downfall. In order to do this he traces the links between 
Kennecott and other places. Between 1911 and 1938 Kennecott thrived 
because of the copper that had been discovered there - the richest 
vein the world had ever seen. The 1930s saw the bottom fall out of the 
copper market and the rich vein of copper was, anyway, beginning to 
yield less material. In 1938 the Kennecott Copper Company closed all 
its Alaskan mines and moved operations to other sites in North and 
South America. 

'What' Cronon asks 'is one to make of this place and of the 
memories that lie so visibly on the landscape?' (Cronon 1992, 32). His 
answer is to trace the connections between Kennecott and the rest of 
the world. These connections include 'the ecology of people as 
organisms sharing the universe with many other organisms, the 
political economy of people as social beings reshaping nature and one 
another to produce their collective life, and the cultural values of 
people as storytelling creatures struggling to find meaning of their 
place in the world' (Cronon 1992, 32). 

As we seek to understand Kennecott, the questions we ask must show us 
the paths out of town - the connections between this lonely place and the 
rest of the world - for only by walking those pilths can we reconnect his 
ghost community lo the circumstances that created it. (Cronon 1992, 33) 

There are many 'paths out of town'. One is that produced by the need 
to eal food in a place that does not provide much sustenance. As soon 
as there were significant numbers of non-native people in Kennecott 
then food had to be imported. 

When people exchange things in their immediate vicinity for things thilt 
can only be obtained elsewhere, they impose a new set of meanings on the 
local landscape and connect it to the wider world. These increase the 
chance that the local environment will begin to change in response lo 
outside forces, so that lr,1de becomes a powerful new somce of ecological 
change. (Cronon 1992, 37) 
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Kennecott soon became pmt of ever-wider networks nf exchange. 
Russian traders started to operate along lhe coast of Alaska and thus 
inteirrated even interior Alaska into a large Eurasian market for furs. 

0 

Tmde linked the resources of one ecosystem with the human demands of 
another. Alaskan villages tl1i1l had not sugar, alcohol, or lobacrn obtained 
such things by trilding with communities !hill had no furs. The nel result 
w,1s Lo rl:'define the resources of the 1\laskan landscJpe, pushing them 
beyond the needs of the lornl subsistl:'HCL' into the n.·iilm of the milrket, 
where Jny good could be transformed into any other. Al the Si1me lime the 
act of economic consumption G1me to bl:' increc1singly separated from the 
place of ecologicc1I production, distancing peopl!:! frnrn the consequences of 
their own acts and desires. (Cronon 1992, 38-39) 

Cronon traces the development of trade between the native popula
tion and the arriving military expeditions. The key resource, of course, 
was copper. While the native populalfon of Kennecott sa,v copper as 
interesting for its color and the fact that they could make ii into 
weapons, tools and jewelry they were not c1ware of its ability to 
conduct electricity and had liltle idea of its value to American 
industry. The hug� mines of Kennecott and the to,vn that surrounded 
it were focused on this resource. Along with the new population came 
new foods and plant species such as turnips and cc1bbages. Local game 
was soon hunted to exhaustion. Food was a problem. In order to 
supply the growing population with nutrition a railroad was built. ln 
order for the new population to mine the copper they had to import 
new definitions of property - lhus a legal landscape was imported 
along with the turnips. The nalive population had no concept of static 
property or place. They were nomadic and would move according to 
the availability of resources. This lifestyle, Cronon lNrites, 'left them 
little concerned with drawing sharp property boundaries upon the 
landscape' the newcomers 'had in mind a completely different way of 
owning and occupying the terrain. And therein lay the origin of the 
community called Kennecott' (Cronon 1992, 42). So the ironv of 
Kennecou·- a place produced by its conneclions - was that the id�a of 
place itself was imported from outside. Place based on property and 
boundaries. 

To understand the place called Kennecott - and by extension any 
place - Cronon argues, we must pay atlenl"il1n to its connections. 
Kennecol·l became possible at the moment it appeared because 
connections made it possible. Everything the residents consumed 
depended upon a prior history in other places from the cle\'elopment 
of salmon canneries on the Alaskan shoreline to the coffee and sugar 
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trade with the tropics. 'At no prior moment in the history of the West 
would it have been possible for capitalists in New York to hire 
engineers and workers in Alaska to construct a railroad, mine, and 
crushing mill deep in the interior of that remote territory so that the 
nation's cities could purchase a metal they hardly knew they needed 
just a half century before' (Cronon 1992, 49). Similarly the demise of 
Kennecott owes everything to the emergance of cheaper copper 
industries in South America and the dictates and foibles of <1 truly 
global economy. 

Cronon's work is not \Vritten as theory. Like many environmental 
historians he uses narrative to make us tl;ink about tl;e issues al hand. 
But what his journey to Kennecott tells us is th,,t places need lo be 
understood as sites that are connected to others around the world in 
constantly evolving nelvvorks vvhich me social, cullural and natural/ 
environmental. Places need to be understood through the paths that 
lead in and out. Similar stories could be written about many, if not all, 
places around the world and geographers have begun to think in very 
similar terms. Matthew Gandy has explored how New York City has 
been constructed through its relationship to nature (Gandy 2002) and 
Dan Clayton has explored Lhe construction of British Columbia 
through the passages of a whole array of imperial and local travelers 
to and through the place (Clayton 2000). 

The End of Place? 

The very processes Cronon writes about- the way in which places are 
tied into global flows of people, meanings and things - has led some 
to perceive an accelerating erosion of place. A combination of mass 
communication, increased mobility and a consumer societv hus been 
blamed for a rapidly accelerating l�ornogenizalion of the w·orld. !Vlore 
and more of our lives, it has been urgued, take place in spaces that 
could be anywhere - that look, feel, sound and smell the same 
wherever in the globe we may be. Fast food outlets, shopping malls, 
airports, high street shops and hotels are all more or less the same 
wherever we go:ffhese are spaces that seem detached from the local 
environment and tell us nothing about the particular locality in vvhich 
they are locate�fl,e meaning that provides the sense of attachment 
lo place has been radically thinned out. 

This issue of the erosion of place was a central theme of humanistic 
geographer .Edw,;1 rcl __ Rel,E.h'.� bools..�L:ltKc-1!.!l!LPJmJ.:lfis11l'ss,�,Rel p h, you 
will recall, was one of the geogrnphers who brought the issue of place 
to the attention of geographers in a sustained way. Bear in mind that 
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he was writing long before the level of g�ographi:al _homogenization
,� (in the West) now experience was quite so ub1qmtous. Relph ,,vas 

�:�1cerned that it was becoming increasingly difficult for people to feel 
connected to the world through place. �P-h makes. the distinclion 
between the e�rience of !D.?.��.!.1.�ss_and_outsidenes� i1�. theh1:1man 
exp�,!!��� ?T�e. '.:[9..p_e.inside-a-pla�e is to.belong to it a_nd id�11tify 
,-vith it, a11_g]bg .. mQfgJ:=2J.:..of�r:i.9}y_.1,gs1de you are the strongeris the 
idenffly�5:Yith.Jhe .. =f2lace' (Relph 1976, 49)._ At the .opp.osite .... ��t_i;eme, 
existential Ol_!tsif!.g,i:i.ess-in:v.g.i\,(es"U1e __ c_!.u,�11a_tion from place which is the 
ai,T{ff1esTs-ofa� unrefleclive_ s�n.�.�.2£ be_l�nging th,at COI1Jes:£rorii t1eing 
an. ��ls.fenb.al .111s1d_er:-·-�"- ... . 

A key term for Relph (developing Heidegger's notion of 'dwelling') 
is 'authenticity'. Authenticity means a genuine and sincere attihtde, 
'As a form of existence authenticity consists of a complete awareness 
and acceptance of responsibility for your own existence' (Relph 1976, 
78). An existential insider has an authentic attitude to a place which is 
likely to be authentic. An inauthentic attitude to place, on the other 
hand: 

is essentially no sense of place, for it involves no awareness of the deep and 
symbolic significances of places and no appreciation of their identities. It is 
merely an attitude which is socially convenient and acceptable - an 
uncritically accepted stereotype, an intellectual of aesthetic fashion that can 
be adopted without real involvement. (Relph 1976, 82) 

ln the modern world, Relph argues that we are surrounded by a 
general condition of creeping placelessness marked by an inability to 

1
�ave authentic relationshiJ?..?_�-� pl�c� -����Es_e_the� plac�l�:ss 
does not allow people to become ex1stent1al msiders. 

.,.,,,.,.,,..:�-·-.. -,...___ 
·-·· -··----.. --... ----.-� J ••• - ..... 

An inauthentic attitude towards places is transmitted through a number of 
processes, or perhaps more accurately 'media', which directly or indirectly 
encourage 'placelessness', that is, a weakening of the identity of plc1ces lo 
the point where they not only look alike and feel alike and offer the same 
bland possibilities for experience. (Relph 1976, 90) 

The processes that lead to this are various and include the ubiquity of 
mass communication and clllture as well as big business and central 
authority. Tourism, Relph writes, is particularly to blame as it en
courages the disneyficat:ion, museumizat:ion, and futurization of places. 

�ne of,.!l�il)...£B!£��E.�U� ... !2!?2���Y· Relph makes a direct
connection between inauthentic placelessfie'Ss and mobility by 
claiming that the mobility of American homeowners (changing home 
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every three years) reduces the significance of home and thus plays a 
major role in the growing problem of placelessness in the (American) 
modern world. Another factor in the creation of placelessness is, in 
Relph's view, modern travel/tour1s1nwlucllencouragesafasciriation 
with the 'machinery and paraphernalia of travel ... itself. In short, 
where someone goes is less important than the act and style of going' 
(Relph 1976). A place like Disneyworld represents the epitome of 
placelessness constructed, as it is, purely for outsiders and now 
reproduced across the globe in France and Japan. 

Superhighways also play their part in the destruction of place as 
they do not connect places and are separated from the surrounding 
landscape - they 'start everywhere and lead nowhere' (Relph 1976). 
Before the highways 1fie' railways were tEecui'jjrits destroying 
authentic senses of place: 

Roads, railways, airports, cutting across or imposed on the landscape rather 
than developing with it, are not only features of placelessness in their own 
right, but, by making possible the mass movement of people with all their 
fashions and habits, have encouraged the spread of placelessness well 
beyond their immediate impacts. (Relph 1976, 90) 

Relph connects various forms of increased mobility to what he calls 
'mass culture' and mass values which again dilute authentic relations 
to place. Places become 'other directed' and more alike across a globe 
of transient connections. Mobility and mass culture lead to irrational 
and shallow landscapes. 

In a similar way the anthropologist Marc Auge has argued that the 
facts of postmodernity (he refers to supennodernity) point to a need 
for a radical rethinking of the notion of place (Auge 1995). Place, he 
argues, has traditionally been thought of as a fantasy of a 'society 
anchored since lime immemorial in the permanence of an intact soil.' 
Auge's argument is that such places are receding in importance and 
being replaced by 'non-places.' 

rn1e multiplication of what we may call empirical non-places is characteristic 
of the contemporary world. Spaces of circulation (freeways, airways), 
consumption (department stores, supermarkets), and communication 
(telephones, faxes, television, cable networks) are taking up more room ,/'i 
all over the earth today .. lb.9' are spaces where people coexist or cohabit ,i 
without living together.\ � (Auge 1999: 110). 5) 

.-

Non-places are sites marked by their transience - the preponderance 
of mobility. Auge's use of the name non-place does not have the same 
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Figure 2.1 Disncyworld, Orlando, Florido. Authors have argued that tourist places such as 

Disneyworld are not real places but 'placeless' places or 'pseudo-places' with no real history and 110 
sense of belonging. (Plmto by author) 
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Auge .,,1� .. .!:��1.Img . .to_5,j.tg1,_mi;l_rke_cl by the fleebng, n,-e:-T�.I�!E9I:�fY. i:H�ci 
epfiii11�@L�Non-places include £i·ee,-vay"i;';" �Hi},-ffffs;- supermarkets -
sites where particular hi.stories and traditions are not (allegedly) 
relevant - unrooted places marked by mobility and travel. Non-place 
is essentially the s1-2e,,�-�-QJ .. trc1y�lers. Auge's arguments force theorists 
ol culture to reconsider the theory and method of their disciplines. 
While conventionally figured places demand thoughts which reflect 
assumed boundar ies and traditions, non-places demand new mobile 
ways of thinking. 

Tuan too reflected on the effects of a mobile world on the 
experience of place in modernity. He picks out the figure of the 
business man as a symbol of this new \,vorld: 

I-le nuives around so 1m1ch th.1t pliices for him tend lo lose their special 
character. What are his significant places? The home is in the suburb, He 
lives there, but home is not wholly divorced from 1vurk. It is occasionally a 
showplace for the lavish entertainment of colleagues and business 
associates .... The executive lakes periodic trips abroad, combining business 
with pleasure. He stays at Lhe same hotel, or with !he same friends, in 
iV!ilan, and again in Barbados. The circuits of movement are complex. 

(Tu,111 1977. IS::I) 
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Figure 2.2 A village in Dartmoor, England. When people think and write about place they ofcen (ix 

on old small places chat see111 'authentic' such as clris village in Dartmoor. Think, (or instance, oft/re 

way Hcidegger wrote about a cabin in the Black Forest to make l1is argument obouc 'being-ir1-che

wor/d'. (Photo by author) 

Figure 2.3 Balcimore-Was/Jington International Airport. Airports, by contrast are (requently 

described as non-places or placeless. They do not appear coliavehistories and arc marked by transience 

and mobility. (Photo by ouilror) 
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This kind of life, Tuan goes on, leads inevitably to a superficial 
sense of place: 

Abstract knowledge 11/m11t a place can be acquired in short order if one is 
diligent. The visual quality of an environment is quickly tallied if one has 
N�e artis�'s eye. _fut! the 'feel'. of a 1,1Jac:_e_tak,g_�l�nger to acguire. It is made� 

\/.
o_i..�.>:JJ������-�d undral1}£1ttc,.!£l��.�\�1,_,sic)y_�ft£._r_gE_Y_!l;d
o_��.��r!EUll.J-:ears. (Tuan 1977, 183)

Nigel Thrift describes mobility as a structure of feeling that emerged 
with modernity and has attained new characteristics as we ap
proached the twenty-first century. The focus of his argument is on 
developing technologies and 'machine complexes' starting with the 
stage coach and ending (provisionally) with the Internet. By 1994, 
when he wrote the essay, developments in speed, light and power 
had reached such a point that they had combined and fused with 
people and changed everything. Towards the end of his essay he lays 
out some of the consequences of this structure of feeling for human 
geography. One of these concerns place. 

Whal' is place in this 'in-between' world? The short answer is -
compromised: permanently in a slate of enunciation, between addresses, 
always deferred. Place are 'stages of intensity'. Traces of movement, speed 
and circulation. One might read this depiction of 'almost places' ... in 
Baudrillardean terms as a world of third-order simulacra, where 
encroaching pseudo-places have finally advanced to eliminate places 
altogether. Or one might record places ... as strategic installations, fixed 
addresses that capture h·affic. Or, finally, one might read them ... as frames 
for varying practices of space, time and speed. (Thrift 1994, 212-13) 

Gone are the implicit moral judgements of inauthenticity and lack of 
commitment. At worst this reading 0£ mobility and place is neub·al 
and at best it is a positive celebration of mobile worlds. Thrift sees 
mobility as a mark of all of life in an increasingly speeded up world. 
The study of the modern world is a study of velocities and vectors. 
Rather than comparing mobility to place, mobilities are placed in 
relation to each other. Place in this world seems increasingly 
redundant. 

Or perhaps not. Just as place (at least in the form of relatively stable 
wholes firmly rooted in the past) appears to be more or less irrelevant 
it seems to be the word on many people's lips. Advertisers sell us 
places or ways to make places. Travel brochures encourage us to get to 
know places. Politicians and artists lament the loss of place and strive 
to produce new ones. Urban dwellers leave the city to look for a place 
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in the country "vhere life will slow down and they can raise some 
chickens. Perhaps, In Joni Mitchell's words 'we don't know what 
we've got 'till it's gone, they paved paradise and put up a parking lot'. 

Clemly if place is the very bedrock of our humanity, as some have 
claimed, then it cannot have vanished because it is a necessary part of 
the human condition. Places have certainly changed though and this 
has produced anxiety. Lucy Lippard, a thoughthil writer on place, has 
reflected on what place might mean in the speeded up world we 
inhabit. Here the effect of mobility on place is less extreme than the 
likes of Relph, Auge and Thrift, from their varying perspectives would 
have us believe. 

Most of us move around a lot, but when we move we often come into 
contact with those who haven't moved around, or have come from 
different places. This should give us a better understanding of difference 
(though it will always be impossible to understand everything about 
difference). Each time we enter a new place, we become one of Lhe 
ingredients of an existing hybridity, which is really what all 'local places' 
consist of. (Lippard 1997, 5-6) 

Here Lippard suggests that mobility and place go hand in hand as 
places are always already hybrid anyway. By moving through, 
between and around them we are simply adding to the mix. She 
suggests that the 'pull of place' continues to operate in all of us as the 
'geographical component of the psychological need to belong some
where, one antidote to a prevailing alienation' (Lippard 1997, 7). Even 
in the age of a 'restless, rnultitraditional people' she argues, and' even 
as the power of place is diminished and often lost, it continues - as an 
absence - to define culture and identity. It also continues - as a 
presence - to change the way we live' (Lippard 1997, 20). 

Conclusions: Versions of Place 

In this chapter we have explored the changing role of place in human 
geography and beyond. We have seen how place, in a common-sense 
way, has always been central to the discipline but relatively un
developed as an idea unlil the 1970s and the emergence of humanistic 
geography founded on phenomenology. Writers such as Tuan and 
Relph, and later Sack and Malpas, developed the idea of place as a 
central meaningful component in human life - a center of meaning and 
field of care that formed the basis for human interaction. Critical human 
geographers, informed by Marxism, feminism and cultural studies 
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vvere keen lo show how places vvere socially constructed in contexts of

unequal power relations and how they represented relations of
domination and exploitation. Throughout these debates geographers 
such .is Seamon, Pred, Thrift and Massey have insisted that places 
should not be thought of in terms of stasis and boundedness but are 
instead the product of processes that extend well beyond the confines 
oi a particular place. Sometimes, though, these processes, particularly 
the mobility of people objects and ideas, appear lo undermine place 
and produce a kind of placelessness or non-place. Yet still place seems 
to be an important factor in our experience of the world. 

Place is clearly a complicated concept. It is all the more confusing 
because, at first glance, it appears to be obvious and common-sense. It 
is worth thinking back over the various approaches to place in this 
chapter to consider the different ways different geographers have 
written about place. ln many ways they appear to be writing about 
quite different things. Regional geographers talk about places as 
discrete areas of land with their own ways of life. Humanists write of 
place as a fundamental way of being in the world. Radical 
geographers investigate the way places are constructed as reflections 
of power. Those involved in variations of structuration theory see 
places as parts of the process of the reproduction of society. ls it 
possible that they all hold nuggets of value for contemporary human 
geogrnphy? Or do they rnncel each other out? Is there one 'place' at 
the center of the debate? 

The central argument about place in geography and beyond seems 
to be between those who write of place in terms of individual places -
their locations, their boundaries and their associated meanings and 
practices (regional geographers, specific accounts of the politics of 
particular places, etc.) - and those who want Lo argue for a deeper 
primal sense of place (humanistic geographers, philosophers of place). 
Maybe boLh exist. The kinds of places we inhabit - favorite rooms, 
neighborhoods, nations - are all indeed analysable as social products -
as political outcomes and tools in the ongoing struggles betv,1een 
sectors of society. And, indeed, they are all describable in the wc:1y 
regional geographers have described them in the past. But perhaps 
these places <1re all instances or examples of a deeper sense that 
humanity has to exist in plc1ce. It would be vvrong to romanticize this 
sense of place as ahvays rosy and 'homelike' (in the idealized sense of 
home). Some places are evil, oppressive and exploitative. But they are 
still the way we experience the world - through and in place. And 
perhaps it is because place is so primal to human existence that it 
becomes such c1 powerful political force in its socially constructed 
forms. It is impossible, after all, Lo think of a world without place. 
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Through the history of the idea of place it is possible lo see (at !e,1st) 
three levels at which place is approached. 

l. 

, 

-, 
�). 

A descriptiv�-�1 to place� This approach most closely 
re�Tnl1le::<tl1e common-sense idea of the world being a set of 
places e,1eh of which can be studied as a unique and particular 
entity. This ideogmpltic approach to place was the one taken by 
regional geographers but continues to the present day. The con
cern here is with the distinctiveness and particularity of places. A 
geographer tc1king this approach might want to research and 
write about 'The Geography of the North of England' or 'The Soul 
of San Francisco'. 
A social conslnICtionist cl.J-20·oach to plac�This approach is still 
�ted in the particularity of places but only as instances of 
more general underlying social processes. Marxists, feminists and 
post-structuralists might take this approach to place. Looking at 
the social construction of pl,,ce involves explaining the unique 
attributes of a place (say the Docklands of London or the 
Baltimore harbor) by showing how these places are instances of 
wider processes of the construction of place in general under 
conditions of capitalism, patriarchy, heterosexism, post
colonialism and a host of other structural conditions (Anderson, 
K. 1991; Clayton 2000; Forest 1995; Till 1993).
A phenomenolo rica · 11roach of lace. This approach is not
par:Jieuiarly 111 erested in the unique ,1ttributes of particular places
nor is it primarily concerned with the kinds of social forces that
are involved in Lhe construction of particular places. Rather it
seeks to define the essence of human existence as one that is
necessarily and importantly 'in-place'. This approach is less
concerned ,vith 'places' and more interested in 'Place'. Humanistic
geogrnphcrs, neo-humanists and phenomenological philosophers
all take this approach to place (Sack 1997; Malpc1s 1999; Casey
1998; Tuc1n :1974a).

These three levels should not be seen c1s discrete sets as there is clearly 
some overlap between them. Broadly spec1king they represent three 
levels of 'depth' in approuches to place ,vith the level one repre
senting a concern with the surface of the world as we see it and level 
three representing a deep universal sense of whal place means to 
humanity. It would be wrong however to think that Lhese correspond 
in some cc1sy wwy to 'importance'. Research at all three levels (and the 
ones in bct\,veen) are important and necessary to understand Lhe full 
complexity of the role of place in human life. 
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Reading 'A Global Sense of Place' 

The purpose of this chapter is to consider, in some depth, how place 
has been thought through in a key reading from the discipline. Of 
course there are many possible readings and many of them have been 
mentioned in previous chapters. Doreen Massey's paper 'A Global 
Sense of Place' has been widely cited as a plea for a new conceptual
ization of place as open and hybrid - a product of interconnecting flmvs 
- of routes rather then roots. This extroverted notion of place calls into
question the whole history of place as a center of meaning connected to
a rooted and 'authentic' sense of identity forever challenged by
mobility. It also makes a critical intervention into the widely held
notions of the erosion of place through globalization and time-space
compression. I have chosen this paper, then, because it allows for
reflection on all of the central themes that surround the notion of place
and points towards a new way of thinking. Looking at this paper alone,
however, ,vould not do justice to the complexity and polilical urgency
of the debates around place. It needs to be understood in its intellectual
and historical context. For this reason the chapter also includes excerpts
from David Harvey's chapter 'From Space to Place and Back Again'
from his book J11sliet.:, Nal11rc n11d the Gcogmp!ty of Dfffcrc11cc (19%).
Finally a nuanced response to both of these papers is given by Jon May
in his paper 'Globalization and the Politics of Place' (1996).

Historical Context 

'A Global Sense of Place' was published in 1991 and republished in 
1994 in Massey's book Space, Place 11/lll Gender. It has also been 
anthologized in the 1997 collection Rendi11g f-Ju1111111 Gcogmp!ty (Barnes 
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and Gregory 1997) and, in a slightly different form, in the 1993 
colleclion Alllppi11g //1c Futures (Bird et al. 1993). This vvas a time, as 
Massey writes herself, when the vvorld was experiencing rapid 
'globalization'. Transport, communications and institutional support 
for global capital (the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, 
elc.) had conspired lo seemingly make places less important - less 
unique. Anti-globalization protests were small and unreported until 
the latter part of the 1990s. In the UK, more and more people flew 
abroad for holid,1ys while the high street at home seemed increasingly 
homogenous as global chains such as MacDonalds appeared across 
the globe. Alongside this apparent homogenization a new kind of 
diversity ,.1.:as formed in the western world. Clothes came from around 
the world (labels read 'product of more than one country'), 'ethnic' 
restaurants expanded from the expected Chinese and lndian (in the 
UK) examples to include Mexican, Vietnamese or Mongolian (for 
instance). Supermarkets displayed a bewildering array of foodstuffs 
that often needed elaborate explanations on a nearby sign ('how to 
use a star fruit'). It suddenly became possible to buy fifteen varieties of 
rice from around the world. It seemed that two compliment:ary 
changes were occurring at a global scale - the repetition of outlets 
owned by multinational corporations everywhere across the globe 
(homogenization) and the flowering of a diverse array of international 
cultural products in urban areas everywhere. Both of these appeared 
to threaten the notion of unique places. 

The early 1990s also witnessed a number of violent place-based 
uprisings usually based on the desires of oppressed minorities for 
nationhood or some other form of regional autonomy. The one that 
,vas most often portrayed in the Western media was the break up of 
Yugoslavia and the horrors of ethnic cleansing that accompanied it. 
The period also saw the rise of Islamic fundamentalism - such as the 
success of the Taliban in Afghanistan - which was, in part, J reaction 
to globalization and the perceived cultural imperialism of the United 
States and Europe. On a smaller scale the UniLed States, in particular, 
was witnessing a rapid proliferation of 'gated communities' - specially 
m,111aged pbces to live with extremely tight security designed to 
protect against the imagined horrors of city life (Till 1993). The 
heritage industry was also active, attempting to package places and 
their histories in a sanitized wav in order to attract tourists and !heir 
money. So at many scales place· was very much on the agench1 either 
through its apparent homogenization or through various attempts to 
create places from the nation to the heritage park. 

It was in this context that Doreen Massey and David Harvey 
engaged in quite different analyses of the idea ot place in the 
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contemporary world and what it might mean. As \Ve will see, Harvey, 
\vhose paper 'From Space to Place and Back Again' w,1s first given al a 
conference r1t the Tate Gallery in 1990, \VilS quite disturbed by the 
emergence of a politics of place that could oflen be quite reaclionary 
and exclusionmy- using place lo define one group of people over and 
against others. Massey, on the other hand, sought to redefine place as 
a much more open and progressive force in the world. We will star! 
,.vilh Hmvey. 

Harvey on Place 

David Harvey, in his paper 'From Space lo Place and Bc1ck Again' 
begins with an exc1111ple from his home town of Baltimore to make his 
more c1bstract arguments about place . 

. .• p1tSti\i��y·/�1gL1�f){(,._'t?�'1t.Bq1rnl;doJJ�le,f��1�t·o52½f��ciiI.�/ipt.1IciEij'.C,) .. 
Ap.elderly••,�11itt�9µpl�'.!Jo,�l1;",(:VsHpg-tii?.'0ed;pJ1ysisi�i1{p}ftn9}yr�titetl:fi;; 

·•••· t11�lF"BPr<we{�fo�1ptl)1jtheir_be�:;bJudg:?n�1; .. 19\�?Hfl1}WP11a,�asel�pt�J:�xi{:

ii�f f itil�l¾tf �[iii iitf ifi!lll!t{!� •. ) . bp'.lJo\vJtiis;yf rlS th�· '.thir:cl sus\l'it1�iiie11t ipG�1ilfd�·dJrtir�t��f ri1octtltsi�qf } 

:!�lt�r! IJJ@tf lill!1iitl��t!r&tl1tf i1'
· \ 1:es Lricted access. · ' _X ? 'W�rv..1}{i199tiJf�Q,�):!(\. 

Harvey reports how the media turned to the views Qf.__Qgar 
Newman, the author of Defe11siblc SpaceJ1972) who suggested that 
the production of gated communities was one way to secure neigh
borhoocls against crimes such as prostitution, drug dealing and 
mugging. Gated communities are essentially collections of houses 
(and sometimes shops and leisure services) with a wall around them 
and one or two vvays in and out. These entrances/exits can then be 
policed by privote security forces, cctv and other forms of surveil
lance. Residents have passes to allcnv them in and out and guests 
have to be recorded. In the cr1se of Guilford the production of the 
gat-cd community would effectively separate a vvhite community (in 
Guilford) from a black community (beyond). 
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.:T�J,.\Ji\;1{ r;rtil.ciftbJ �;I,1JI�f'�ltJ11i4IrtJ· f.}Jh;�i;Lf t ,vJsJ,A'JM�.�11.-:'· 
.·. Ap}�di:�'1 a1isl. 'ur;iw�rcl�§s' l1��it.t1iq_ tl1aJ .tl1etef?Xf ?tl�.�}�QlJJlTLlS�J?n .:sr ..·

: ��i«rti�foitjtt1tr;1:�0:��r��}lf it,f �;;�ti;�b1!i��\t¥:;�r J1:�i1tt��
1

�i:.:
fof qf1 .�f,fltt.eryt "';Ii!te .rni?=lle-th1ps popLll�l\P.i\Jlfc!.t·might Clther:V:isen�rthe 

--�ciJy,; Plaie.-hacL;t6besecure�'against}l1e'ttntonfrolled,vectQrs-pt'•.sAAt�y)· · ·· - · 
·. ,(f:Iahr�yl,996,292){·· 

As it turned out, the murders in Guilford were not committed by some 
random intruder from the vvorld beyond but· bv the grandson 9.f the 
couple. 

Here Harvey pits the idea of place (as a secure bounded com
munity) against what he calls the 'uncontrolled vectors of spatiality'. 
As is often the case in the history of geography place stands against 
fluidity and flux which are portrayed as threatening. Note it is not 
Flarvey who is saying that place can be a secure haven in an 
unpredictable world. He is simply observing that this is how the 
argument is constructed in the B11lti111ore 51111. Nonetheless his choice 
of this exam.pie does indicate something of the way he uses place in 
his own work. 

C' tl1#>ii,eclia/ tq}thI{· �1tit�i�,rs'.{§mffl7ri:L' 1-iI#h.;lyi fit�,; irl,t1{sjrtdg,;�pl'ii�r:i .'bt 
'-?��_ggl�k pJ11yf:s,·.�.���,cl.h;cp�{�iiii/.�aJH�iore:;it)7ip;ye'ry;ste·�1�1····�ax(,,B.bL'•···;. aq£�r�n:t,n,,a1-7ifocat!:!it/Fff':_re11t1y/�s,tb�ti�0Sco11trasung.reprn�.in t1ie:�111zi: 
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Here Harvey uses the well rehearsed and familiar characteristics of 
place ('a discursive/symbolic meaning well beyond that of mere 
location') to argue that it is just such characteristics that become 
important in the attempts of privileged groups in Baltimore to further 
'fix' Guilford as a secure white bourgeois place. It is important to bear 
in mind 1-Iarvey's choice of example when exploring the rest of his 
paper on the nature of place. One aspect of place that the example 
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does clearly show (and this wc1s Harvey' s intention) is thc1t plc1ces 
don't just exisl: but that they are always and continually being socially 
constructed by powerful institutional forces in society. 

So place for Harvey, is a condilional form of 'permanence' in the 
flow of space and time. Although using a completely differerif' 
language this recalls Tuan's observation that 'if we think of space as 
that which allows movement, then place is pause; each pause in 
movement makes it possible for location to be transformed into place' 
(Tuan 1977, 6). But I-:Iarvey is more interested in the political worlcf 
than Tuan and the pm1se that comes with place allows not so much a 
sense of existential belonging but an opportunity to mark parlicular 
boundaries and constitute particular forms of local government and 
social power. Harvey's attention is focused on the 'political economy 
of place construction under capitalism'. 

Capital is relatively free lo move around the globe at the press of a 
button. Capital is mobile. Place, on the other hand, is fixed. This 
tension between mobile capital and fixed place is fundamental for 
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Harvey. The 'permanence' of place is a form of investment in fixity. 
Infrastructures have to be built that cannot readily be moved at a 
moment's notice . 

. ·. The .. t���icin bit�fgkhf H�t�-f S�ryttr'N{f tf )ai�Nt�iitr;f ITI(lb\FW ·.· pf ·c1 t1tL.{l;'"
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So the permanence of place and the mobility of capital are ahvays in 
tension and places are constantly having to adapt lo conditions 
beyond their boundaries. Places compete to get a share of the mobile 
capital - encouraging companies to invest in their particular form of 
fixity. Places have to sell themselves as good places to live and work 
and invest (Kearns and Philo 1993). 

It is this mobility of capital that many see c1s the prime force of
globalization and the main reason for the perceived homogenization 
of places around the world. As capital becomes more mobile and mass 
com.munical'ion more ubiquitous, the argument goes, places become 
less important (Meyrowitz 1985). But Harvey resists this line of 
argument: 

. BuCitCE[�1dsf{1otCri\ef1{ll)�ftµq •. ·n}q��I�g()f;plac$J1�§·c1,�il�d;J·•�ll;sdci�l:.1if�.-. 
.• m1�I Jncertaifi:'res�jecbtl1.e;effect.ha�.bee�•I'() mal,e pla_i:e.111qre r�thef t[ia? . ·.•.
·1ess}mporbj1t.Tl1is prb�abl{ a�cotu1ts rar.'U1e· yast'i:lptpouring· pf Wl1rk,;'
'm,e<thqr,a;it�p Yfass,or s�, lri' wl1icl1 '.p]a�e,' .figur�f promiperitly in tl�e: UtJe. ;

··. . .. . . . .. . . . . ··. (I-Ia:Y�tt19;9t 2�i7) ·

In conditions in which the global economy has reconfigured space 
and time radically, I-:larvey argues, people tend to think ·more about 
the security of their particular place in the world. The threat to place 
posed by the global economy makes us more aware of what we value 
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in t:he places ive live and work. Tn addition the dramatic reduction in 
costs of transport and communication, at least in the developed world, 
has made objective location (how far a place is from other places) less 
relevant. This means that the qualitative aspects of place - the quality 
of life - have increased in importance when a multinational company 
(for instance) chooses a location. Thus: 

Think of the efforts of cities around the world to become 'safe' and 
'attractive' plc1ces for people lo live and work. So called 'urban 
renaissance' projects such as the Guggenheim museum in Bilbao, 
Spain, the Millennium Dome in London or the Portman Center in 
downtown Atlanta are part and parcel of the need lo attract both 
businesses and consumers (i.e. residents) to particular plc1ces rather 
than others. Similarly large cultural events such as World's Fairs, 
Olympic Garnes and World Cups me used to sell places to a world 
audience. Universities compete for students by advertising their 
localion as well as their academic merit. 

t; ;f tiv�it1,\J1{Cii�/ ch��JJ1 �tfJt{ ··�pJ�Mdiq�,,.h,}.:skifiFf:;cifJiiiib$e�l�;t2Bra�9JJi•r 
... \ corilF,Jet\ticip ovet lhedefj11itior1 of t:(jlhlriLa'nd sy1n!J9Hcp.\eH�l)thereviyal> 

.··'.�.�;aei�:�d�i0J;{i\i�;i;1;?��t%\1;1;�t.f 1�i1�0:· .. as:�•··.s
9
i
1t�;}t�i\�J�'��\W_'. 

Harvey's next move is to consider the formative influence of the 
work of Martin Heidegger and his notion of 'dwelling'. fie noles (as 
Edward Relph had several decades earlier) lhal I-foidegger sees 
place-as-d1,,velling as the 'locale of the lruth of beinµ;' - as the lhing 
that makes hu1�ans humc1n. I-:le points out that 

0

1-feiclegger vva� 
already terrified of time-space compression in pre-vvar Germany 
becm1se it resulted in a loss of place-based identity. H is this terror 
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that forces Heidegger to withdravv from the ivorld into his Black 
Forest farmhouse (see Ch,1pter 2). Harvey finds this withdrmval 
problematic: 

fJJ,e.ill�ple;.\y;ArnifiJ.l(·ithr.cJriditf?i}f'b.r; ..• \t�,.�Iii,rtg/.b{\?·iI·C:1{li1,l).·. 
\·· ··• it1a�·� triauz�9 rn1o�eq��.t,·: �rstcapit�its.t t\19r11tW. e can,1�.t turn .. ·.baf 1� .to the•·······
. ·. iw�c�c.Fpre�(tah1,1l10�1se., -G�1t,;y!;at·iiit.H1�t,,v#J11igh�}�1.rn t°:? pi� issµe,of > 
.. ·.·•a.t1.th@ti.fityVp9tecl11ess).•of 'the C)(l)��iq*e· o(r!�.�e. (ap&natLli!:! q{ p tit�J}ii+• .•••
)fcit�".�!31-l?lia cliffji:ufr gne .. ·To· begin. ivi�.fi.);·Jhe P:i:9\JJen:� 9f autJ}en.ticjcl1'. is·} 
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· ·•·.-.r1nist'lectM.rn.r11p9ity.gr!.es/t?l1}E!rge;:��ini:t�5iQtec1·inpt�c?,iJiE1qq�t,7/12§r.••. 
·ar9u5s,.is'11\1i.fferei1t.�1ncr9f•�"P��1ei,ce,ft?�J1ivin�t�nd.c\1It.iyaung:asen�.�-.• . •-·., ..

if&fs
1!�t1;;:21t��'·j;;��tic(�!1�i1j;�f�t��t�s;sJ.2ri{e1�t�ftnfJ2Iff:�1�;'.} 
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Clearly, then, it is not possible for large numbers of modern dwellers 
to retreat to farmhouses in the Black Forest or anywhere else (though 
where l live, in West Wales, there is plenty of evidence of people 
moving from the urban southeast of England lo find son1e sense of 
att21chmenl to place). But all around us there are efforts underway to
make places more distinctive and visible and lo provide a sense of 
pride and belonging. Often, as Harvey notes, this takes lhe form of 
'heritage' where a sense of rootedness in the past and in place is 
provided for the consumption of locals and tourists. Urban areas are 
cleaned up ,md marketed as heritage areas (I am thinking of San 
Diego's gaslight district, London's Covent Garden or Boston's Faneui\ 
1:-Iall area). Signposts appear with elaborate 'olcle •.vorlde' maps and 
details of the history of this or that particular place. All of this is part of 
a search for 'authenticity' and rootedness. Ironically, of course, they
are only necessary because 'being in place' c21nnot be taken for
granted. 

But the new values put on place are not simply for the benefit of 
tourists. Place bas also become a political symbol for those who want 
to fight against the ever-present ]-10\Ver of global capitc1lism. As Harvey 
notes, Kirkpatrick Sale was moved to write in T/ic N11Iio11 that 'The 
only political vision that offers any hope of salvation is one based on 
an understanding of

, a rootedness in, a deep commitment to, and a 
resacralizalion of place' (Harvey 1996, 302). 
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This search for an authenlic sense of place in the vvorld is what 
Harvey (following Raymond Williams) calls 'militant particularism'. 
This term indicates the political use of the parlicularity of place as a 
form of resistance against the forces of global capitalism, All over the 
ivorld groups have been and are attempting to build their mvn places 
and communities in order to live differenlly from the mass of people. 
Communes, org,mic farms, traveler communities, urbm1 neighbor
hood groups and religious enclaves are all examples of this. Als6� 
Harvey continues, place is often seen as the 'locus of collectiveJ 

memory' - a site where identity is created through the construction oq 
memories linking a group of people into the past. __ ,�: 

liililliillllll!!IIIJI:�'. . ; a,ndmonetizati�1i, 'Militant p.i.rtjc�l�risn·{sclzes' llp�i;ln.� qti.allties <? -e�- ., 
, ... ��t1niI�1�te: .. t11:�·�ori�1 .. ��.���rn.t.1-i� •.. 7n;�ifRf1:111rt�.�at.�t;gJI,1:e)'?.cia.1,.�,}�1-���ks .. " 

11 r i, 111r1tf111,1-1111
This construction of imagined places is important to Harvey (indeed 
he later wrote a whole book on the theme called Spaces of Hope
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(Harvey 2000)). It is in these imagined places (somelimes partly 
realized as utopian communities) that people act out resistance to the 
wider \vorld of capital uccumulation. It is not just small groups of 
people leading alternative lifestyles that use place to resist the forces 
of global capital though. Mainstream religions and nations also need 
to use place to emphasize \Vhat they see as their distinctiveness and 
independence from wider pressmes. Thus nations invest in monu
ments, grand buildings and other projects lo fill the place of the nation 
with meaning and memory and thus secure their power and 
authority. In Britain the Labour government constructed the 
Millennium Dome in East London in order to produce a sense of 
national pride and project into the unknovvn future of the twenty-first 
century. In many respects this sense of investment in place shares 
much with the residents of Guilford seeking to protect and promote 
their little piece of Baltimore. 

Harvey lakes issue vvith tlw...i�ie.a.that..a_plac:�can unP-foblenJ.£1.tically 
stand for the.memqry�1nd Ict�.nJ.ity ... 0.La ... pa.rticular.-group.oLp�ople. Jt 
may be b·ue, he argues, that collective memory is often rnade concrete 
through the production of EE-rtICular places but this .. 1-�rodL!f�ion of 
�)ct"C?�i8':0 more �ll�]@IY(_ennTiJFe"perpeluati� a 
partictJlar_,soc}al o_n:!eL_ tJ1at ,��z�_;:: .... ����,:ibe _ _:'9,:1�-�����-:�- al [he 
e,�pgus.e.,ol..o.lb.£.�aces..J.: , come w1tnsome memories amfched 

)
as it by nature but rather they are the 'conleslec terrain of competing
cfctinTiions' (Haciie.LJ 996, 309). He uses the example of the Acropolis

.-� . .,--�-, .. .-,,,�s •• ,_ ? in Athens. \,Vhile some argue that the monument stands for a
particular kind of Greece that is unique and separate from the rest of
the world others insist that the place is the repository of a wider sense 
of 'Western civilization'. 

TL1e .•. GuPllei1Jl{a1.th�·' t\cropolis bea1;�)s thp(n. siinul taneously;,'�()Iohgs' .. to\ • 
< ,rac:licaHytdi".'.�\gei:1t)maginedco11i1TJuniti��:An�Lt1ie questi91ra,.s tp �.vl1,<:Jn1 it,·· 

'.}l'Uly' :.JJelo�gs l,1�S))O t·firest.th�oretical ,lt15W�r;it ,is dete,n:nI11ed through ·.•
·
:e.

olil/cal �011testati9q a,rid struggle and, I:ience, is it 'n�liilively, u,nstdbl¼ < •• 

determil1a.ti6.n.'. ·. .{f�!arve'.y 19,�6, J;IO);.

In summary then, Harvey portrays place as a deeply ambiguous 
facet of modern and postmodern life. On the one hand investments in 
place c.111 play a role in resisting the global circulation of capital but on 
the other it is often quite an exclusionary force in lhc world where 
groups of people define themselves against threatening others who 
are not included in the particular vision of place being enacted. The 
flows of globalization, on the other hand, < 1re seen as anxiety 
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provoki1:g for those people who seek to invest in the fixities of place
based existence. 

Doreen Massey's paper is in many ways a response to this kind of 
thinldng, a response that hinges on a redefinition of place as an 
inclusive and progressive site of social life. It appeared alongside 
r-rarvey' s paper in the 1993 collection M11ppi11g !lie Fr1t11rcs. I-Ier paper is
included, almost in its entirety below.
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Massey's first move in this paper is lo question dominant 
assumptions about lime-space compression and globalization. As we 
saw in Harvey's paper these global flows of people, information, 
products and capital are often seen as anxiety provoking- as forces to 
be resisted. Massey's view is different. She argues that such views are 
the product of seeing global processes purely in terms of capitalism. 
And yet, she points out, they are also gendered and raced. The 
ubiquitous mobility of the world is too often portrayed as a universal 
condition resulting from transformations in capital. Harvey may agree 
that mobilities are often differentiated according to race and gender 
but these are not the aspects he emphasizes. Massey uses examples of 
people moving in all kinds of ways to show how the reasons for 
people's movements are far from homogeneous. Some are forced to 
move, some move at will and others are effectively forced to stay still. 
To simply pit the apparent fixity of place against the apparent fluidity 
of the global economy, Massey suggests, is to miss the specificity of 
people's mobile experience. 

Massey gives many examples of this which are easy to relate to and 
we can all think of others. Take, for example, the relalionship between 
the global elite, the 'ex-pats' for instance, who live in Hong Kong or 
Singapore and the people that serve them - the domestic servants 
from the Philippines or the cleaners and maids who look after their 
rooms in Hvatts and Marriots all over the world. They are all mobile 
but in very -different ways and for different reasons. To think of them 
all as simply fragments of the globalization of capital misses the point. 
There are clear issues of gender and race in these examples too. 
Cleaners and maids in business class hotels in the developed West are 
usually poorer migrant women from the less developed world. The 
people in the rooms are from different worlds. Hong Kong's ex-pat 
community is wealthy and predominantly white and male. The 
domestic servants are not. Massey uses the phrase 'power-geometry' 
to describe the way in which the complicated movements of people 
are infused with power that is not only an issue of capital bui also 
other ubiquitous forms of social relation. 

Massey's next move is to suggest that when we rethink 'time-space 
compression' and 'globalization' in these ways we also have to think 
again about place. She notes how one response to time-space 
compression has been the sense of anxiety that leads to people 
looking for a 'little peace and quiet' and retreating into a romantic 
sense of place very much like the one outlined by Harvey. Such a 
retreat, Massey points out, is almost necessarily reactionary. She cites 
nationalisms, heritage crusades and the fear of outsiders as examples 
of reactionary withdrawals into place. All of these were very apparent 
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in the ec1rlv 1990s when she ,vas vvriting. Now we could think of the 
almost p�thological hutred of 'asylum seekers' in the United 
Kingdom, the more generalized fear of the foreign in post 9/11 USA 
and the treatment of potential Afghan immigrants to Australia as 
examples of the same kind of retreat. 

And yet to simply see place as a static and rooted reaction to a 
dynamic and mobile world holds several problems for Massey. First it 
may be the case that people do need some sense of place to hold on to 
- even a need for 'rootedness' - and this need not be always
reactionary. Second the flow and flux of global movement might not
necessarily be anxiety provoking. The reactionary sense of place that
distmbs Harvey is, for Massey marked by at least three interconnected
'vvays of thinking.

1. A close connection between place and a singular form of identity.
2. A desire to show how the place is authenlically rooted in history.
3. A need for a clear sense of boundaries around a place separating it

from the world outside.

The first of these suggests that particular places have singular unitary 
identities - New York means this, Wales means that. Often these 
identities are based on ideas about race. Place at the nalional scale for 
instance often acts in a way that ties a particular 'race' or ethnic group 
to a particular area of land. So the ex-British Prime Minister John 
Major famously argued that Britain was a nation of 'long shadows on 
county cricket grounds, warm beer, invincible b'Teen suburbs, dog 
lovers and - as George Orwell said - old maids bicycling to Holy 
Communion through the morning mist.' Clearly this is not everyone's 
view of Britain. The idea that particular groups of people with their 
own 'culture' belong, as if by nature, in a particular place is, however, 
widespread. Successive America presidents have made similar 
statements about the United States. Ronald Reagan in September 
1980 said in a televised debate: 

I have always believed that this land was placed here between the two greal 
oceans by some divine plan. It was placed here to be found by a special kind 
of people - people who had a special love for freedom and who had the 
courage to uproot themselves and leave hearth and homeland and come to 
what in the beginning was the mosl undeveloped wilderness possible. We 
spoke a multitude of tongues - landed on this eastern shore and thi:!n went 
out over the mountains and the pr.iiries and the deserts and lhe far Western 
mountains of the Pacific, building cities and towns and farms and schools 
and churches. 
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Just as Major tapped into well-developed stereotypes about Britain as 
a particular kind of place so Reagan mobilized long-held views of 
'America' as a frontier nation for particular political ends. There is 
almost a common-sense way in which particular identities are 
mapped onto the world. We will see in Chapter 4 how such visions 
often lead to reprehensible treatment of those who do not fit such an 
identity. 

The second part of Massey's delinealion of a reactionary sense of 
place is the constant desire to show how places and their identities are 
rooted in history. This explains the modern desire for heritage at both 
national and local scales. National governments and cultural elites are 
often keen to root a sense of national identity in a historical story of 
where it has come from and where it is going - a creation myth. 
Elaborate traditions are invented in order to bolster these stories. 
Museums display these histories. Not far from where f live and work 
there is a museum ca1led Celtica which taps into colorful myths about 
the Celts - the semi-mythical body of people who are supposed to 
provide the deep-rooted historical heritage of Wales (as well as 
Scot1and, Ireland, Brittany, etc.). This is far from unique and places 
like it, can, J imagine, be found just about all over the globe. Often 
these histories are very selective and exclude the experiences of more 
recent arrivals. Returning to the idea of 'Brilishness' the conservative 
politician Norman Tebbit made the following claim in September 
2002: 'My father's family came to Britain in the 16th Century, but I 
regard the Anglo-Saxon period, King Alfred and William the 
Conqueror as part of my inheritance.' He went on to say how the 
challenge for late twentieth century Britain was, as he saw it to: 
'persuade these people (immigrants) that Waterloo, Trafalgar and the 
Battle of Britain, is part of their heritage.' Here a particular 
exclusionary view of heritage is mapped onto a place - Britain - in 
a way that effectively excludes a large portion of the British 
population for whom other aspects of British history - colonialism, 
slavery, economic exploitation - may be more immediate. 

The third issue in the reactionary definition of place is that of 
boundaries. Boundaries are a key element in Massey's discussion. She 
makes it quite clear that, to her, places are not about boundaries. 
Boundaries, she argues, simply make distinclions between 'them' and 
'us' and therefore contribute to a reactionary politics. This, of course, 
stands in distinction to Harvey's tale of Guilford and the construction 
of very literal boundaries in the form of walls and gates around it. Of 
course some places have literal boundaries and others do not. Nation
states have boundaries which have to be negotiated. Polilical entities 
within nations also have formal boundaries that we often cross 
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without noticing. On a smaller scale, however, we are often hard 
pressed to think of where a place begins and ends. And focusing on 
this issue, as Massey points out, tends to negate the multitude of flows 
that cross boundaries constantly. Massey's crilicism here, however, is 
a little misplaced as very few geogrnphers (outside of those dealing 
with the geopolitics of national and sub-national boundaries) write 
about boundaries in relation to place. Humanists, for instance, would 
be the last to claim that place was clearly and unambiguously 
bounded. 

Massey's description of Kilburn is a celebration of diversity and 
hybridity. Her portrait is an evocative mix of people of multiple 
ethnicities living and working side by side. The symbols she picks out 
are symbols of Irish, Muslim or Hindu life. This is quite clearly not a 
place seeking to distance itself from the wide world but one made up 
of constantly changing elements of that wider world. Massey's 
Kilburn is, in her words, a 'meeling place' where a particular 'constel
lation of social relations' comes together in place. Her observations of 
Kilburn draws her toward a new 'extrovert' 'progressive' and 'globa1' 
sense of place marked by the following: 

1. Place as process.
2. Place as defined by the outside.
3. Place as site of multiple identities and histories.
0!. A uniqueness of place defined by its interactions. 

Massey's new definition of place is really quite different from ones 
that went before it. Tuan and Relph, you will recall, were quite clear 
that processes and forms of movement were, when extended too far, 
quite antithetical to the construction of places. The French 
anthropologist Marc Auge also sees travel as the moving force in 
the construction of non-place. So what \Vould these writers on place 
make of Massey's use of the word? One criticism that it is possible to 
make of the' global sense of place' is that it is hard lo point to anything 
specific about it. The tradiLional humanistic definition of place at least 
has the advantage of being quite clear about the importance of the 
existential sense of rootedness to make their arguments for the 
importance of place. What is the 'place' component of Massey's 
Kilburn? Is it no more than an accidental coming together of many 
different flows in one location? 

And surely it is also the case that many people all over the world do 
invest (in non-reactionary ways) in a search for comparalive fixity. 
Although it is true that there are few places not influenced by global 
flovvs of commodities, ideas and people there are many places where 
families have lived for generations or where a little more globalization 
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,-vould be welcome. l am lhinking here of tm·vns ,vhere locals would 
like a local branch of a global chain such as Starbucks, McDonalds or 
the Body Shop but the local economy is simply too marginal and 
depressed for lhese symbols of the globe to locale there. In Chapter 4 
\•Ve will see how some groups make quite positive and inclusive 
attempts to tap into a place's history or promote a particular notion of 
place as an act of resistance and affirmation in the face of wider forces. 
In other words, a little bit of fixity might not always be such a bad 
thing, 

A great deal, it seems to me, depends on what particular instance of 
place we chose to look at. Both Harvey and Massey choose to illustrate 
their ideas about place with reference to specific places near to where 
they live - Harvey writes about Guilford in Baltimore and Massey 
considers Kilburn in London. Both of these places obviously mean 
something to the authors personally. But notice how different the 
examples are. Harvey's Guilford is a place that sees itself under threat 
from difference and seeks to create clear boundaries - lilerally a wall 
with monitored gales - to distinguish itself from the threatening 
outside. Massey's Kilburn on the other hand is a place of radical 
openness - defined by its permeability. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that the more theorelical considerations of place that follow are 
different too, To Harvey place seems just too reactionary - too based 
on the exclusion of 'others'. Massey's Kilburn, on the other hand 
allows her to suggest thal it is okay to seek identity in place because 
lhe identity is never fixed and bounded. 

Beyond Reactionary and Pr-ogressive Senses of Place 

Stoke Newington is an area of Inner North London which has 
recently been subject to gentrification. A new cultural elite has moved 
in along wilh their expensive and diverse restaurants, boutiques and 
furniture shops . 
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Jon May conducted his doctoral research there and found that the 
politics of place in Stoke Ne,,vington should lead us to be careful about 
putting all our eggs in one theoretical basket in regards to place. His 
research involved ethnographic fieldwork and extensive interviewing 
of local residents - both working class and members of the new 
cultural elite. One couple, Paul and Pat, look back to the 'good old 
days' of Stoke Newington as a cohesive working class (and white) 
neighborhood where everyone knew each other and you didn't have 
to lock the door. For them the main reason the place has changed for 
the worse is immigration. They blame immigrants (i.e. non-white 
people) for crime and decay of community. 

To Pat and Paul, Stoke Newington is not a place of new and appealing 
diversity but a place in decline (Paul has suffered from a declining 
local job market and has had seven jobs in ten years - many part 
time). Paul looks at the 'diversity' of the area and sees scapegoats for 
his own precarious situation. Pat and Paul's sense of loss, although 
clearly racist, is nonetheless profound. 

,'. 4t1jt�t�i�l;�j�f !�;f JYl'.iiI�tt!���,i��itf 
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Despite the despair of Pat and Paul over the rising immigrant 
(principally Kurdish) population and diminished sense of English
ness, others are attracted to the area because it does 'conjure up 
images of this England lost; a quieter more stable England of parish 
churches and village greens, reaching back to the area's founding 
moment as the "village in the woode'" (May 1996, 202). The local 
council installed mock gas lamps along one street while residents 
were busy installing wood floors and Aga cookers. Two streets 
(Shakespeare Walk and Milton Grove) were granted conservation 
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status in order to promote Lhe heritage of the area. ivlay interviewed a 
graphic designer (Alex) who had recently moved into the mea because 
of the iconography of Englishness. Note how different Alex's 
perspective is from Pat and Paul's: 

So Alex sees Stoke Newington almost as a picture of stereotypical 
Englishness while Paul and Pat see only a lack of the very same 
qualities. Alex's vision is similarly based on racial homogeneity. 
Neither of these visions of the place could be said to be progressive. 
Both look to the past for a sense of Englishness but they are very 
different visions. Paul and Pat look to a past that is working class 
based on High Street pubs and corner stores while Alex buys into the 
(middle class) iconography of churches and rurality. This is best 
illush·ated by their differing accounts of a local pub that had been 
called the Red Lion and had been changed to the Magpie and Stump. 
To Alex the change of name and the redecorated interior marked a 
distinct improvement - it became a comfortable middle class 
establishment that Alex referred to as 'traditional'. Before the change 
the pub had been, in Alex's eyes 'an awful place with about three 
people in there'. To Paul, however, this change was just another sign 
of the erosion of the place he had known. The Red Lion had been a 
place Paul had grown up going to and playing darts in. The Magpie 
and Stump was now a yuppie pub: 'It used to be a nice pub, and I 
mean the Red Lion, it's a nice name for a pub. The Magpie and Stump! 
Why bring in the yuppy names, why not keep the tradilional thing?!' 
(May 1996, 203). As May puts it: 
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Beyond the senses of place of Pat and Paul on the one hand and Alex 
on the other, May found another way of thinking about Stoke 
Newington that gestured toward Massey's global sense of place. Some 
residents were attracted to Stoke Newington bcca11sc of its perceived 
diversity. Amanda is another resident of the area who takes pleasure 
in the sights and sounds of a local market place. 

To May, people such as Amanda enjoy a kind of aestheticized 
difference - they stand back from the crowd and enjoy it in all its 
variety. May argues that this is an appreciation of diversity as a 
picturesque scene that gives those who look on a sense of cultural 
capital - a sense of their own self worth in being able to appreciate 
difference. For Amanda and others 'the city and its other residents are 
reduced to the sights of an afternoon stToll, part of an agreeable 
lifestyle aesthetic for those suitably insulated from the reality of life in 
a declining inner-city neighbourhood' (May 1996, 208) 

Crucially this sense of an aesthetic appreciation of difference cannot 
be reconciled with either Harvey's or Massey's sense 0£ place: 
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May's enµ;agement with Stoke Newinglon and ils residents provides a 
thi1�d exa�1��le of the politics of place in a globalized world. Unlike the 
essays of Harvey and Massey, May's paper is based on several years of 
ethnographic fieldwork to find out the multiple vvays in which people 
relate to the same place. Issues of boundaries and rootedness and 
connections are still there but they are used in complicated \'\'ays by 
people. The simple, observable, fact of diversity does not necessarily 
produce a progressive sense of place and the search for roots in 
history does not have to be reactionary. 

Conclusions 

These accounts of place, through the examples of Guilford, Kilburn 
and Stoke Newington, reveal just hO\v complicalecl the idea of place 
is. It is not just that these are different places in Lhe simple sense of 
being located in different parts of London and in Baltimore. They all 
have complicated relationships both to the past and to other places 
near and far. But these accounls also show how place is a ,,vay oi 
understanding the world. The theorizations of place by Massey, 
Harvey and May lead Lhem to see different aspects of Lhese places in 
the world. But theory is not just the property of intellectuals. Paul and 
Pat, Alex and Amanda, the residents of Stoke Newington, are also 
everyday theorists who bring their 01vn ideas of place to bear of the 
place they live in. As with Massey, Harvey and May they understand 
place differently. 
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Working with Place 

So far this book has dealt with the conceptual problems of thinking 
about place through the history of human geography. Chapter 2 
considered the history of the concept of place in human geography 
and beyond vvhile Chapter 3 looked at recent debates ,1bout the nature 
of place in the face of globalization. This chapter considers the way the 
concept of place has been and can be used in research. Because place 
is such a broad concept this is a potentially endless task. In some way 
or another the majority of geographical research is about place. As we 
have seen, many geographers define the discipline as the study of 
plc1ce. This chapter, however, considers vvork that uses place as an 
analytical concept that involves the process of shaping meaning and 
practice in material space. Research on place in tl1is sense is neces
sarily concerned with how these meanings and practices are produced 
and consumed. With that in mind the first halt of this chapter con
siclers research on Lhe creation of meanings in place. The sernnd half 
considers how practices that do not conform to the expectalions of 
place are l,1beled 'out-of-place' and thus how place is implicated in the 
construction of 'moral geographies.' 

Thinking about c:md with place cannot easily be separated into 
'theory and practice'. So although this chapter is looking at the ,vay 
place has been used in empirical research that does not mean it is not 
also about theoretical attitudes to place. The particular research 
projects on place that people select: are very dependent on what view 
of place they take at a theoretical level. This chapter, then, provides an 
additional opportunity to revisit some of the debates in earlier 
chapters. 
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Creating Places 

The first part of this chapter is about the production of place. But it is 
important to remember that places are not like shoes or autornobiles -
they do not come out of a factory as finished products. Places, as Pred, 
Massey and others have reminded us in earlier chapters, are very 
much in process. Clearly places are created by cultural practices such 
as literature, film and music and the investigation of these forms of 
producing places are a central strand in contemporary human 
geography (Burgess and Gold 1985; Cresswell and Dixon 2002; 
Leyshon cl ,1/. 1998; Aitken and Zonn 1?4). But most places are more 
often the product of everyday practices.,\ Places are never finished but 
produced through the reiteration of practices - the repetition of 
seemingly mundane activities on a daily basisJAs we have seen, the 
contemporary fascination with processes of flovv and mobility in a 
globalized world often posits the end of place and the arrival of non
place. And yet place, even relatively fixed and bounded kinds of place, 
remains important. Even Lhe United St-ates, a place marked by an 

_ ideology of constant movement, is a nation where only eight per cent 
of people possess passports. Small townsinArEnsasZir'e"Ve1'fui=ffi!i1 
i--i-i:i"igFiborhoods of Lo11do11·can be marked by considerable immobility. 
People are creating places at all scales and everywhere in a myriad of 
different ways. This section is divided into four sets of examples of 
\•vays in which the creation of place has been considered in recent 
research. The first concerns the continued importance of place in a 
mobile and globalized world at the scale of the room and the region, 
the second focuses on the production of places of memory, the third 
looks at the production of place-identities for places to Live and the 
final considers the creation of place at the larger scales of the region 
and the nation-state. 

Creating place in a mobile world 

Geraldine Pratt, a Canadian geographer, has been looking at the lives 
of Filipina contract workers in Vancouver. She tells the story of one 
woman called Mhay. Mhay used a room in the house of her 
employers to make herself visible. 

I bought a piclure with a Frame and put it on the Willi. Prior to lhis, all four 
w,1lts were bare. I did this wilhoul telling them bernuoe I thought th,1t since 
I paid for this room, I should be allowed to do something about it. So I 
mranged the room. put furniture and TV [Lhc way I wanted Lhem]. I would 
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leave the door open so Lhal Lhey [my employers] could see what's in my 
room, lhal it's nol dull anymore. (Quoted in Pratl 1999, 152) 
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Pratt pulls apart this observation in the context of feminist analysis of 
the notion of 'home' and post-structural theorizations of hybrid 
identity. She lTaces the feminist criti(.1ue of the cosy idea of home 
celebrated by Tuan in his notion of place as home. Home, as we have 
seen, has been the object of deep distrust by feminists such as Rose 
(1993) and de Lauretis (1990{The image of home as a peaceful and 
meaningful refuge has been described as masculinist - hiding the 
realities of power relations in the home which, at their extreme, are 
linked to battery and rape\\In place of home some have argued that, in 
Massey's words, 'One gerfcter-disturbing message might be - in terms 
of both identity and space - keep moving!' (Massey 1994, 11). This is 
not Pratt' s point though. She argues that it is much easier to make 
theory-level statements about home from the position of someone 
who has a secure one. Mhay, the Filipina domestic worker, in contrast, 
has a rather fragile claim to home as a domestic worker admitted into 
Canada on a special visa. Mhay 1ives a paradoxical existence of 
mobility and confinement with only the barest control over her own 
space - the little things that make space into place, such as a poster on 
a wall, get heightened significance. Pratt asks us to consider the role of 
place construction and boundary maintenance in the construction of 
identities. 

IL seems lo me that it is by starkly outlining the boundaries that separate my 
life from Lhal of Mhay, by unravelling the layers of social-malerial borders 
that both produce and hem in our movements and identities, that a basis for 
communication and collaboration can be established. Marking boundaries, 
insisting on Lhe maleriality and persistence of differences, may be as 
politically productive as blurring Lhem in notions of mobility, hybridity and 
thirdspace. (Pratt 1999, 164) 

Pratt' s observation is clearly a critique of the emphasis on the mobile 
and the hybrid in contemporary theory - pointing out that place and 
boundary slill do matter even in the world of a migrant worker. 
Research on the place-making strategies of relatively powerless 
people at a micro-level is an effective use of the idea of place. Here 
Pratt' s research with domestic workers raises some important 
questions about the kind of open and fluid place described and 
advocated by Massey (1997). 

The second example comes from Arturo Escobar. He is concerned 
with the hegemonic global currency of the term 'globalization' and 
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the way in vvhich a focus on global processes in the realm of space can 
be brought into question by a renevved interest in place and lhe local. 

Subaltern slrakgi,•s or localization still need lo be seen in terms of place; 
pl.:tc<es ,ire surely connected and constructed yel those constrnctions entail 
boundaries, gn:•L1nds, selective connection, interaction .:ind positioning, and 
in some case,; a renewd of history-making skills. (EsC(lb,1r 20tll, I 69) 

Just as Pratt \Vas keen to show hmv Mhay was able to engage in place
construction in a context of relative powerlessness so Escobar argues 
that indigenous rainforest communities are able to construct places at 
a much larger scale. On one level this is a theoretical debate about the 
scale of enquiry necessary to understand power and Lhe lifeworld. On 
another level it is a political project. In a world where forms of 
globalization associated with multinational flexible capitalism prevail 
and appear lo flatten out difference - not least in the form of the 
development requirements of the World Bank and IMF - maybe a 
renewed focus on place formation can provide a basis for subaltern 
strategies of 'localization.' Escobar shows how new social movements, 
particularly in Latin America, are 'getting back into place.' His 
examples revolve around the black communities of Colombian Pacific 
rc1inforest. Activists of the Process of Black Communities (PCN) have 
articulated a complicated set of place-based identities in the face of the 
forces of globalizc1tion. Briefly put, strategies of globalization under
taken by the state, capital and technoscience all attempt to negotiate 
the production of locality in a non place-based way that induces 
increasingly delocalizing effects. In other words top-down globaliza
tion is insensitive to the specificity of place. Global capital does not 
care about the specificities of areas of the Colombian rainforest - or 
anywhere else for that matter. Meanwhile the strategies of localisation 
un-dertaken by social movements rely on attachmen\s to territory and 
culture and ecology. Simultaneously they activate global networks (in 
the United Nations for instance) around the issue of biodiversity 
\Vhich c1ct to reaffirm the importance of local particularity. This is 
achieved through an emphasis on the uniqueness of local production 
systems in unique ecological zones geared to local markets rather than 
the demands of global capital. The production of a particular kind of 
nut which is unique to a particular place is one example. A key part of 
this is the construction of a 'cultural ecology' of plclce. The region 
Escobar writes about is called the 'Pacifico biogeografico' and a large 
part of the place-m21king strategy used by activists resls on its unique 
biological resources. But the Process of Black Communities cannot 
simply produce and defend place on this basis. Paradoxically in order 
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for localization to occur the place has to project itself onto the global 
scale of capiti:d ,md modernity. This is not simply the substitution of 
place-based authenticity for global appropriation but a recognition 
that place can play a strategic role in a world of hypermobility. 
Theoretically, Escobar writes: 

It is i1111Jortanl lo lec1rn lo see placl'-basecl cultural, ecolligirnl, and ecunomic 
praclices as impl)rlanl sources of allernillive visions and strategies for 
reconstructing local and regional worlds, no mailer hmv produced by 'the 
glob,11' they might ,ilso be. Socially, it is necessc1ry lo lhink .:ibuul the 
condilions lhal might make the defence of place - or, more precisely, of 
particular construclions ul: J)lace and the reorg.:inis.:ition of place this might 
!.'nl:ail - a realiz,1ble project. (Escobar 20l.l1, 165-Jci6) 

Both Pratt and Escobar, through their very different examples, shmv 
hmv a new focus on place might simultaneously bring into question 
the widely held belief that places, boundaries and rootedness are 
always necessarily either reactionary or a thing of the past. Pratt' s 
domestic \·vorkers and Escobar's Colombian activists are both creating 
places from positions of comparative weakness in order to nullify the 
negative effects of globalization. 

Place and memory 

We have already seen how an important part of the creation of a sense 
of place is through a focus on particular and selective aspects of 
history. Notions of memory and heritage were right al the center of the 
debates in Chapter 3. Pbce and memory are, it seems, inevitably 
intertwined. Memory appears to be a personal thing - we remember 
some things ,md forget others. But memory is also social. Some 
memories are allowed to fade - are not given any kind of support. 
Other memories are promoted as standing for this and that. One of the 
primary ways in \Vhich memories are constituted is through the 
production of places. Monuments, museums, the preservation of par
ticular buildings (and not others), plaques, inscriptions and the 
promotion of whole urban neighborhoods as 'heritage zones' arc all 
examples of the placing of memory. The very materiality of a place 
means that memory is not abandoned to the vagaries of mental 
processes and is instead inscribed in the landscape - as public memory. 

If place does provide an overload of possible me,mings for the researcher, it 
is place's very s.:ime assault on .:ill ways ot knowing (sight, sound, smell, 
touch and taste) that makes it powerful .:is a source of nwmory, as a weave 
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where one strand ties in ,:111other. Place needs to be at the heart oi urbiln 
landscape history, not on the margins. (Hayden 1995, 18) 

It is, as Delores Hayden suggests, the very complicated nature of the 
experience of place that makes it an effective tool in the (re)production 
of memory. It is one thing to read about the past in the book or see it 
displayed in a painting - it is quite another to enter the realm of 
history-in-place. A similar point in made by Edward Casey when he 
writes of 'place memory'. 

It is the stabilizing persistence of place as a container of experiences that 
contributes so powerfully to ils intrinsic memorability. An alert and alive 
memory connects spontaneously with place, finding in it featmes that favor 
and parallel its own activities. We might even say that memory if nah1rally 
place-oriented or at least place-supported. (Casey 1987, 1Sh---187) 

Recall that in New York's Lower East Side there is an area known as 
the Tenement District. It is here that poor immigrants often found 
their first home in one of the city's notorious tenements - buildings 
with very little light packed with small living spaces often shared by 
large families. If you visit there now you will find the Lower East Side 
Tenement Museum - a preserved tenement with rooms arranged to 
demonstrate how they would have looked at different points in the 
building's history. It is an impressive place of memory because 
something of what it might have been like to live in these places is 
successh1lly recreated. The rooms are small, dark and uncomfortable 
but full of items that were used over a hundred years earlier. Hayden 
reflects on just such an experience: 

In a typical New York tenement at the turn of the century, many people's 
sordid habitat was one landlord's money machine, generating 25 percent 
return on investment per year. There were few reasons to diminish profits 
through maintenance expenses, since legal enforcement of building codes 
and safety regulations was minimal. What did it mean in lerms of the 
sensory experience of place? The building will be a more evocative source 
than any written records. One can read about unhealthy living conditions, 
but standing inside a tenement apartment - perhaps .JOO square feet of 
living space for an entire family, minimc1l plumbing, only one or two 
exterior windows - leaves a visitor gasping for air and looking for light. The 
claustrophobic experiences of immigrants living for decc1des in crowded, 
unhealthy space (as part of the reproduction of the labor force) are 
conveyed by the building in a way lhat a text or chart can never match. 

(Hayden 1995, 33--l) 
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This is what Casey means by place-memory - the ability of place to 
make the past come to life in the present and thus contribute to the 
production and reproduction of social memory. The Lower East Side 
Tenement Museum is something of a rarity, however, in that it seeks 
to inscribe in plc1ce the memory of groups of people at the bottom of a 
social hierarchy. For the most part places of memory serve to com
memorate the winners of history. Endless state capitols, museums and 
public monuments in cities around the world make sure that ,1 
particular view of history is remembered - one of heroes on horse
back. In many ways the Lower East Side Tenement Museum stands in 
contrast to a monument such as the Statue of Liberty which is often 
used to represent an official set of memories of the United States as ,� 
welcoming place for immigrants. Likewise the nearby Ellis Island 
Immigration Museum portrays a largely positive account of American 
immigration as a story of success and opportunity. It includes, for 
instance, a 'wall of honor' on which people can pay one hundred 
dollars to have their immigrant ancestors inscribed on a wall. It is only 
recently that places have been designated as sites of memory for 
women, black people, the poor and dispossessed. Just as the 
inhabitants of a place like Guilford in Baltimore literally seek to 
exclude those beyond, so places of memory also enact an exclusion, 
literal and figurative, of those memories that are painful or shameful. 

Andrew Charlesworth (1994) has examined the role of the Nazi 
concentration camp, Auschwitz, Poland, as a place of memory. His 
paper focuses on the way the place and the memories associated with 
it have been contested. More specifically he argues that there has been 
a concerted attempt to 'Catholicize' Auschwitz from the 1970s 
onwards - a process that has sought to exclude and marginalize 
specifically Jewish memories of the place as a site of genocide. Before 
and during World War II, four million people perished in Auschwitz. 
Eighty-seven per cent of these victims were Jewish. A third of these 
were Polish Jews. Auschwitz was selected as a place of memory by the 
Soviet-backed communist regime in Poland following the war. It 
suited their purposes well as it could be portrayed solely as a symbol 
of fascist aggression. Jews from many nations had been killed there 
and this international aspect of the genocide meant that the govern
m.ent could effectively ignore the fact that the victims were Jewish and 
instead memorialize their international origins. The site became a 
place where Western aggression against the nations of Eastern Europe 
could be memorialized. Charlesworth described how official tours, 
publicity materials, an on-site film and specific memorials always refer 
to the victims as 'people' and 'victims' and never as 'Jews'. ln effect 
this place of memory acted to de-Judaize the concenb·ation camp. 
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Figure 4. I 'The present home of Mr and Mrs jacab Solomon and family, I 33 Avenue D, New York 

City.' Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA-OW/ Collection [LC-USFJ4-TO 1-

009145 DLC]. (Photo by Dorothea Lange) 

Beginning in the 1970s a Polish Catholic sentiment came to the fore 
at Auschwitz. Cardinal Karol Wojtyla, ·who was to become Pope John 
Paul II, held several masses at the camp in which he mentioned a 
Catholic prisoner of Auschwitz, Father Kolbe, ,,vho had favored the 
conversion of the Jews. Father Kolbe was beatified. At one of these 
masses an altar featuring a huge cross was constructed at the very 
lomtion where Jews were unloaded and sent to the gas chambers. Just 
as before no specific reference to Jews \Vho were killed at the site was 
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Figure 4.2 'Out of rear window cenementdwellingofMrand tv1rsjncob Solomon, I 33 Avenue D, New 
Yark City.' Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, FSA-OWi Collection [LC-USF34-

009/ 14-C DLC]. (Photo by Dorothea Longe) 

made. In 1984 a convent was established at the site of Auschwitz and 
the contestation of the place of memory became world news as Rabbi 
Weiss protested the siting of the convent. There is also a church with a 
huge cross overlooking Auschwitz. 

Clearly places have many memories and the queslion of which 
memories are promoted and which cease to be memories at all is a 
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Figure 4.3 The Statue ofl.iberty, New York City. library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, 

Detroit Publishing Company Collection. The Statue of Liberty isa world recognized symbol of the United 
States which celebrates and memorio/izes a particular story of American 11otio11hood as a nation of 

more or less welcome immigrants. le is an official ploceofmemory. 

political question. Places become sites of contestation over which 
memories to evoke. Kenneth Foote, in his book Shadowed Gro1111d 
(Foote 1997) suggests that places have the power to force hidden and 
painful memories to the fore through their material existence: 

As a geographer l could not help but notice that the sites themselves 
seemed to play an active role in their own interpretation. What I mean is 
that the evidence of violence left behind often pressures people, almost 
involuntarily, to begin debate over meaning. The sites stained by the blood 
of violence and covered by the ashes of tragedy, force people to face 
squarely the meaning of an event. The barbed ,vire and brick crematoria of 
the concentration camps cannot be ignored; they demand interpretation. A 
bare stretch of ground in Berlin, once the Reichssicherheitshauplamt, the 
headquarters of the Nazi state security, of Gestapo, compels the visitor lo 
reflect on genocide in the twentieth century. (Foote 1997, 5-6) 

The brutal fact of places such as these forces a debate about what they 
mean and ivhat to do with them. People with differing interests have 
to make their case for preservation and what is to be included or 
excluded and thus a new kind of place is born out of a contested 
process of interpretation. The connection between place and memory 
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Figure 4.4 Ellis Island. The Wall of Honor. Ellis Island Immigration /Vluseum memorializes 

immigration into the United States. Citizens can pay one hundred dollars to have a name of an ancestor 
engraved on the wall and thus make them a /iart of 'official memory'. (Photo by Joanne Maddern) 

and the contested nature of this connection has been the object of 
considerable enquiry by geographers recently and promises lo be a 
major component of geographical research in the future (Johnson 
1994, 1996; Till 1999; Hoskins forthcoming; Desforges and Maddern 
forthcoming). 

Gareth Hoskins, for instance, has examined the fate of Angel Island 
Immigration Station in San Francisco Bay (Hoskins forthcoming). 
Angel Island was the site of a series of buildings \Vhich ,,vere used to 
process Chinese immigrants as they entered the United States. Unlike 
Ellis Island, on the east coast, this site has not become a site of national 
memory and celebration of immigrant heritage. Rather it was for
gotten and allowed to decay until a few local activists brought it to the 
attention of politicians and the public. The problem for those who 
sought to promote it as a place of heritage was that it was a site of 
deliberate exclusion under the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. This was 
lhe place where would-be Chinese immigrants were prevented from 
entering the United States and it does not, therefore, slip easily into a 
national mythology of inclusion in the 'melting pot'. Hoskins shows 
how the immigration station was developed by fitting into national 
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Figures 4.5 and 4.6 Angel Island and Ellis Island. Unlike Ellis Island, Ange/ Island, in San Francisco 

Bay, hos not become a nationally celebrated place o( memory. While Ellis Island processes mainly 
European immigrams who hove become pore o( the 'me/ting pot' ideology of t/1e notion, Angel Island 
was used co house would-be Chinese immigrancs /irevenccd from entering the notion. (Angel Island 

pl1ow by Gareth Hoskins; Ellis Island photo by Joanne Maddern) 
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scale ideologies of belonging and celebration lhus obscuring some of 
1he more particular narral"ives of exclusion and lnalhing. In order to 
obtain money and recognition Lhe station had to be reconfigured as 
part nf ,1 gener<1l national memory of immigrant belonging that hc1rdly 
matches its original 1�urpose. As Hoskins puts it: 

p.irl uf the price fr,r official ,1pprnval, national eXJXl5tll'e and professhm,11 
111,111.igt'menl expertise is thal 11,11T,1lives cunfurm more closely to popular 
,111cl musing patriotic noliuns of t\rneric.1 where detainees beom1e an object 
of '."i..'ner.:ilit111 simply because they persnnify American ideals. In some c<1scs 
this diverts allenlion away from the United States as perpet1-;1tor ol' lhe 
mcism inscribed in the .W82 l::xclusiun Act and imll'.id appl.iuds immigrants' 
ability lo overcome oppression al the country of origin by choosing to leave. 

(Hoskins forlhrnrning) 

Here, JS in t\usclnvitz, the politics of memory and politics of place 
converge. 

A nice place to live 

'Home' is a concept that reappears throughout this book. J\s an 
elementary and ideal (for some) form of place it lies right at the hec1rt 
of hun1< 1n geography. It is for this reason that the idea of a student 
making university accommodation into 'their place' was lhe first 
example of place in the introduction. Most people are familiar vvith 
the attempt to make somewhere feel like home. Even if there are 
many instances where they do not succeed, the attempt is irnportc1nt. 
The creation of 'nice pl<1�� live')s one of the central ways in vvhich 
places are procl�l But tc1.Ia:fhis activity beyond the seemingly 
innocent practices of decorating ,valls and arranging furniture and it 
soon becomes a political issue. 

Let us return, once again, to New York's Lower East Side. As v,1e 
have seen, by the 1980s the area ,-vas subject to gentrification - the 
purchase of run-down housing at cheap prices by middle class 
incomers and the subsequent upgrading of the property and massive 
rise in property vc1lues - a process that meant that previous residents 
of the area could no longer afford to live there. 

Reallors, developers and g1mtrifiers portr.iyed ,is 'urb.in cowboys' - rugged 
individualists, driven in pursuit of civic betterment - lame and reclaim !he 
dilapidi1led communities of the downtown u1hrn frontier. Al their hands, 
city neighbourhoods ,ue lr.insformed as residences .ire rehabilitated and 
new luxury apartment complexes me constructed for incoming middle- and 
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upper-class resiclenls. New boutique landscilpes of consumption emerge 
calering to Lheir gastronomic, fashion and enlerlilinmenl de111rn1ds, and 
new l.:mdscapes of production ilre created with the construction of new 
office buildings: Lhe workspace of the residents of Lhe 'new' city. 

(Reid ilnd Smith 1993, 193) 

Laura Reid and Neil Smith argue that this mythology of the frontier (a 
boundary where 'savagery' meets 'civilization') hides a process which 
is far from benign. Whereas city government and property entre
preneurs describe the process in the language of improvement 
(people returning to the city from the suburbs, historic buildings 
being refurbished, nicer restaurants, etc.) there are many people, 
poorer people, who are displaced as a new kind of place, a new kind 
of 'home' is produced according to middle class tastes and bank 
accounts. For a frontier to exist there have to be the two sides of 
savagery and civilization. In the Lower East Side the 'working-class, 
poor, female-headed households and Lc1lino/Latina and African
American "natives" of the dmvntown neighbourhoods' (Reid and 
Smith 1993, 195) play the role of the 'savage' in the face of the 
'civilization' oi expensive loft apartments and e21ppuccino bars. 

Reid and Smith describe the central importance of the arts industry, 
city government policy and real estate speculation in the production 
of this frontier in the Lower East Side. They describe how the city's 
housing policy aimed to promote the gentrification process through 
the auctioning off of much of the city-owned housing which had been 
available for people who could not afford New York City rents. Part of 
the plan was to encourage artists by specifying particular properties 
for their use. They sought to play with the area's well-established 
reputation as a bohemian and avant-garde kind of place in order to 
boost the property prices by attracting in young urban professionals 
(Yuppies) who enjoyed the idea of living a little bit dangerously in the 
city rather than the suburbs. Alongside this the city government 
changed the way it policed and regulated public space in the area. So 
called 'undesirables' were removed from parks and other public 
places. Prostitutes, drug-dealers, the homeless and kids hanging out 
on street corners were cleared from the parks and streets to make the 
area a 'nicer place to live' for the incoming gentrifiers. These processes 
were all met with resistance from local residents who were opposed to 
the gentrification processes. What created a nice 'home' for the 
middle-class was experienced as displacement by the poor. Protestors 
likened genh·ification to 'genocide' and 'class war' rather than the 
taming of the frontier. They portrayed gentrification as an attack on 
their ways of life, their communities and their 'home'. 
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Such an alternative scripting of the gentrification process aims al shattering 
the frontier myths constructed and purveyed by the media, the City and the 
real estate industry. Gentrifirnlion, they argue, is 1w/ for the good of all and 
is 1101 a progressive development from the perspective of the community 
and its residents. ror them, it means homelessness, displacement, expensive 
and inaccessible housing, and a challenge to the cultural diversity, practices 
and tolerance that have been a mark of their neighbourhood. 

(Reid and Smith 1993, 199) 
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Genh·ifiers are not the only people with money looking for a 'nice 
place to live'. A relatively recent development in American town 
planning is the rise of so-called 'neotraditionalism'. Behind this move
ment is a desire to create places that are different from the anonymous 
sprawling suburbs of tract developments and 'MacMansions'. Words 
such as 'community' and 'history' are often placed at the center of 
such attempts. The geographer Karen Till has looked at one such 
place - the urban village of Rancho Santa Margarita in Orange County 
in California. She argues that the place is created through the 
invention of traditions to 'validate the establishment of a residential 
community by providing a sense of historical continuity and stability.' 
They are, she continues, 'created by corporate planners in order to 
give the place a sense of identity' (Till 1993, 710) 

These planners assert that, unlike their predecessors, they pay attention lo 
the unique nature of places, to their loG1l histories, architectures and urban 
and residential forms; and Lo traditional human-land relationships. They 
maintain that their towns and villages are 'good places to live', places Lhat 
can 'revive public life', and return the 'bonds of aL1thenlic community' to 
American sociel-y. (Till 1993, 710) 

Note how the language that is used by the neotraditionalists reflects 
the more abstract musings on place by Heidegger, Relph and others -
place as an authentic form of dwelling rooted in history. Seemingly 
abstract and philosophical ideas are rarely confined to the pages of 
philosophers and theorists. 

Till shows how the developers of Rancho Santa Margarita, a totally 
planned community, attempted to promote the idea of a place rooted 
in history through materials \lvhich focused on the themes of family 
history and early Californian Spanish colonial architecture. The 
landowners of the development made a lot of their family history, 
claiming that they were continuing the traditions of their pioneer 
forbears. They published so-called 'historical newsletters' with articles 
about the O'Neills' role in history. The newsletters where made to 
look old by using tan pages and brm-vn ink. Much was made of the 
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family's generosity in providing land for good causes such as schools 
and parks. 

In addition to the newslelters the promotional material for lhis new 
community focused on the 'preservation' of early Californian Spanish 
colonial architecture which combined red clay tiles roofs, stucco walls 
and rounded archways. 

The architecture of Ranclw Santil Margarilil goes be1ck tn this early 
[Californian] tradition. i\nd beyond, when lSLh Century Spanish mission
aries built California's fir::l churche5, missions ,mcl monasteries. Today 
many of these architectural elements from lhe past are being presen·ecl in 
the homes and public buildings of Rancho Santa 1Vlargarila. 

(Sant,1 Margarita Company quoted by Till l 993, 715) 

Till shows how the combination of the family historv newsletters and 
the focus on architecture lock the place intl{ a well-1,novvn history of 
pioneers moving west and settling to produce a distinctive American 
culture. It is very much the perspective of a white-European land 
owning elite peopled by rugged cowboys. 

[Tlhere is little room ldl for stories from the perspectives of olher 
individuals, including those of women, children, .md/or gays from Vilrious 
cultural, elhnic, and socioecnnomic bilckgrounds ... Thus, the promotion of 
a narrow perspective - one which attempts l.o silence alternwlive readings 
and inlerprcl'al:ions oi fomili,1r texts wnd symbols - not only enhances the 
status of Lhe corporwte planners as the community 'experts' who construct 
'good places to live·, il aho imparts social values. (Till 1993, 717-718) 

Here the idea of an au then tic place with an au then tic past is being 
manufactured as an image for consumption. It is a form of marketing 
aimed at getting people to buy houses in Rancho Santa Marg,:1rita. The 
homes themselves, and their so-called 'early Californian Spanish 
colonial' style is, as Till reports, a selective reproduction of upper-class 
nineteenth-centurv romantic visions of earlier missions. The actual 
buildings are mas;-produced by large building companies. 

Accompanying this production of a sense of history and authen
ticity is a process of exclusion based on the identification of a threat
ening other beyond the walls of the town. Jn the case of Rancho Santa 
Margaril:a the threatening 'other' is Los Angeles. 

The historic small-lown identity that pl,mners would like to foster, 
however, makes sense only in relation lo the place memory of Los 1\ngeles. 
The success of the former - the small-Lown identity - depends upon the 
experience of the (alter - present-day suburbs and cities. Both identities 
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revt�lve around popular conception, nf current re�idenlial ex1Jericnces in 
southern Californiil, and bolh draw upon popularized 'memories' of llHlse 
experiences in lhe past, beiore il became 'bad' and 'd,111genrns'. 

(Till 1993, 722i 
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As we have seen, throughout this book, Lhe construction of places is 
more often than not achieved through the exclusion of some 'other' -
a constitutive outside. Los Angeles, here, is a place of sin, of social 
upheaval and moral uncertainty - a dangerous place. lt does not l,1ke 
much to see this as a place coding for social others - poor people, the 
homeless, black people. 

In Till's paper then \Ve can see how a 'good place to live' is 
constructed through the promotion of a particular exclusive history, 
a selective romanticized architectural vision and a differentL:ition of 
Rancho Santa Margarita from a dangerous and disorderly world 
outside. The example of American neotraditional town planning is 
not the only example of the attempt lo produce a 'good place to 
live'. 

[n posl-\-var Britain, politicians and planners were keen Lo move 
people out of crowded London and into a ring of 'Nevv Tmvns' 
around the metropolis. One of these 1.vas and is Crawley. Crawley is 
not like Rancho Santa Margarita in that it was intended as a place for 
the 'masses'. Nevv towns have been consistently ridiculed since they 
were introduced as soulless places full of mass-produced buildings -
places that are neither the country nor the city. They are seen as failed 
places. 

The photographer and ex-geography student S,1111 Appleby decided 
to explore Crcnvley armed, as he put it, with a 'camera, memories and 
French theory' (Appleby 1990, 20). He notes how the new towns ,vere 
part of an anti-urban ideology that stretches back to the nineteenth 
century. The idea of the new tmvn was an outgrowth of the earlier 
'Garden Cities' such as Letclnvorth and Welwyn Garden City which had 
been the result of the ideas of Ebenezor Howard. Howard had seen the 
miseries of crowded Victorian cities and the backwardness of the rural 
areas. His idea was lo enact a marriage of the city and the counLTy to 
produce a place with the best of the country and the best of the city 
combined. 

Appleby traces lhe career of one man, John Goepel, a commissioner 
for the nev,1 town who was responsible for naming the streets o( the 
town for much of its early history. Naming is one of the ways place is 
given meaning. Tuan has described the role of language in the making 
of place as a hmdamental but neglected aspect of place construction -
as important as the material process of building the landscape. 
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A principle reason for the neglect of speech is that geographers and 
landscape histori.lns (and, I believe, people in general) tend lo see place 
almost exclusively as the result of the materit1.l transformt1.tion oi nature. 
They can see farmers chopping down wood and putting up fences and they 
can see workers raising the roof beams. (Tuan 1991a, 68.J) 

Naming, in particular can draw attention to places and locate them in 
wider cultural narratives. 

To call a feature in the landscape a 'mount' is already to impilrL to it a 
certain character, but to rnll it 'Mount Misery' is to significantly enhance its 
distinctiveness, making it stand out from other rises less imaginatively 
called. 

Naming is power - the creative power to call something into being, to 
render the invisible visible, to impart a certain character to things. 

(Tuan 1991a, 688) 

Goepel's naming of streets in Crawley reflects this sense of naming as 
power. Early on he began giving the streets names he believed 
reflected 'Englishness'. These could be historical references such as 

. 'Fleming Way' and 'Newton Road' (named after English scientists) but 
more often they referred to elements of a supposed English 'nature'. 
Appleby's home area of Langley Green featured streets called 'Hare 
Lane', 'Nightingale Close' and 'Juniper Road'. Other streets were 
named after figures in English art such as 'Turner Walk' and 
'Constable Road'. All of these sought to locate the new town in both 
English history and a sense of the countryside - as if they, themselves, 
were part of an unproblematic 'nature'. The ideological nature of this 
naming process became more apparent when he lost the power to 
name and the left-wing town council made Crawley a 'nuclear free 
zone' and began to name sh·eets after heroes of the labour and 
feminist movements (Pankhurst Court). Goepel believed that 'socialist 
mythology' was quite inappropriate for street naming 'evidently only 
his own liberal/conservative historicism was capable of providing 
natural and fitting themes' (Appleby 1990, 33). 

Goepel's naming of streets fits squarely into the anti-urban ideas of 
the planning movement's founders. They seek to link the brand new 
places into both a sense of history and an identity symbolized by the 
English countryside. This mirrors the use of family history and 
architectural styles in Rancho Santa Margarita. In both places the 
planners are producing their favored sense of place through attempts 
to connect the material structme of the two towns into well-known 
mythological histories - the story of the frontier in Rancho Santa 
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Margarita and the nationalist anti-urban mythology in Crawley. Both 
these stories also seek to create particular place-memories in brand 
new residential neighborhoods. In this sense these examples are 
further evidence of the importance of memory and heritage in the 
production of place. 

Regions and nations as places 

For the most part geographers' use of place has reflected the common
sense notion of places as being relatively knowable and small scale -
cities, towns, neighborhoods. But as Tuan has suggested the idea of 
place connects the favorite armchair to the globe. So how have 
geographers considered these larger scale places, the region and the 
nation? Political geographers have a long tradition of using the 
concept of place in their research. Notably, they have thought about 
traditional political divisions in space as having place qualities. The 
political geographer Peter Taylor notes how writers such as John 
Agnew and Ron Johnston have utilized place in their work (Taylor 
1999). Johnston has written, for instance, about lhe resistance of 
Nottinghamshire coal miners to calls for national strikes. He argues 
that there are specific qualities of Nottinghamshire as a place that 
made it likely that the miners there would go their own way. Places, 
in other words, have specific political cultures that trump national and 
individual arenas (Johnston 1991). Taylor considers the role of space 
and place in the politics of the modern nation. Nations, he argues, 
might eo:1sily be seen as political impositions of rationo:11 and abstract 
space over the specificities of place. But this argument, he suggests, is 
too simple and place, too, plays a role in the production of the nation. 

Nations have been constructed as imagined communities each with their 
own place in the world, their own homeland, some as 'folherland', olhers as 
'motherland'. By combining stale and nation in nation-slale, sovereign 
territory has been merged with sacred homeland to convert a space inlo a 
plc1ce. (Taylor 1999, 102) 

A nation-state is a curious thing. While they seem as natural as the air 
we breath in the early twenty-first century they are relatively recent 
creations (for the most part of the nineteeth century). A nation-state, 
as Taylor suggests, combines the abstraction of space with the deeply
felt emotions of place. How is it that a black inner-city resident of the 
Bronx feels they belong to the same community as the ,,vhite business
man in Westchester County and the Mexican immigrant in San 
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Diego? So much so lhal, when push comes to shove, many will fight 
for this thing called the United States. Theorists of the nation suggest 
that this is because the creation of the nation involves the creation of 
'imagined communities' where people with nothing in common in 
their everyday lives believe themselves to be connected through the 
idea of a nation as place (Anderson, B. 1991; Edensor 2002). With this 
place, of course, comes all lhe paraphernalia of national ideology and 
belonging - flags, anthems, passports, money and more. For a nation 
to hold its inhabitants together il must act as place - a field of care. 

But .within the place of lhe nation there exist other political units 
loosely referred to as 'regions'. These places sit, broadly speaking, 
somewhere between the scale of the nation and the scale of the local. 
Often the terms region and place are used interchangeably though 
region does not come with all the philosophical baggage of place 
(Paasi 2002). Just as politicians have sought to create a national sense 
of place so local politicians have sought lo make politically constituted 
regions more 'place-like'. While polilical identity is most often 
conceived of within the scale of the nation-state: 'sense of plc1ce at 
the national scale can coexist with or be replaced by alternative ones' 
(Agnew 2002, 6). Politics happens in local and regional places. 

In Britain, over the past several decades, there has been a multitude 
· of calls for 'devolution' - the localizing of power into more immediate
and small scale 'places'. Wales and Scotland have succeeded in
constructing various kinds of regional government. There is ongoing
talk of further devolution of powers to areas of England such as
Cornwall or the North East. More dramatically, regions of Italy have
sought to promote their own political agendas over and above those
of the nation-state (Agnew 2002; Giordano 2000). Benito Giordano has
provided an account of the claims of Italy's Northern League (Lega
Nord), a right wing political party that claims that the Italian state
does not serve the people of the North of Italy and is, in effect, in the
hands of those in the South. Anti-Southern sentiment is a strong
element in their success. As with many forms of place, the place of the
'North' is constructed in relation to its other - the 'South'. Giordano
interviews a Northern League councillor:

The mentality of the people of the North is dislinct to lhat of the South. In 
the North there is a sLTong work ethic which could be described as almost 
Calvinistic in nature. In spite of the high levels of taxation and the burden 
of the South, Lombardy is still one of the wealthiest regions within the 
European Union (EU). However, the South of Italy has .:i 'Mediterrane.:in' 
work ethic, which is based on corruption, a reliance of stale transfers and a 
more relaxed altitude towards work. (Quoted in Giordano ::woo, •159) 
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In addition to these crude place stereotypes the Northern League also 
insist the Italian State is in effect ruled by the South and thus the so
called 'Italian identity' in, in fact a 'Southern Italian' identity. Finally 
members and supporters of the Northern League identify the South 
as the source of immigration of people-of-color \,Vho they see as a 
threat to the cultural cohesion of the North. In place of Italy the 
Northern League advocates the formal constitution of a nevv region 
they call 'Padania' consisting of North and Central Italy with its own 
flag, anthem and forms of government. ln order to cJrgue for lhis new 
'space', as Taylor would put it, they have to make it into c1 'place' with 
its own history c1nd customs (of hard work and neo-Calvinism) in 
order for it to make sense to people. This case confirms the observa
tions of the Finnish geographer, Anssi Paasi that 'regionalizc1tion' 
involves the 'formation of the conceptual or symbolic shape' of what 
would otherwise be a mere line on a political map. Place symbols such 
i.1S flags, ceremonies, maps, monuments and all manner of images are 
constructed to make a place a part of people's lives. Even the nc1ming 
of a place - Padania - is i.1n important part of making a region into a 
place (Paasi 1996). 

The examples of 'regionalization' in Britain are not quite so 
politically dramatic but nonetheless important for national and local 
politics. Sometimes they are applied from national government and 
are dramatically unsuccessful. Peter Taylor comments on some of the 
absurdities of regional name designations in Britain. 

How many people in England outside its surrounding areil know where 
Hallon (a space wilh il popuh:ition of more th,rn 100,000) is? It is in new 
Cheshire, created by combining old Lancashire's Widnes with Cheshire's 
Runcorn. Ex.:1mples such as this could be multiplied m.:1ny times over but 
there is another indication of the disrespect for place l wish to note: the 
proliferation of designated 'boroughs' covering large swathes of rural land. 
For instance, on travelling north on Lhe Great North Roc1d you enter the 
'Borough of Berwick-upon-Tweed' just north of the town of Alnwick, some 
twenty miles from the town of Berwick itself. (Taylor 1999. 105) 

A similar process has occurred where I live in West Wales where 
county names have been changed a number of times in recent years 
between Cardiganshire, Dyfed and Ceredigion in order to construct 
an appropriate idenLity for the area. Other regional identities, 
however, have been fought for from below by people making what 
they see as deep historical claims to regional identity. Wales and 
Scotland are obvious examples but areas of England have i.1lso made 
claims for sh·ong regional government based on specific place
identities. The claims from the South West of England ('Wessex' and 
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Cornwall), for instance, are discussed by Marlin Jones and Gordon 
Macleod (2001) who show how regional movements mobilize 
popular local even ls and mythologies to make claims for the existence 
of regional identities in political life. Activisls in the South West, 
responding to devolution plans, have called for the creation of region 
called Wessex (there is no existing county with this name) which they 
see as 'historically friendly' - a place that people can identity with in 
distinction to vague simply locational designations such as the 'South 
Wesl'. The activisls argue that while many new 'regions' are simply 
fabricaled (such as those Taylor discusses above) Wessex could make a 
claim to having an historical existence with its own set of place-images 
and would therefore be more 'real'. 

So the complex enlanglement of hislory and geography that go into 
making 'place' do not just occur at a cosy local level. The way of 
knowing that is' place' is also enacted at the scale of the nation and the 
region. As we have seen in this section, those who wish to construct 
relatively large scale political entities cannot simply draw lines on a 
map and produce them from nothing. They make concerled efforls to 
give these territories histories and identities in order to make lhem 
more place-like and therefore more intelligible to their designated 
populations. 

In Place/Out-of-Place: Anachorism 

The creation of place by necessity involves the definition of what lies 
outside. To put it another way the 'outside' plays a crucial role in the 
definition of the 'inside.' In many of the examples we have already 
considered there has been a clear sense of a politics of place 
production. Rancho Santa Margarita, for instance, has been based 
on slories that exclude women, black people and Native-Americans 
(among others). The creation of 'Padania' in Italy by the Northern 
League has been based on lhe designation of the Ilalian South as the 
'other'. In the remainder of this chapter we will consider the use of 
place in research ,,vhich concerns the politics of place and its role in 
defining what is appropriate and what is not. 

We have repeatedly seen how place is a word lhal is used often in 
everyday speech. As such its meaning appears as common-sense and 
ils assumptions are taken-for-granted. Many of these everyday uses 
link hierarchies in society with spalial location and arrangement. 
Someone can be 'put in her place' or is supposed to 'know his place.' 
There is, we are lold, 'a place for everything and everylhing in its 
place'. Such uses of the term place suggest a tight connection between 
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geographical place and assumptions aboul normative behavior. 
People and practices, it seems, can be 'in-place' or 'out-of-place' 
(Cresswell 1996). 
-- �,en something or someone has been judged lo be 'out-of-place' 
they have committed a transgressio.uJransgression simply means 
'crossing a line'. Unlike the solj_Q}Qgical definiti£r2,2l' deviance' trans
�gression is an inl:u�reatl¥-Ji�ide<1;...Tu� line tfot is crossea1softetra 
geographical line and a socio-ctnft.i'i·al one. It may or may not be the 
case that the transgression was intended by the perpetrator. What 
matters is that the action is seen as transgression by someone who is 
disturbed by it. ___ 

Often, ,:vhen people, things and practices are seen as 'out-of-place\ 
they are descri ,� as 101iution and dirt. The anthropologisl Mary 
Doug as defined dirt as 'matter out-of-place.' To be 'o_ul·-nf-place' 
d_g_eends on pre-existencLilLa clas.silicatio..u.....sy�<;te-i:n- of srm¾'.....11!:!_d 
(Douglas 1966). 

----

Shoes are not dirty in themselves, but it is dirty to place them on the dining i 
1 

table; food is not dirty in itself, but it is dirty lo leave cooking utensils in the l i 
bedroom, or food bespattered on clothing, similarly, bathroom equipment n 
in the drawing room; clothes lying on chairs. (Douglas 1966, 36) �l 

� slTOI!ger the spatial clas�i�on - the greater the desire to expel 
and exclude -_jhe easier it t, to upset1T16sewlli.rinvest irrcm e:d5flng 
01:der, . .The construction of placeS:-mother w6i;as;·forrfis·"H1e·oasTstoi"" 

the possibility of transg,·ession or, in Douglas's terms, pollution. Just 
as we have a term for thinking about things in the wrong time -
anachro11ism - we migbt invent a term for things in the wrong place -
anac/wlism. ----.....___ ________________ ,�--·--' 
·"--The useof place to produce order leads to the unintended
consequence of place becoming an object and tool of resistance to that
order - new types of deviance and transgression such as strikes and
sit-ins become possible . .Ihe--cle� established meaning and
Jractices of a ,articular Jlace the easierTtis'fcj'--minsg-ress-1ne
expec a 101�_Jb.;1Lcome \-'illb pla� I his 1s one reason 'wiry affti
globahza tion protestors alwc1ys pick McDonalds as a target - it is a
very clear and well-understood symbol of global capital and the kinds
of consumption practices that it encourages,

Recent yec1rs have seen an explosion of 1vork which considers the
role of place in the production of outsiders - the exclusion of people
(and more recently, animals (Philo 1995)) \-vho an:> sc1id to be 'out-of
place.' Mad penple (Parr and Philo 1995; Philo ·1987), gypsy-travelers
(Sibley 1981), children (Philo 1992; Valentine 1997), political protestors
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(Cresswell 1996), non-\'l1hite people (Craddock 2000; Anderson, I<. 
1991), gays, lesbians and bisexuals (Bell and Valentine 1995; Brown 
2000), the homeless (Veness 1992; C1:_e.ssweU :W01), prostitutes 
(Hubbard 1998), the disabled (IGtchin 1998) and a plethora of 'Others' 
bave all been described by the media, local authorities, national 
governments and others as 'out-of-place' - as not matching the 
expected relations between place, meanings and practice. Rather then 
reviev,1 this whole body of literature I will, instead, focus on the 
homeless and, first, sex{1ality 'out-of-place'. 

Sext1ality out-of-place 

The term sexuality refers to the social identities that are built around 
different forms of sexual desire. Sexualities, in other words, are not 
just signifiers of different kinds of sexual practice but forms of 
complicated social and cultural relations. At first glance many people 
do not see a link between sexuality and place. But like any other form 
of social relation (class, gender, race, etc.) it is constituted, in part, 
geographically. It is fairly common-place for instance, to hear people 
suggest that gay sexuality is fine just so long as it does not occur in 
public places. To back up this argument it might be claimed that 
heterosexuality belongs 'al home' or 'in the bedroom' so homo
sexuality does too. 

Much of the \Vork on sexuality in geography has sought to show 
how such claims are absurd. Heterosexuality occurs everywhere 
(Duncan 1996). Straight people feel free to kiss in public or walk down 
the street hand in hand. Public spaces such as law courts and govern
ment offices formally institutionalize hetero-relations wl1ile making 
gay relationships illegal. Everywhere ·we look straight sexuality is 
accepted as normal and is thus invisible lo straight people. Gay 
people, on the other hand, see heterosexuality everywhere and 
through this experience their own sexuality as radically 'out-of-place'. 
All it takes is for a gay couple to kiss in a public place for hetero
outrage to come to the fore. The geographer Michael Brown has 
studied the spatiality of gay sexuality at length. f-Iis book Closet Space 
examines the ways in which gay sexuality is maginalized and made 
invisible at all scales (Brovm 2000). He describes a scene on a bus in 
whicl1 these tensions and expectations are made dramatically clear. 

The Seallle Metro bus no. 7 stopped abruptly to pick up two very wet 
people just at Lhe crest of Capital Hill on a rniny Tuesday afternoon. The 
sudden braking caught everyone's attention, and broke the passionate soul 
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kissing of u mun und woman silting just across from me. Since I was sitiing 
towards the reur of the dingy bus, I l1ud a long view of a slender, trendy 
woman making her ·way purposefully down Lhe aisle. fkhind her, I heard 
her companion before I could see him. We all could. because he was 
speaking so loudly. With a mixture of uplomb and hubris our new rider 
proclaimed, 'That's right, people, I'm swinging my hips as l walk on by. 
And if you don't like it, you can kiss my beautiful queer ass!' With regal 
camp he Si\shayed down the aisle, past my seat, never once brciJking his 
stare forward. On the other side of the aisle, the young heterosexual couple 
'tsked', huffed and 'Oh, Gawwwv,d' -ed this young gay man audibly 
enough lo make their revulsion clear lo those of us in the buck oi the bus. 
'Who said that?' the gc1y man demanded loudly. 

Everyone on the bus began lo grow visibly uncomfortable. After all, Lhis 
was Seattle. 'I did,' the womun staled loud and clear, but without turning to 
foce him. Then she whispered something inaudible to her boyfriend and 
they bolh laughed. 'Well if you don't like it, girlfriend, ,c>/111/ lltc /rd/ you doi11' 
up on Cupitol Hill in the first place!' (Brown 2000, :!.7) 

As Brown observes there is a complicated set of interactions between 
the performance of sexuality and expectations about place in this 
event. To the heterosexual couple all space is straight space. Places 
such as the city and the bus sustained heterononnativity - the idea 
that heterosexuality is normal, natural and appropriate. They felt that 
they could kiss passionately in public. The gay man, to them, was 
acting out-of-place - disturbing the unspoken rules oi sexuality. To 
the gay man, however, this was Capitol Hill, a gay area in Seattle. To 
him the straight couple ,vere 'out-of-place' and should consider 
keeping their sexuality, and certainly their homophobia - 'in tl1e 
closet'. The idea of the closet is a complicated one which acts at all 
scales 'from the body to the globe' (the subtitle of Brown's book). This 
metaphorical closet is a certain kind of place that is both a place of 
secrecy and a place of autonomy and safety. The closet is a place 
where a person can keep their sexuality entirely to themselves or it 
can, more literally, become a building or an area of the city vvhere it is 
safe to be gay. It can also be a confining prison. 

Tl1is issue of the closet and heteronormative space has become 
central to the geographical analysis of sexuality. Geographers have 
asked why some places seem lo be safe places for certain sexualities to 
be performed while other places pressure gays, lesbians and bisexuals 
to keep their sexualities to themselves. The work of Gill Valentine has 
been central to this line of thinking. She has shown how lesbians have 
had to consistently conceal their sexuality in certain kinds of places -
particularly home and work - in order to avoid discrimination and 
hatred. The women she has interviewed reveal incredibly complicated 
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daily lives of concealment in some places and being 'out' in others. 
Son;e of them had to travel miles to feel comfortable away from both 
family (parents and siblings) and workmates (Valentine 1993). 

There are many different identities gay, lesbian and bisexual people 
can choose to perform, just as there are many identities straight 
people can perform (hell's angel, 'new man', povver-dresser, etc.). 
David Bell, John Binnie, Julia Cream and Gill Valentine explore tv,10 of 
these identities the 'gay skinhead' and the 'lipstick lesbian' in their 
paper 'All hyped up and no place to go'. 

Through the deployment of the 'gay skinhe<1d' and 'lipstick lesbian' ilnd the 
places they produce and occupy, we hope to illuminate the 'unnaturalness' 
of both heterosexual everyday space Jnd masculine and feminine 
heterosexual identities associated with them. The exposure of the 
fabrication of both seamless heterosexual identities and the straight spaces 
they occupy should shatter the illusion of their just /1ci11g, of simply 
naturally occurring. (Bell et al. 1994, 32 emphasis in original) 

A 'lipstick lesbian' is a lesbian who dresses in a hyper-feminine way 
thus challenging the popular conception of lesbian women as 
masculine figures. The figure of the lipstick lesbian, to some people, 
mocks heterosexual expressions of femininity in a way that is more 
subtle than the butch drag of other lesbians. Their appearance, it is 
claimed, 'undermines a heterosexual's ability to determine whether 
feminine women in everyday spaces are lesbian or heterosexual' (Bell 
et al. 1994, 42). This uncertainty, created by images of femininity in 
heterosexual places, means that straight people can no longer assume 
the accepted codes of everyday life and thus heterosexual places are 
undermined. ln a twist to the tale, though, lhe authors acknowledge 
that this subversion depends on straight people being aware of the 
existence of lipstick lesbians in the first place. Since most straight 
people assume the normal and natural condition of heteronormalivily 
it seems likely that most of them are unaware of the subversions going 
on around them. To wake them out of their slumber they are more 
likely to be provoked by the gay man on Brown's bus in Seattle. 

A transgressive act that was definitely noticed was the Greenham 
Common Women's Peace Camp in the early I980s. Women camped 
outside the US Air Force base from 1981 onwards to protest the cruise 
missiles that were being based there. In their view the cruise missiles, 
armed with nuclear warheads, were 'out-of-place' in the United 
Kingdom. Soon local residents of nearby Newbury, Berkshire began 
to object to the peace camp. Government figures and the media, for a 
period of several years, used every metaphor they could think of to 
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describe the women as 'out-of-place'. These included obligatory refer
ences to dirt, disei.'lse, madness and, of-course, sexuality (Cresswell 
19�M). 

The Sun (19 November 1983) claimed that the women 'are not 
people - they're all burly lesbians'. News reports frequently suggested 
that the fact that this was an all women's camp automaticJUy meant 
that the vast majority of the protesters were lesbians. The fact that 
they dressed in 'masculine' clothes and were frequently dirty only 
seemed to confirm this impression. The Daily Mail (13 January 1983) 
paints a picture of multiple transgression: 

And there's Eve breastfeeding by the fire, a vague, amiable, ever smiling 
lesbian molher from Islington who's camping here with her two childnm, 
aged eight and six months by different fathers, one of Lhem West Indian. 

(quoted in Cresswell 1994, 49) 

Eve is clearly a figure 'out-of-place' here. She is breastfeeding in a 
public place, she is a lesbian and she has children with multiple 
fathers including one (we must assume) who is black. 

[HJalf lhe women I lived among al Greenham were lesbians, striding the 
camp wilh their butch haircuts, boots and boilersuils. They rlaunl their 
sexuality, boast about it, joke about it. And some take delight in proclaiming 
Lheir loathing of men ... I was shocked on my first day ,vhen lwo peace 
women suddenly went inlo passionate embrace in full view of everyone ... 
And grndually I became annoyed at the way doting couples sat around the 
camp fire kissing and caressing ... A lot o( women 'go gay' after arriving at 
the camp. With no men around Lhey have to turn to each other for comfort. 

(quoted in Cresswell 1994, 50) 

Here, the Daily Exprl'ss's undercover investigator, Sarah Bond, acts in 
the same way as the woman on the bus described by Brown. She sees 
women kissing in u place she considers inappropriate and is disgusted 
- she described it as flaunting. Do straight people 'flaunt' their
sexuality when they kiss in a public place? Bond is arguing that this
kind of activity should be put back in to the closet - should be re
placed. To Bond, lesbian sexuality is 'out-of-place' ut Greenham
Common. The reference to the absence of men al the end of the
extract implies that women only turn to each other in places ,vithout
men. Behind this lies the missing place of 'home' where husbands
would undoubtedly be available for 'comfort'.

The understanding of sexualities-out-of-place should not be re
stricted to supposedly marginal sexualities. Ignoring heterosexualities 
only serves to reinforce the notion that heterosexuality is normal c1nd 
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thus invisible (Hubbard 2000). For the most part heterosexual activity 
and the wider sense of identity that surrounds it remains the norm by 
which other forms of sexuality are implicitly and explicitly judged. 
The idea of 'home' for instance - the ideal place - is quite clearly 
heteronormalive. Recent research has shown how the idea of home 
and actual homes themselves are constructed as places for traditional 
families. Homeliness does not properly mrive until the children arrive 
(Valentine 1993). It is this heterosexual home that lies behind many of 
the descriptions of the Greenham Women as 'out-of-place'. 

Some of the most interesting work on sexuality and place has been 
on heterosexual prostitution. Research has shown how prostitution is 
seen as 'out-of-place' in some places while it is almost acceptable in 
others (Hubbard 1998). Philip Hubbard has outlined a number of 
arguments about the 'place' of prostitution in England. He notes that 
there is a generally recognized distinction between 'high class' 
prostitutes who work in 'private' spaces and 'lower class' prostitutes 
who work on the slTeet and in public space. While the former is 
usually ignored due to the assumption that sexuality gets expressed in 
private spaces (an illusion shown to be false by queer theorists in 
particular) the latter has been lhe object of considerable moral panics 
in British cilies such as Birmingham and Bradford where local 
residents' groups have enacted pickets of prostitutes in order to kerb 
what they see as a public nuisance. 

The law in Britain seeks to make prostitution in public places less 
visible but, as Hubbard argues, 'dominant moral geographies appear 
to dictate this visibility is more acceptable in some spaces lhan others' 
(Hubbard 1997, 133). These spaces \,vhere prostitution is deemed lo be 
'in-place' are commonly known as red-light districts. These places are 
typically in economically marginal spaces of the city and can, in 
Hubbard's terms be seen as 'a part of a continuing (but contested) 
process involving the exclusion of disorderly prostitution from 
orderly sexuality (or "bad girls" from "good girls"), removing 
prostitutes from areas where they would stand out as unnatural or 
deviant, potentially "polluting" civilised society' (Hubbard 1997, 135). 
Hubbard reveals how policing strategies often overlook prostitution 
in designated areas or 'toleration zones' in order that they might 
better exclude prostitutes from elsewhere. Thus places of abjection are 
created and tolerated on the margins of city centers. 

In work on the geography of sexuality the word 'place' is often 
used interchangeably with the word 'space'. It is important to bear in 
mind, therefore, the specific analytical qualities of place that make it 
important in these studies. The idea of being 'out-of-place' or 'in
place' is admittedly a simple one, but one that nonetheless conveys a 
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sense of the vvay segments of the geographical world are meaningful 
and hmv those meanings both produce and are reproduced by people 
and their practices. A saying from Sri Lanka states; 'The fish don't talk 
about the w.ater� What this means is that we rarely explicitly become1 

a\vare of and talk about that which we take for granted. To a fish the 
water is their taken-for-granted world. People have environments too 
- environments made up of meaninghil places. What the geographers
of sexuality have shown us is that these places more often than not
contribute to the invisible and unstated normalization and
naturalization of particular kinds of sexuality. Other kinds of sexuality
- gay, lesbian, bisexual, commercial - threaten the links between
space, meaning and practice that make up 'place' and suggest other
ways of being - other possible meanings - new kinds of place.

The homeless - people without place 

The idea of 'home' as an ideal kind of place has particularly negative 
consequences for the homeless -yec;!_ple ')'..�_ouJ .. J��½..e. In his 1991 
paper' A View of Geography' Yi-Fu "Tuartdescrlbed geography as the 
study of Earth as the home of people (Tuan 1991b). The central 
concept for Tuan is 'home'. 

Horne obviously means more than a natural of physical selling. Especially) 
the term cannot be limited to a built place. A useful point of departure for 
understanding home may be not its material manifestation but rather a ( concept: home is a unit of space organized mentally and materially lo \_ 
satisfy a people's real and perceived basic biosocial needs and, beyond that, 
their higher aesthetic-political ilspirntions. (Tuan 1991 b, 10� 

ln other wo�.9.:i.l!Q!!le,Jor Tuan, is a�:{ · eal place. 'Home, insofar 
��� an 1:ntimately lived in p�ace, is imbued w1 1 mo� 
(I uan t99 ,, ::, . 1ese re ections on place as 1ome are, of course, 
open to critique at the theoretical level. We have already seen how 
feminists, for instance, have argued that home is often far from the 
cosy moral universe Tuan suggests (Rose 1993; Marlin and Mohanty 
1986). Indeed home can be an oppressive, confining and even 
terrifying place for many people - especially for abused women and 
children. Earlier in this chapter we say how the idealized view of 
home is one based around a heterosexual family. But the perception 
of place as home also has consequences for those without readily 
apparent places to call home. 

�1thropologist, Liisa Malkki has argued that there is a tendency in 
the modern wo1Tcf10Toca1e'peoplFana1clentities in partlculai'sp'aces 

. 
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and vvithin particular boundaries (!V!.9-lkki 1992). He belongs there, she 
,�1gs here._One result of J.!�is is,, _��j�Jll�

=
without place in 

\vholly_E�ggi.tut...e...1.v.qys. Connected to th1s;s"ne goes o�ays of 
thin!Zti')g which are also rooted and bounded. She suggests that il is 
our incessant desire to divide the world up into clearly bounded 
territorial unils which produces a 'sedentarist meta Jh sics.' Fixed, 
bounL ec and rootec conceptions of culture and identity, she argues, 
are linked to particular ways of thinking which are themselves seden
tary. These ways of thinking then reaffirm and enable the common
sense segmentation of the world into things like nalions, states, 
counties and places. Thinking of the world as rooted and bounded is 
reflected in language and social practice. Such thoughts actively 
territorialize identities in property, in region, in nation - in place and 
they simultaneously produce thoughts and practices that treat 
mobility and displacement as pathological. Malkki provides the 
example of a post-war report of refugees: 

Homelessness is i1 serious threilt to moral behuviour _. _ Al the moment the 
refugee crosses the frontiers of his own world, his whole mnrul outlook, his 
attitude tnward the divine order of things, changes _. _ [The refugees'] 
conduct makes it obvious that we are dealing wilh individuuls who are 
basicully amoral, without any sense of personal or social responsibility ... 
They no longer feel themselves bound by ethical precepts which every 
honest citizen ... respects. They become a menuce, dangerous characters 
who will slop at nothing. (quoted in Malkki 1992, 32) 

Here we see a clear connection made between people moving out of 
the place they 'belong' and perceived amorality and danger. In this 
sense place is much more than a thing in the world - it also frames our 
ways of seeing and understanding the world� In philosophical terms 
pl�s m?_12:Jh�n __ a �l��stion of qntol_ogy .Q"v'hat,_exisls)�p_e!haps
1nore hmaamentally) a questiqn _ of _epj?terpology (l10w v.Je know 
Fhii1gsl_One·:way in which place as a concept can be used 'eiTiJjidcally 
and theoretically, then, is to look at 'people vvithout place'. Consider 
the homeless, Emel refugees. 

Home and homelessness 

Homelessness h<1s, as far as we know, always been present in human 
society in one form or another. o be homeless does not simply mean 
to bQ...i�tbo11J l.Ylkl.Lb'e (inh,1bitants ot t 1e con 1: J ·<.1ry developed 
vvorld for the most part) would call a home. Homelessness is very 

""'-<.,,��-�� 
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_r11_�1ch defined by a certain kind of disconnection from particular forms 
of pl�:-+Iislonans ai1d--th-e6risfsofm1 poiT1 t of fhe Ef1gl!srl\'agrancy 
scares of Elizabethan times as an important historical point in the 
formation of ideas about homelessness. It was at this time that a large 
number of people, formally tied to the land of their masters, were 
freed from feudal ties and started to wander the land. They were 
known as 'masterless men' which meant both that they served no lord 
and that they were 'without place.' Here place means both a geo
graphical location and a clear place in a social hierarchy that was 
beginning to dissolve. The sociologist Zygnumt Bauman described 
these vagabonds as ifthe advanced troops or guerilla units of post
traditional chaos ... and they had to go if order ... i,,vas to be the rule. 
The free-roaming vagabonds made the search for new, state-managed, 
societal-level order im�eralive and u:gent' (Bauman 199_5, 9'9j

One element of this transformat10n - from feudalism to early
capitalism - was the displacement of thousands of people from the 
land and the villages they had formerly belonged to. These 'vagrants' 
and 'masterless men' created a new measure of uncertainty about the 
traditional patterns of rights and duties. In short thev w�re seen as 
�1en1�p1ai:_e .. a.nd were th11s a tbre�me mo'st1..1,uiiliuiim .. 1taT' 
forms of order. 

-·

What made the vagabond so terrifying was his apparent freedom lo move k 
and so to esrnpe the net of the previously loccilly based control. Worse than ii! 
that, the movements of the vagabond were Linpredictable; unlike the !!! 
pilgrim or, for that matter, a nomad, lhe vagubond has no set destination. \!1 
You do not know where he will move next, because he-_himself does not \\ 
know or care much. ---- .... _ .. ,- (B�im1mi-T9�l5, 9-1:) I 

l...;.-:·-···,J'·�-······-----.... --. __ ,/ 

The mobility of the vagabond is key for Bauman. Unlike other mobile 
people such as tourists and nomads the vagabonds' mobility \Vas 
totally unpredictable and thus threatening. The vagabond's wayward 
travels meant that he always had trnces of elsewhere aboLtt him which 
dishubed those who had chosen a settled and rooted existence - the 
vagabond threatened to undo the comforts of place and transgressed 
the expectations of a sedentarist metaphysics. 

While we rarely talk of vagrancy in the twenty-first century, home
lessness is still very much a contentious issue throughout the world. 
What has not changed is the foct that homelessness cannot be under
stood adequately without recourse to an examination of the kinds of 
places that produce it. While Elizabethan vagrancy needs to be seen in 
the light of feudal understandings of the plc1ce of the poor, contem
porary homelessness need to be seen in relation to the kinds of places 
that are being produced in the contemporary city and countryside. 
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Neil Smith has researched and written about the homeless in 
Tompkins Square Park in New York's Lower East Side during the 
1980s and 1990s (Smith 1996). It was at this time that Mayor Dinkins 
LTied lo remove the homeless from the park. We sa\,v earlier in this 
chapter how the conlTol of public space was one aspect of the wider 
processes of gentrification. The Lower East Side had been an area of 
the city ignored by the city government and by business. Low 
property prices had attracted middle class gentrifiers back into the 
area (see above). The new 'yuppie' residents had a particular vision of 
the kind of place they wanted to live in and it did not include home
less people in 'their' park. The hnnwless were percei.Y_e..d_f.md 
rep resented as a th rea U£...£9J:1J._tbeir...12e.i:snna.Lsaf.gly.2,nsL�µs 
fTl ?-��_!p1:_qt�1��.t1y: thei��.£E9J?..�!:!LY.Eh!�LH .. J�'.i:1S .. ,.itLthis ... context that 
Dinkins atteri1.pfeff�fo · remove the homeless people who spent the 
night in the park. He used the diclionary definition of 'park' to make 
his point: 

A park is not a shantytown. It is not a campground, a homeless shelter, a 
shooting gallery for drug addicts or political problem. Unless it is Tompkins 
Square Park in Manhattan's fast Village. 

(Mayor Dinkins quoted in Smith 1996, 220) 

Here Dinkins is making a direct claim about the kind of place a park is. 
This kind of place, he is arguing, is not the kind of place you sleep in. 
For this reason the park needed to be reclaimed from the homeless. 

This line of argumentation is remarkably similar to that of his 
predecessor Mayor Koch who had also been annoyed by the sight of 
the homeless in his city (Koch had actually begun the process of 
removing the homeless from Tompkins Square calling the park a 
'cesspool'). Reacting to the presence of the homeless in Grand Central 
Stalion he had attempted to introduce an anti-loitering law giving the 
police the powers to rem-ove fh-e. ho�11eiess frorn public spaces;LThe 
State S1.1pi·eme· Court ___ l_1_c!f! ...... QY.erJ�1n1�d .. th� Jmy_. and: I<:i,1cl_1� 
responaed 1n a speech-to the American institute of Architects. In the 
question and answer session at the end of the speech Koch reminded 
the architects of the homeless people in Grand Central Station. 

These homeless people, you can tell who they are. They're sitting on lhe 
floor, occasionally defecating, urinating, LallJng lo themselves . . . We 
thought it would be reasonable for the authorities to say, 'you can't slay 
here unless you're here for transportation.' Reasonable, rational people 
would come to the same conclusion, right? Not the Comt of Appeals. 

(Mayor Koch quoled in Deutsche 1988, 5) 
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Both Koch and Dinkins are making arguments aboul the meaning of 
place in their tirades against the homeless. Koch claims that 
'reasonable people' \vould agree that a railroad station is a place for 
travding. Dinkins uses the authority of Webster's Dictionary to point 
out that the definition of park does not include a place to sleep. Both 
of them, by making these appeals to 'common-sense', take the issue of 
homelessness oul of its wider context in the economic and political 
geography of Nevv York City. The right wing critic George Will went 
even further when he wrote in 1988 that: 

ll is illegal to litter the streets, frankly il ought lo be illegal ... lo sleep in the 
streets. Therefore, there is a simple matter of public order and hygiene in 
getting these people somewhere else. Not arrest them, but move them off 
some1,vhere where they are simply out of sight. 

(George Will quoted in Smith 1996, '.!8) 

Homelessness is treated simply as instances of 'people out-of-place' -
as a human form of litter - rather than as a symptom of the urban 
politics and economics of New York. As Neil Smith, Rosalyn Deutsche 
and others have argued - to ans\rver questions about homelessness we 
need to look at the city as a social space in which homelessness occurs 
-:- spaces of the city reveal the conditions that produce homelessness. 
fromeless�ss is prrn;Ll,l�rough the push to3��!-ctll� city as
ii cohesive place accq_i:9.lt2g__tiJ._mddte-class7eii1e values\ --

But it is not only the city where the homeless are seen as 'out-of
place'. Paul Cloke, Paul Milbourne and Rebekah Widdowfield have 
collaborated on a project lo examine the connection that is usually made 
between urban places and homelessness - a connection that, in their 
view, makes rural homelessness all but invisible (Cloke et al. 2QQO).\�y 
few academic consideratiaD.S-OLhonwlessness have focused on rural 
homelessness. Homelessness, it seems, has its plr:ice - ai1d that placers 
the c1ti ... fhe countryside - the rural - has most often been seen as a 
place away from the problems of urbanity. It is for this reason that the 
street names of Crawley were so bucolic. The countryside is portrayed 
as a problem-free realm of peace and tranquillity. This image of the 
rural, known as the 'rural idyll', has deep roots in British history with 
the romantic vision of a 'green and pleasant land.' This image has, of 
course, changed over recent years wilh issues such as Mad Cow Disease, 
Foot and Moulh and the increasing visibility of rural poverty. 
Nevertheless rural homelessness has hardly been a headline issue. As 
Cloke .'/ >re are mor holo ·ea! and sociocultural reasons for"' 

lh;-'noncoupling Qf bon.�lessl}ess and ruralit_y'_(Cloke er l:-2000;-7i8). 
Mo.rr_hologica!Lv rur��ces 5i_I�E_l_y do J1g!._provide the kinds�f s,paces 
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,vhere homeless people might gather and becCJJ!}J: .. Y�i.b.lg_:)n addition 
·some of tl1e rurall1omeless choose to spend their nights under hedges 
and in the woods where they will not be seen and harassed. Socio-

lculturally rural residents often deny that problems exist in the areas they 
inhabit Here the pervasive myth of the rural idyll seems to be strong
stilL An interview with Louie, a Parish Councillor from Devon illustrates 
this problem: 

[11tcruic11 1cr: 

Louie: 

[11/ervicwcr: 

f_ouic: 

Do you know of any problems of homelessness in the 
village? 
There isn't any homekssness here. We have a good, helpful 
community. H folks ilre in trouble we help them. All the 
undesirables keep themselves to themselves or move away. 
We've had some lovely people come to live here. 
What would you do if you saw a homeless person in the 
village? 
Well I'd die of shock, I lhink. We jusl don't get that round 
here - in Exeter maybe, but not out here. 

As the authors point out Louie can only contemplate homelessness by 
displacing it to the urban environment of Exeter. The cou_ntrx�d�l1..fls 
��p__y,J;i.u..tb....i..ts.lu.hal:iJ:a11t}L£1!1fLl:�-PJJliqrmake-F&-and 
&!2�£_nment officials _as �E.!;!!.�.lEE.£.�'· Cloke L'I al. draw on the work of 
David Sibley to make this point: 

the countryside, it seems, belongs to the middle class, to landowners and to 
people who engage in blood sports.A rigid stereotype of place, the English 
countryside, throws up discrepilnt others. These groups are other, they are 
folk-devils, and they transgress only because the countryside is defined as a 
stereotypical pme space which cannot accommodate difference. 

(Sibley quoted in Cloke t'I al. 2000, 727) 

Another aspect of rural place that Cloke et 11/. draw our attention to is 
the tight connection between the very idea of 'home' and rurality. 
Part of the rural idyll is a particular idea of domesticity and family. 
This is as true of the Cotswolcls as it is of rural Iowa vvith the well
knovvn imagery of 'morn and apple pie'. 'Being without a home, then, 
in geographic space ,,vhere the i11111gi11cd geography is one where the 
home is valorized to this extent, is once again to transgress the 
sociocultural meanings and moralities ,vhich lie at the heart of rural 
life' (Cloke cl al. 2000, 730). 

This connection between home and rurality was also evident in 
reactions to the tramp in the United States in the latter part of the 
nineteenth century and the first three decades of the twentieth 
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century. Following the economic collapse of 1873 and the completion 
of the first transcontinental railroad in 1869 many people were made 
homeless. For the first time they were mobile on a continental scale -
able to move from coast to coast within a week or two. These people 
\,vere called trc1mps. One reaclion to them was to label them a threat to 
women in rural homes. Stories circulated about tr·c1mps coming to 
doors at night, when the mc1n of the house was awc1y, and threc1tening 
women and the domesticity they embodied. The Plzilade/p!1in Press of 
14 July 1907 reported that 'the newspapers have each day printed one 
instance, often two, of women walking ... in the rural districts of 
Eastern Pennsylvania or Southern New Jersey, who have fled it terror 
from some tramp or vagrant' (quoted in Cresswell 2001, 93). The 
biggest threat though \Vas thought to be the moment when the tramp 
visited the home. Henry Rood in the Fom111 in 1889 observed thc1t 
there are 'few mothers and fewer daughters who, under such 
circumstances, vmuld refuse to give food or clothing to a burly, 
unkempt tramp, who accompanied his request with threatening 
expression' (quoted in Cresswell 2001, 94). This moment of threat was 
also the subject of cartoons and posters. An illustration in Harpers 
magazine in 1876 shows a pathetic but threatening tramp asking for 
mLiney or food while a motherly figure retreats with wooden spoon in 
hand. The table is laid and dinner is cooking. Outside other men 
\,vander. The home, a place at the heart of American nalional 
mythology, was clearly under threat from the homeless. 

In a more profound vvay homelessness is very much a product of 
the idea of 'home' as a particular kind of place. In the western world 
'Home' is an ideal as well as a place - a spatially constructed ideology 
usually correlated with housing. At its most basic level hon}g_lessn.ess 
denotes a lack of housing. 13JJrhomelessness also signifies 
'diselacement - a1�---�s.te.11tial lack that is perhags even more 
�damental than being without shelter. Jon May explores this not10n 
of 'home as place' mrough a11eXplOration of the life-histories of 
people living in various forms of shelter for the homeless (May 2000). 
His interviews with these men often evoke a sense of loss-of-place far 
deeper than simply the loss of a home is a restricted sense. Take his 
interview with Michael for instance: 

l11ten•iewer: 

l\'Iiclwd: 

\l\1hy leave London?' 
I dunno. I just wanted some place new. Get out of it. I was 
fed up with it [long pause]. You lmow, ern1, I probably 
didn't think about it to be honest . , . I wasn't going to stay 
where I Wi1S [in a hostel following Lhe sepmation from his 
wife] so I Si1id, well, 'anywhere hils got to be better than this'. 
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I11/cn1icwcr: 

Alid1t1e/: 
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So moving wasn't like a wrench for you? 
No, I wouldn't say th.:it [it Wilsn't us if! l ,vas leuving 
.:inything behind, you know? l n1<i,111 you've just got to p.:ick 
your b.:igs and you're off. 
And does this feel like your town now? 
[Ironic laughter) I don't know [p,rnse]. Yeah, I suppose it is -
al: the moment ... But at the end of the day you always talk 
about 'going home' don't you? ... I mean, I've made friends 
with a few people I pause] you know, go for a drink and that. 
Fine, bul ... no, I wouldn't call this place my home ... where 
you come from's home isn't it? 
(Interview with Michael, age 33, 4 December 1997 in !Vlay 
2000, 748) 

As May argues, the notion of displacement suggests a previous 
experience of home as place 'one reaching beyond the boundaries of 
residence to include that wider sense of belonging more usually 
described as a "sense of place"' (May 2000, 748). 

But as April Veness has shown, ho1!1elessness is als<,? a len1l_9f 
disrespect for those \yho do. nol fil inlo a concepLI()i;of home - who
L}.0 not fil 11L�Yallin.g.-&tai'.1'.d:ai:as:..�ing, Iaij"d" teni.1r�orm 
and material comfort (Veness 1992). ThrotighbothhisloricaT"i�search 
and ethnogrc-ipffi'c'"\v·cfrk' With h6iiieless people Vaness shmvs how 
\·vhat counts as 'home' has historically shrunk and boundaries have 

Figure 4.7 Illustration from Harper's magazine (1876). Here 1hc domestic space of the home, 

complete with woman, child and dinner on the table, is threawned by the tram(J who comes to the door. 
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become more rigid. forms of housing such as council housing, mobile 
homes, shelters, bedsits and student lodging have become increas
ingly suspect, particularly since World War II. All oJ these appear to be 
less-than-home within an ideology that equates the notion of home 
with private home ownership. Even then it is preierable that the 
home is a detached one. This ideology of home can be seen in 
Margaret Thatcher's 'right to buy' scheme in the 1980s where council 
house owners were told that they would not really have a proper 
home unless they owned it. Home is very much a category that 
defines normality. 

As 'home' became increasingly restrictive in the kind of shelter that 
it applied to so more and more people became 'homeless.' Simul
taneously the homeless appeared to be more and more transgressive 
as their lives \Vere out of compliance with the rnsy ideology of the 
property pages. Some of the homeless people Vene�J.e.Y_@.lk to 
t.bi.ok-oUh��:5.�.�::i. ... as-hav:ing .. places,.lo .. catt:tnF� - eve��,,l:�h.�IJ.Jb.e3'
v�e.. .. sl�.�l�g, .. .l'.Ough·-,-buL1h�i?� ... Pl.�.c�2 simply do-ho'f �ou�ll_!fie 
e��. of thL,���_ .. '>YhQ . .,.CllffiHH10fe .. th£Jll, TJ:ii1!c_ise··(Ql1i'1ecl:ion between I 
P-lace�"1d'entity aI:t.9-flH:1-Fali1�\Lrreates a World [hat is difficult for S0l11etlf 

� .:-�---------lhose who are <1£!-?aJ.:g.r1tl�without place'. 
---�-----

---· 

Refugees 

Refugees and asylum-seekers are at the center of the moral panic of 
the age. Seemingly daily we hear about asylum seekers entering the 
UK through the Channel Tunnel, Afghans trying lo get into Australia, 
Albanians into Italy or Mexicans into the United States. Rarely, nn the 
other hand, do we (here in the Western world) hear about the 
refugees in Pakistan (for instance) \'l'here the numbers involved are 
much larger. Reporting on refugees in recent times points towards 
the comparative over-abundance of reporting on refugees as a 'crisis'. 
In many cases the argument is made for measures to crack down on 
the refugees and asylum seekers so that it is not so 'easy' for them to 
enter Britain, Italy or Australia. At first glace we might suppose that 
the idea of 'place' is not particularly relevrmt to understanding this 
issue. But, as with the homeless, ideas about place are right at the 
heart of the definition of refugees as a 'problem' - as people 'out-of
place'. 

Despite the seemingly contemporary nature of the refugee 
'problem' it is necessary to see the refugee as an historical figure. 
The following is a precis of the history given by Saskia Sassen in her 
book Guests and Aliws (Sassen 1999). Refugee is a term specifically 
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designed to refer to Protestants who were �orced to leave France at the 
end of the seventeenth century. By the eighteenth century the term 
was being more widely used lo describe anyone leaving his or her 
country in times of distress. By the nineteenth century it was usuaIJy 
used to refer to well-educated elites who had left their homeland such 
as Polish aristocrats in France. It \Vas towards the end of the nine
teenth century that large numbers of relatively poor refugees became 
a feature of European life. The Franco-Prussian wars alone (1864-
1871) created huge number of displaced people with tv,relve million 
men fighting against France. 

As nation-states became a feature of European life anxieties grew 
about being ruled by 'foreigners'. When the Germans took over 
Alsace-Lorraine, France expelled 80,000 Germans and 130,000 French 
people left for France. Oflen these were poor refugees - working class 
and often politically radical. Even so, many places welcomed them as 
extra labor. At the same time the industrial revolution and the end of 
serfdom in Austria (1848) and Russia (1861) were transforming 
European geographies of movement. Masses of people were newly 
mobile. The construction of railroads in Europe, for instance, made 
use of migrant workers from Ireland, Italy and elsewhere. Outside of 
Europe colonialism meant mass migration overseas. Between 1840 
and 1900, 26 million people left Europe. For many, the new mass 
geographical mobility did not correspond to social mobility. 

In this the condition of the new migrants .:tpproached, again, that of the 
political refugees. The struggle for survival consumed Lheir energies rather 
than a coherent narrative of ambition. For the new 111.:tsses of migrants and 
refugees, the geography of movement became a vector of change without a 
secure destination. They revolved on fortune's wheel, rather than pursued 
a fate. (Sassen 1999, -!5) 

By World War I over two million Jews had left Eastern Europe and 
many more refugees had been created by the Ottoman Empire. The 
concept of 'foreigner' or' outsider' began to connote allegiance to states. 

World War II signaled the emergence of the modern refugee crisis. 
State sovereignty became a cenh·al form of power and borders were 
increasingly policed. Passports were more or less invented around this 
time. An inward looking United States made it harder and harder for 
refugees and migrnnts to enter the cotm�ry and this forced Europeans 
to deal with refugees coming from the East. Refugees were 
increasingly seen as people who did not belong to the host national 
society and therefore were not entitled to rights of citizenship. 
Citizenship was tied to place. As with vagabonds and transients before 
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them this 'being without place' was a source of anxiety. The state 
reacted to this anxiety by identifying them and regulating them. 

. What this pocket history sh?ws us is that the refugee is a pro
toundly European product - rounded on the organization of the 
nation-state at the turn of the century in Europe. The drawing and 
policing of national borders, the firming up of state sovereignty and 
the conslTuction of national identities were all necessary conditions 
for the production of the refugee as a person 'out-of-place'. The place 
they were out of was the nation and that was itself a relatively recent 
phenomenon. 

The modern refugee is legally defined by Article 1 of the Geneva 
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, 1951 and the 1967 New 
York Protocol to the Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. 
The relevant passage reads as follows: 

Owing lo a well-founded fear of being persecuted ior reasons of race, 
religion, nationality, membership of a social group or polilical opinion, is 
011/side /he c,,1111/ry of /1is 11alion11lily and is unable, or owing to such fear is 
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of lhat country; or who, not 
having a nalionality and being oulside the counlry of his former habituill 
residence as a result of such events is unable, or, owing to such fear, is 
unwilling to return to it. (Geneva Convention in Tuitt 1996, 12) 

Central to this legal definition is the concept of alienage (being from 
elsewhere) and trnnsborder mobility. You cannot be an internal 
refugee. As Tuitt has argued law uses the transborder mobility of the 
refugee lo construct a limited definition and therefore limited 
obligations for host nations. 

Transborder movement - as an idenlifying feature of the phenomenon of 
refugeehood - is clearly ill odds with images of the very young who lack 
the basic sustenance lo move beyond that required for elementary 
functions. The concept of alienage, al ils most basic level of understanding, 
is separnte from the reality lhat drought, famine and similar causes of 
human suffering, by their nature immobilise large sections of the 
population, particularly the young and vulnerable and those upon whom 
they depend (Tuilt 1996, 12-13) 

By limiting the definition of refugee to those who are able to move the 
perception of refugees in the host country focused on a population 
determined by their ability to move - a population that is 
overwhelmingly adult and male. 

The movement of refugees from one state to another poses a question 
of the moral and legal use of sovereign power of states to admit aliens 
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into their territory. As people-without-place refugees represent a crisis 
point in state power. The appearance of refugees and asylum seekers in 
the United Kingdom, for instance has been met with repressive and 
reactionary calls to protect 'our place' against the alleged 'flood' of 
incomers who, it is said do not 'belong' here. One reaction - the 1996 
Asylum and Immigration Act sought to counter the non place specific 
intent of the Geneva Convention by producing a White List of countries 
that were deemed to be safe. Anyone claiming asylum from these places 
could then be automatically refused based purely on the place they 
originated. 

Reactions to refugees and asylum seekers in the right wing press 
and by government officials from both major political parties are full 
of metaphors of fluidity. Allen White has commented on the story 
circulating in 2001 that asylum seekers and illegal immigrants had 
introduced the foot and mouth virus into the United Kingdom's herd 
of cattle. It is a story, he argues, that matches the intense pathologiza
tion of refugees, asylum seekers and immigrant in general. 

In the UK, hydraulic metaphors imagine flows of migr.:1nts (water, blood, 
diseases) leaving and entering states (reservoirs, lake or the body) that are 
protected by international borders and immigration laws (dams or surgical 
instruments). Flows may be 'out-of-control' lhreatening the livelihoods of 
all citizens, thus 'floods' of refugees or asylum seekers threaten to 'sw,unp' 
the stale. Representing the slate and refugee movements in such a 
simplislic, but seductively holisitic, way legitimates the replacement of 
polyvocal, complex and chaotic stories and realities of migrant life with a 
monochrome universe of truth. (While 2002, 1055) 

These metaphors of fluidity have a long and controversial history in 
the United Kingdom. Peter Jackson traces some of the history of these 
metaphors noting how they were used by the government minister, 
Enoch Powell in speeches about immigration in the 1960s, Margaret 
Thatcher in her 1979 election bid and in the press at the time of the 
introduction of compulsory visas for visitors to Britain from some 
parts of the non-white Commonwealth in 1986. The S1111 headline read 
'3,000 Asians flood Britain' while the Dnily Express read 'Asian flood 
swamps airport' (Jackson 1989, 143-144). Despite the outrage 
expressed each time these metaphors have been used they have 
become even more prevalent in the 1990s and beyond as the moral 
panic about refugees and asylum seekers has risen to new heights. 
The Dnily Tdegmplz of 27 October 1995, for instance, read 'Asylum 
Seekers: Dutch stem the flood of illegal immigrants' (Daily Telegmpli 27 
October 1995). Government ministers frequently talk of the 'rising 
tide' of asylum applications and speak of 'flood gates' being blown 
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asunder. These metaphors are 'out-of-place' metaphors. They 
insinuate that place, boundaries (floodgates) and stability are under 
siege from the fluid and mobile refugees. Not only are the refugees 
and asylum seekers from other places but they supposedly threaten 
'our place' and 'our culture'. 

The image of the refugee and asylum seeker in Britain has been 
heavily racialized. Refugees are conflated vvith different races in the 
argument that accepting more in the country will threaten internal 
race relations. In these arguments the focus is invariably on non-white 
refugees. The focus on the racial/ethnic origins of refugees diverts 
attention from the reasons for migration and promotes the view that 
refugee control is in fact control of 'economic migrants.' It is easier to 
make a case against people labeled economic migrants than refugees. 
Refugees are also criminalized. They are accused of ,vholesale 
fraudulent transactions with social security and more recently a direct 
conneclion has been drawn between refugees and terrorists. This has 
led to compulsory fingerprinting of all applicants for asylum regard
less of evidence, the holding of asylum seekers in detention centers 
and discriminatory housing law. As long as people without place are 
treated as criminals they will probably be seen as criminals. 

So called 'new asylum seekers' - mostly non-white people who are 
engaged in inter-continental travel are a post 1970 phenomenon. 
These new asylum seekers (new, that is, to the Western world) 
challenged the previous 'white' image of refugees fostered by the 
convention which was drm,vn up with reference to white Europeans. 
It is these people - non-white asylum seekers who are often described 
as 'bogus' or' economic migrants'. Language such as this continues the 
process of consLTucting the refugee as a problem and as a threat to 
'our place'. In addition, once they get here, they are said to take away 
resources which rightly belong to 'our' people: 

What gives Ille asy/11111 pro/Jlcm particular urgency is the growing scale of the 
abuse of the system ... By abusing [asylum], people from abroad with no 
legitimate claim to be here can fend off removal and secure a prolonged 
stay, during which they can work in the black economy and take advantage 
of a range of public services and bendits. 

(Anne Widdecombe cited in Young, C. 199i, 6-!). 

What the reaction to refugees, asylum seekers and immigrants in 
general reveals is the way of thinking and acting that Malkki calls 
'sedentarist' - a view of the world that values roots, place and order 
over mobility and fluidity. This leads us to think of mobile people as 
disruptive and morally suspicious. Place thus plc1ys many roles in the 
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construction of the refugee. At a metaphysical level it leads to suspi
cion of the mobile. At a. legal level it makes the definition of the 
refugee possible. As a matter of history the construction of places 
called nations made the existence of f·he refugee as foreigner a. 
possibility in the first place. 

Conclusions 

In this chapter \,ve have explored some of the many 1.vays in which 
conceptions of place are used in research. Being informed by place 
involves far more than simply \•Vriting about this place or that place. It 
involves thinking about the implications of the idea of place for 
whatever it is that is being researched - the construction of memory or 
the world of the homeless for instance. By looking at research on the 
creation of place in a n10bile world, places of memory and places to 
live it becomes clear that place itself has a unique and pervasive 
power. There is no doubt that these acts of place-creation are political 
and contested and researching this 'politics of place' is an important 
strand of geographical enquiry. But the very fact that place is such a 
crucial site of contestation points toward its fundamental role in 
human life - the fact that we are placed beings. The basic 
unavoidabilily of pbce in human life makes il a very important 
object of politics. As we saw in Chapter 2, plc1ces may be socially 
constructed but they are necessary social constructions. 

In the second half of this chapter \Ve examined the role of place in 
the constitution of the normal and the 'pathological' - the 'in-place' 
and the 'out-of-place'. We saw how various conceptions of place and 
place as home played an active role in the constitution of the normal, 
the natural and the aEP!��u1d how deviation from the expected 
relat�oo.shi�i(b�lw��A��ic�led to labels of, abnoin",aiffy 
a.n.d.l!ill.12.Jllil�:!m�2.f Here-plaee-·1s-used to consh·uct the taken-for
granted world. The homeless are not simplY..._E§_Q.E}e without a r<;!Of 
over the head but people who are evaluated�as,,being_in the wrong 
placeTIJleclf5'., flie ·counfrY, "oi.YfslcTe";""Ii1·-public). Refuge'e"s'""a1�not 
sfrnplf people who are moving to"'escapepers'ec(iuon but people who 
are constituted by their displacement. Gays, lesbians and bisexuals are 
seen as 'out-of-place' because they disturb the heteronormative 
character of many of the places that surround us. 

Writing about and researching place involves a multi-faceted 
understanding of the coming together of the physical world (both 
'nahiral' and 'cultural'), the processes of meaning produclion and the 
practices of power that mark relations between social groups. The 
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production of meaningful vvorlds in contexts of asymmetrical power 
relations occurs at all scales across the globe - from putting a poster on 
Lhe wall to declaring a ne\·V nation. Places are produced by the people 
that constitute 'society' bul at the same time they are key to the 
production of relations between people. Place, in other ,vorcls, is right 
at the center of humanity. 

Place appears in one form or another in the majority of research in 
human geography. It is easy to take this for granted as many of us 
entered geography as students thinking of it as being about places -
plc1ces c1rotmd the world. Whc1t this book hc1s shown is that when 
reading research in human geography it is importc1nt to analyse how 
the writer is using place c1s a way of looking at the world. We have 
also seen how 'place' is not just a conceptual tool of geographers. It 
appears daily in our newspapers, in the pronouncements of 
politicians and in the social world that surrounds us. The furniture 
store tells us we can turn space into place; the real estate business tells 
us what kind of place vve should want to live in; politicians and 
newspaper editors tell us that certain people are 'out-of-place'. Artists 
and writers c1ttempt to evoke place in their work and architects try to 
literally create a sense of place in their buildings. 'Place', then, is not 
Lhe sole property of human geographers. We are, however, in a 
unique position to both examine our own use of the concept and to 
cast a critical eye on the many ways place appears as a concept in 
everyday life. This can only add to the common-sense way in which 
geography is about places. 





5 

Place Resources 

When it comes to place, life is fieldwork. The world itself is the best 
kind of resource for thinking about place. An observant geographer 
can learn a lot about place by reflecting on their everyday experience. 
Notice how, in Chapter 3, Doreen Massey develops her approach to 
place by walking down her local high street. Similarly David Harvey 
reflects on the newspaper accounts of a local area that he may have 
read over breakfast. Place not only surrounds us but is a key ingre
dient in many of the media through which we indirectly experience 
the world - the newspaper, film, music and literature. This chapter, 
however, focuses on more specialized resources for work on place. 
The most obvious resource, of course, is the literature on place from 
within geography and allied disciplines. This chapter introduces the 
key texts. In addition it indicates some useful web resources and 
suggests some projects on place. 

Key Books on Place 

The literature that uses place is endless. The following is a list of some 
of the key books (single authored and edited) that have taken place as 
a central concept. Many of them have been mentioned in this book. 

Adams, Paul, Steven Hoelscher and Karen Till eds, 2001 Textures of 
Place: Explori11g l--Iwuauist Gcogmpliies (Minneapolis, University o·f 
Minnesota Press). 

A recent re-exploration of the humanistic approach of place and other 
geographical themes. The book was edited in honour of Yi-Fu Tuan 
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and contains a wide range of essays by those students ,,,,ho have 
worked with him. A notable feature of the book is the way geo
graphers and others informed by humanism have taken on board and 
developed the critiques of radical geographers ,·vithout completely 
giving up on humanistic themes and insights. 

Agnew, John 1987 Pince and Politics (Boston, Allen and Umvin). 

A1:,111e'\v·s book provides one of the clearest accounts of what place is 
and the role it plays in the development of formal politics. His three
part definition of place as location, locale and sense of place is vvidely 
used. 

Agnew, John and James Duncan, eds. 1990 The Power of Place (Boston, 
Unwin Hyman). 

An early example of work on place that is informed by the critical 
stance of the new cultural geography. The essays in this book take the 
concept of place, as developed in the 1970s and 1980s and reflect on 
the role place plays in the constitution of power and vice versa. 

Anderson, Kay., and Faye Gale, eds. 1992 l1rue11ti11g Places: Stllrfies iH 
Culruml Geogmpliy (London, Belhaven Press). 

A collection of clearly written empirically rich accounts of the 
interrelations of place, power and representation - all informed by 
the theoretical h·aditions of the new cultural geography. One of the 
most accessible books for students. 

Auge, Marc 1995 No11-Plnccs: !11trod11clio11 lo n11 A11tliropology of 
S11pcm10dcmity (London, Verso). 

A widely read essay on the way in which old ideas of places as deeply 
rooted, aulhentic centers of meaning have been challenged by the 
increasing proliferation of places of movement and travel. Written 
from the perspective of a French anthropologist. 

Buttimer, Anne and David Seamon, eds. 1980 The H11111n11 Experience of 
Space n11d Pince (London, Croom Helm). 

A collection of essays largely from the tradition of humanistic 
geography informed by phenomenology and existentialism. The 
essays focus on human experience, subjectivity and the nature of 
'being-in-the-world'. 
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C1sey, Edward 1993 Getting Bnck Into Place: Toward a Renewed 
Undcrstandi11g of the Place-1:Vor!d (Bloomington IN, Indiana University 
Press). 

Casey, Edward 1998 The Fate of Place: A Pl1ilosopliical f-lislory (Berkeley, 
University of California Press). 

These two books by the philosopher Edward Casey seek to under
stand vvhy place has been relatively neglected by philosophers. The 
books consider the different ways in which philosophers have 
thought about or ignored place in their work and makes a carefully 
argued case for the importance of place. The earlier book is the more 
accessible. 

,-

:Cresswell, Tim l 996 Iii Plncc/011t of Pince: Geography, Ideology 11114:_ 
Trn11sgrcssio11 (Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press).
----

'•.,, 

This book, informed by critical cultural theory, considers the role of 
place in constructing accepted ideas about what is appropriate and 
inappropriate. The focus is on acts of transgression where people are 
perceived to be acting' out of place' and includes three extended case 
studies and a number of shorl"er stories about the role of place in the 
constitution of 'normality'. 

Duncan, James and David Ley, eds. 1993 Plocc/Orlturc/Represe11t11tio11 
(New York, Routledge). 

A collection of essays edited by geographers with backgrounds in 
both humanistic and critical approaches to geography which 
represent the new cultural geography approach to place and ol"her 
geographical themes. The focus is very much on issues of 
representations of place. 

Entrikin, Nicholas 1991 The Betweenness of Place: Towards 11 Ceogrnphy of 
Modemity (London, Macmillan). 

A rich and complicated book that develops the humanistic 
engagement wilh place into the 1990s. Entrikin argues that place is 
a realm that lies between the personal/subjective and the scientific/ 
objective worlds and thus needs to be understood in terms of what he 
calls narrative. Narratives (stories) are both shared and subjective and 
are thus well matched to the nature of place. 

Hayden, Dolores 1995 The Power t!f Place: Urbn11 Landsrnpcs as Public 
History (Cambridge MA, MIT Press). 
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A very accessible and suggestive account of the role that place plays in 
the produclion of history, heritage and memory in a number of urban 
landscapes. 

Jackson, Peter and Jan Penrose, eds. 1993 Co11-5/n1cti011s of Race, Place, 
r111d N11tio11 (London, University College London Press). 
A collection of essays that consider how places have been ideologically 
linked to notions of race. The authors show how both place and race 
are socio-cultural construcls that constantly refer to each other. This is 
clearest in the idea of a nation as a place with a particular racial 
identity. 

Kearns, Gerard and Chris Philo eds. 1993 Sd/i11g Places: t1ic City as 
C11/t11m/ Capital, Past 1111d Present (Oxford, Pergamon). 
An excellent, diverse collection of essays on how cities employ various 
kinds of representational strategies to promote their place above and 
beyond others with whom they compete. An important topic in a 
globalizing world where places battle each other for employment, 
cultural kudos and residents. 

Lefebvre, Henri 1991 Tlzl' Prod11ctio11 C(f' Space (Oxford: Blackwell). 
I-Ienri Lefebvre was a French urban and social theorist. His \Vork has
been very influential in radical human geography. Although 'place' is
not the explicit concern here, his focus on 'social space' is very similar
to the use of the ��E_�y_hurnan geographers. /\ central Focus
oftfiis book is the creation of meanings foi�ai1li mspace in the context
of a capitalist society.

Lippard, Lucy 1997 Tlte Lure <1' the Local: Senses of Place i1111 M11/ticc11trcd 
Society (New York, New Press). 

Lippard, an artist and writer, considers how the idea of local places 
continues to be so necessary and appealing, even in il globalized and 
heterogeneous vvorld. This accessible book provides an interesting 
counterpoint of the work of Auge and Meyrowilz on the idea of non
place. 

Malpas, J E 1999 Place 1111d Expcric11cc: A Plzilosopliical Topogmplzy 
(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press). 
A rich and complicated attempt by a philosopher to locate place at the 
center of considerations of human experience. He argues (like Casey 
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and Sack) that place is cl necessary bedrock for the constitution of 
society and culture. 

Massey, Doreen 1994· Space, Place 1111d Gender (Minneapolis, University 
of Minnesota Press). 

This colledion of essays by Doreen Massey includes important 
st,1tements on ideas of place and home from a feminist perspective. 
It includes the important essay 'A Global Sense of Place' which is 
discussed in Chapter 3 of this book. 

Meyrowitz, Joshua 1985 No Sense of Place: The l111p11cl of Electro11ic Media 
011 Social Bcl11ruio11r (Oxford, Oxford University Press). 

Meyrowitz argues that electronic media (particularly te.le,;ision) are 
producing an increasingly placeless world \Vhere experience is 
constantly mediated and homogenized. Should be rec1d alongside 
Auge and Relph. 

Nast, Heidi and Steve Pile, eds. 1998 Places T!iro11gh !Ire Body (London 
& New York, Routledge). 

The 1990s saw a renewed interest in the body within humc1n 
geography as well as in the \Vider world of social and cultur,il theory. 
The essays in this book examine the links between the body and place 
in a way which reinvigorates some of the work carried out by David 
Sec1111011 twenty years earlier. 

(_�:_!ph, Edward 1976 Place 1111d Pl11cclcss11css (London, Pion)>· .. , ,····--. ...__;, 

One of the classic humanistic accounts of place in vvhich Relph builds 
on the insights of Martin I-Ieidegger to link the idec1 of place to the 
notion of 'authenlicity'. I-le argues that modern landscapes are 
increasingly 'placeless' as they do not allow people to become 
'existential insiders'. A pre-cursor to the work of !\!fore Auge. 

Sack, Robert 1992 Place, Co11s11111plio11 and !vlodernily (Baltimore, Johns 
Hopkins University Press). 

Sack, Robert 1997 J -fu1m1 Gcogmpl1irns (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins 
University Press). 

Robert Sack's books have sought to place geography, and particularly 
the idea of place, at the center of our understanding of \-Vhat it is lo be 
in the world. In many ways these books build on the insights of 
humanistic geography. The first book considers the way place in the 
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modern world is experienced through the processes of consumption 
while the second is an ambilious attempt to outline the primal 
significance of place to our understanding of morality and ethics. 
Should be read alongside Entrikin, Casey and Malpas. 

Seamon, David 1979 Geogmphy of tile Lifc-.uorld: Mo11c111rnt, Rest, 1111d 
E11co1111ter (New York, St. Martin's Press). 

David Seamon's ,vork is, like that of Relph and Tuan, based on the 
philosophy of phenomenology but differs from them in that Maurice 
Merleau-Ponty is the main inspiration. Thus Seamon's approach to 
place is far more focused on the body and everyday activities of the 
body than it is on understandings of rootedness and authenticity. 

Shields, Robert 1991 Places 011 the !vlnrgin (London, Roulledge). 

Places 011 the 1vlargi11 considers, through the developm.ent of British and 
North American case studies, the idea that places considered to be 
marginal are often symbolically cenh·al to the constitution of accepted 
forms of identity. Thus Brighton, a place of carnivalesque abandon, 
allows, through its licensing of unusual behavior, normal life to 
continue. This book is heavily influenced by }·lenri Lefebrvre and 
shares much with my hz Placd011l tf Place. 

Tuan Yi-Fu 197,1 Topophilia: A Study of Em1iro11/llc11tal Pcrceptio11, 
Altitudes 1111d Values (Englewood Cliffs, NJ, Prentice Hall). 

Tuan Yi-Fu 1977 Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience 
(Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press). 

Tuan's work is central to any understanding of the idea of place in 
human geography and beyond. I-le has written many books on the 
subject but these two are the most widely cited. ln them he develops 
the insight that the perceptions and values of human beings are 
central aspects of the human relation to the world and therefore need 
to be taken seriously. Place is the central concept which most perfeclly 
expresses how humans create centers of meaning and fields of care in 
order to feel at home in the world. 

Key Papers on Place 

The follO\,ving are important papers which tackle the difficult subject 
of theorizing place in a number of different contexts. The list is only 
suggestive of the wealth of literature on this subject. 
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Bultimer, Anne 1980 Home, Reach, and the Sense of Place, in The I-l!liw,11
Expcric11cc of Space n11d Place Anne Buttimer and David Seamon, eds. (NY, St.
Martins Press) 166-186. 

Casey, Edward 1996 I-Imv to Get From Space to Place in a Fairly Short Stretch of
Time: Phenomenological Prolegomena, in Senses Lf Pince Steven Feld and Keilh
H. Basso, eds. (Santa Fe NM, School of American Research Press).

Cresswell, Tim 2002 Theorising Place in Mo/Jili:ing Place, Placi11:,.: MoliilitIJ Tim 
Cresswell and Ginette Verstraete, eds. (Amsterdam, Rodopi) 11-32. 

Curry, Michael R. 2002 Discursive Displacement and the Seminal Ambiguily of 
Space and Place, in The l·I1111dbook of New Medin: Social Shnpi11g n11d Cu11scqu,!11ccs 
of lCT Leah Lievrouw and Sonia Livingstone, eds. (London, Sage Publications) 
502-517.

Entrikin, J. Nicholas 2001 Hiding Places A111111/s cif the Associnlio11 of A111crirn11 
Gcogm17hcrs 91:4, 694--697. 

Entrikin, J. Nicholas 1989 Place, Region, and Modernity. in The Power(�{ Pince John 
Agnew and James S. Duncan, eds. (London, Unwin Hyman) 30-43. 

Harvey, David 1993 From Space to Pl.:ice and Back Again, in tvl11/Jpi11g f/,c Futures: 
Lorn/ Cultures, Global Clt1111gc Jon Bird, Barry Curtis, Tim Putnam, George 
Robertson and Lisa Tickner, eds. (London, Routledge) 3-29. Also chapter 11 in 
David Harvey 1996 /usficc Nnl11rc mu/ 1/te Politics of Off(t·1wcc (Oxford, 
Blackwell). 

Lukerman, Fred 1964 Geography as a Formal Intellectual Discipline and the Way 
in Which it Contributes to Human Knowledge C111wdi1111 Ceogmphcr 8:4, 167-172. 

Massey, Doreen 1993 Power-Geography and Progressive Sense of Place in 
M11{'pi11g 1/tc F11/11res: Local Cultures, Globnl Clt1111ge Jon Bird, Barry Curtis, Tim 
Putnam, George Robertson and Lisa Tickner, eds. (London, Routledge) 59-69. 

Massey, Doreen 1997 A Global Sense of Place in Rc11di11g H1m11111 Gcogmr11ty Trevor 
Barnes and Derek Gregory, eds. (London, Arnold) 315-323. 

Merrifield, Andrew 1991 Place and Space: A Lefebvrian Reconciliation Tm11snctio11s 
of //tc illstitutc of British Gcogmplrers 16:2: 516-531. 

Oakes, Tim 1997 Place and the Paradox of Modernity A111111ls of llrc Associntio11 uf 
/\111cricn11 Geogmph,:rs 87:3: 509-531. 

Pred, Allan 1984 'Place as Historically Contingent Process: Structuration and the 
Time-Geography of Becoming Places' A111111/s of 1/te Associntio11 of A111erica11 
Ct!ogmp/1crs 74:2, 279-297. 

Rose, Gillian 199,! The Cultural Politics of Place: Local Representation and 
Oppositional Discourse in Two Films Tm11s11clio11s uf lire illsfilulc lf Britislt 
Geographers 19: 46-60. 

Seamon, David 1980 Body-Subject, Time-Space Routines and Place-Ballets, in The 
H11111n11 Experimce of Spncc 11111[ Place Anne Buttimer and David Seamon, eds. 
(London, Croom Helm) 148-165. 

Thrift, Nigel 1999 Steps to an Ecology of Place, in I-l1111in11 Ccogmp!,y Today Doreen 
Massey, John Allen and Philip Sarre, eds. (Cambridge, Polity Press) 295-321. 

Tuan, Yi-Fu 1974 'Space and Place: Humanistic Perspective' Progress i11 f-fo1111111 

Geogr11plty 6: 211-252. 
Tuan, Yi-Fu 1991 Language and the Making of Place: A Narrative-Descriptive 

Approach' f\111111/s of the Associ11fio11 of A111crica11 Geogm1•hcrs 81:4, 684--696. 
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Tuan, Yi-Fu 1991 A View of Geography G,:ographirnl RcPicw 81:], 99-Hl7. 
Zukin, Shc1ron 1993 Market, Place and Landscape in Lr111dsrnpcs o( Power: From 

Dt!iroit to Ois11cy Wor/rl (Berkeley, University of California Press) 3-25. 

Introductory Texts on Place 

The following are books and papers on place that seek to inh·oduce 
them in an accessible manner to students at all levels. 

Bradford, Michael 2000 Geography: Pride of Place Geogmplry 85:4, 311-321. 
Cresswell, Tim 1999 Place, in T11trod11ci11g Hrr111,111 Geogmpl,ies Paul Cloke, Philip, 

Crang and Mark Goodwin, eds. (London, Arnold) 226-234. 
Daniels, Stephen 1992 Place and the Geographical Imagination Gcogmplry 77: 310-

322. 
Holloway, Lewis and Phil Hubbard 2000 People mut Place: Tire Extmordi11ary 

Gcogmplzies of E-ueryda!I Life (Upper Saddle River NJ, Pr�ptice Hall). 
McDowell, Linda 1997 ed. U11doillg Place? A Gcogmplzicnl Reader (London, Edward 

Arnold). 
Rose, Gillian 1995 Place and Identity: A Sense of Place, in A Pince ill tl,c World? 

Places, C11/t1111•s aud Globali,.-ntio11 Doreen Massey and Pat Jess eds. (Oxford, The 
Open University Press) 87-118. 

Other Books and Papers on Place 

The papers and books listed below are arranged thematically in 
groups. Rather than being about place per se they use the idea of 
place to examine other themes such as sport, the media or cyperspace. 

Place, representation and popular culture 

These books and paper focus on the way in which place is represented 
in the media, in film and in music. 

Aitken, Stuart C. and Leo E. Zonn, eds. 199-! Pince, Power, Sit11nlim1, 1111d Spectacle: 
A Geography of Film (Lanham, Md., Rowman & Littlefield). 

Burgess, Jacquie and John Gold, eds. 1985 Geogm11/ry, the ./Vlcdia mu/ Po1'11l11r C11/t11re 
(London, Croom Helm). 

Cresswell, Tim c1nd Deborah Dixon, eds. 2002 E11gasi11g Fi/111: Gcosraphies of 
lvloliility mid Jde11tity (Lanham, Md., Rowmc111 and Liltlefield). 

Curry, Michael 1998 Digital Places: Liui11g will, Geogm11/1ic lnfor111niicm Tecl,110/ogics. 
(New York, Routledge). 
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Leyshon, Andrew; David Malless and George Revill, eds. 1998 Tire Pince {y' Alllsic
(New York, Guilford). 

Morley, David. 2001 Belongings: Place, Space and Identity in a Mediated World. 
Europe1rn /011nurl of C11/t11m/ Strulies 4:4, 425-448. 

Zonn, Leo, ed. 1990 Place /11111gcs i11 !Vledr'a: Porlrnya/, E.lpcrr'cncc, 1111d {\'.[rnning. 
(S,w;:ige, MD, Rowman & Littlefield). 

Place, exclusion and transgression 

The following are books and papers that consider the role of place in the 
labeling of some people and practices as 'out-of-place' including 
women, the homeless, disabled people, gays, lesbians and bisexuals 
and other groups labeled as 'other' within western societies. 

Boyer, Kate 1998 Place and the politics of virtue: clerical work, corporate anxiety, 
and changing meanings of public womanhood in early twentieth-century 
Montreal Ge11der, Place and C11lt11rc: A Touma/ of Fc111i11isf Geogmphy 5:3, 261-275. 

Brown, Michael P 2000 Closet Space: Geogmp!rics of {\,Jetaplror fro111 t/ic Bod!/ lo the 
Globe (London, Roulledge). 

Cloke, Paul, Paul Milbourne & Rebekah Widdowfield .'.WOO Homelessness and 
Rurnlity: 'Oul-of-Place' in Purified Space? E11virom11c11t 1111d Pla1111i11g D: Socil'ly 
& Space 18:6, 715-735. 

Domosh, Mona 1998 Geography and Gender: Home, Again? Progress i11 H11111all 
Geogmplry 22:2, 276-282. 

Duncan, Nancy, ed. 1996 BoilySpace: Desfa/,Jizi11g Geographies of Ge1ufc1· and 
Sex11a/ity. (London, Routledge). 

Forest, Benjamin 1995 West Hollywood a5 Symbol: The Significance of Place in 
the Construction of a Gay lc\enlity E11viro11111en/ a11d P/111111illg D: Society a11d 
Space 13:2, 133-157. 

Halfacree, Keith 1996 'Out of Plnce in the CounLTy: Travelers and the "Rural 
Idyll"'. Alltipode 28:1, 42-72. 

hooks, bell 1990 Homeplace: A Site of Resistance, Yeami11g: Race, Ge11dcr, muf 
C11//11ml Politics (Boston, South End Pres5). 

Kitchin, Rob M 1998 'Out of Place', Knowing One'5 Place: Towards a Spatialised 
Theory of Disability and Social Exclusion Disa/Jility a11d Society 13:3, 343-356. 

May, Jon 2000 Of Nomads and Vagrants: Single Homelessness and Narratives of 
Home as Place E1li'iro11111e11t a11d Plm111i11g D: Society awf Space 18:6, 737-759. 

Pile, Steve and Michael Keith eds. 1997 Geogm1•lries of Resista11ce (London, 
Routledge). 

Philo, Chris 1995 Animals, Geography, and lhe City: Notes on Inclusions and 
Exclusions E1wiro11111e11/ a11d Pfa1111i11g D: Society awl Space 13:6, 655-681. 

Radner, Hilary 1999 Roaming the City: Proper Women in Improper Places, in 
Spaces of Culture: City - Nalio11 - World Mike Featherstone and Scott Lash, eds. 
(London, Sage Publications) 86-100. 
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Sibley, David 1995 Gcogmphics of Exc/11�irm: Society 1111d D�/fcrc11cc i11 the West 
(London, Routledge). 

Valentine, Gill 1996 'Children Should be Seen and Not Heard: The Production 
and Transgression of Adult's Public Space' Ur/•1111 Gcogmphy 17:3, 205-520. 

Place and Sport 

Place plays an important role in sport and leisure. Geographer John 
Bale has developed these links in several important books and papers. 

Bale, John 1988 The Place of 'Place' in Cultural Studies of Sports Progress i11 Hw111111 

Gcogral'hY 12:4, 507-524. 
Bale, John 1992 S11ort, Space, a11d the City (London, Blackburn Press). 

Other Approaches to Place: Ecology, Planning, Architecture 

The principle focus of this book is the use of place within human 
geography. There are, however, other fields in which place has been a 
significant concept. One of these is the field of ecology and 
enyironmental ethics where places have been conceived of as tight 
connections between regions and their resources, flora and fauna. The 
principle conceptual term used in ecological approaches to place is 
'bioregion.' Bioregions are: 

geographic areas having common characteristics of soil, watershed, climate, 
native plants and animals that exist within the whole planetary biosphere as 
unique and intrinsic contributive parts. A bioregion refers both to 
geographical terrain and a terrain of consciousness - to a place and the 
ideas that have developed about how to live in that place. A bioregion can 
be determined initially by use of climatology, physiography, animal and 
plant geography, natural history and other descriptive natural sciences. The 
final boundaries of a bioregion, however, are best described by the people 
who have lived within it, through human recognition of the realities of 
living-in-place. There is a distinctive resonance among living things and the 
factors that influence them which occurs specifically within each separilte 
place on the planet. Discovering and describing that resonance is a way to 
describe a bioregion. 
Peter Berg, Director of the Plant Drum Foundation, and Raymond 
Dasmann, wildlife ecologist (cited at http://homc.klis.com/-chcl10g11c/ 
p.amBio.!1tm/ (accessed 30 July 2003)).

Bioregionalists argue that our present system of places is arbitrary 
and too much the product of human artifice. They suggest that the 
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P!·ese1�t arrangement _of politi�al_ places disturbs the system of
b1oregions and makes 1t more chfhcult to solve ecological proble 
Kirkpatrick Sale, in his book Dwellers i11 the L1111d makes the case 

1
l:�,: 

bio�·egional organisation in terms of scale, economy, polity and
sonety. People, he argues, need lo be close to their forms of
government and life should be conducted on a scale where the
effects of aclions are clear and tanglible. Most human geographers 
,,vould contend that his vision of place is far too restricted to the local 
and highly exclusionary. They would also suggest that the apparent 
naturalness of bioregions - often based on watertables - is in fact

socially arbirtrary. 
The following will provide a taste of this literature. 

Berry, Wendell 1996 The U115etl/i11:-; of A111erica (San Francisco, Sierra Club Books). 
Berthold-Bond, Daniel 2000 The Ethics of 'Place': Reflections on Bioregionalism. 

£1rninm1m:1ilal Ethics 22:1, 5-24. 
Jackson, Wes 1994 Beco111i11g Nnti,•e to This Plac,: (Lexington, University Press of 

Kentucky). 
Norton, B.G., and B. Hannon 1997 Environmental Values: ii Place-Based Theory. 

E11uinm111c11t11I Ethics 19:3, 227-245, 
Norton, Bryan and Bruce Hannon 1999 Democracy and Sense o( Place Values in 

Environmental Policy, in PhiloS()J!iiics tf Pl11ce: Plcilosophy 11111/ Gcogmphy lll 
Andrew Light and Jonathan Smith, eds. (Lanham, Rowman and Littlefield). 

Sale, Kirkpatrick 1985 Dwellers in the L1111d: The Biorcgiu11nl \lisicm (San Fr.mcisco, 
Sierra Club). 

Smith, Mick 2001 t\11 Etlcics of Pince: Radical Ecology, Po5/111odcr11ity, nm/ Social Theory. 
(Albany, SUNY Press). 

Snyder, Gary 1996 A Pince in Space: Ellcics, Acslheiics 1111d Watcrsl,cds (S<1n Fr,mcisco, 
Counterpoint Press). 

Spretnak, Charlene 1997 The Rcs11rgc11cc lf the Real: Body, N11t11re, nnd Place in n 
I·ly11er111odenr World (Reading, Mass., Addison-Wesley). 

Wolch, Jennifer and Jody Emel eds. 1998 A11i11111/ Gcogmpliies: Pl11ce, Pvlilics, n11d 
!dc11iily i11 i/1c Nnl11rc-Cu//11rc Bordcrlmcds (London, Verso).

Another tradition that frequently reflects on place is architech.tre and 
urban planning. These people, after all, are charged with the creation 
of material places. There have been many books written about the 
death of place as a result of architectural and planning processes. [n 
addilion there are the works of those such as Christopher Day and 
Christopher Alexander which seek to develop new ways of creating 
deeply felt places to produce a more rooted and meaningful life. 
There is much in common between the work of these architecls and 
some forms of humanistic geography and they give a practical sense 
of the way ideas about place might be mobilized. 
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Alexander, Christopher 1977 A Pattern La11g11t1ge: Tm1111s, lJ1Cildi11gs, Co11s/n1ctio11 
(Oxford, Oxford University Press). 

Arefi, Mahyar 1999 Non-Place and Placelessness as Narratives of Loss: Rethinking 
the Notion of Place /011mnl of Urlm11 Dcsig11 4:2, 179-194. 

Day, Christopher 1993 Places of the S011/: Architcct11rc awl Design as 11 Hmli11g Art 
(London, Harper Collins). 

Day, Christopher 2002 Spirit a11d Place: J-Ic11li11g 011r £1/'i.1iro11111e11t (London, 
Architectural Press). 

Hiss, Tony 1990 Tl,e E.rperic11cc of Place (New York, Knopf). 
Kunstler, James 199,! Tl,e Geography of Nowhere: Tire Rise awf Dccli11t: of Americn's 

Ma11111mfr Ln11rlscnl'c (New York, Touchstone Books). 
Lawrence, Denise L. and Setha M. Low 1990 The Built Environment and Spatial 

Form. A111111a/ Revkw of f\11//rrupology 19, 453-505. 
Mugerauer, Robert 1994 fotcrl'relatio11s 011 Behn�{ of Place (Albany NY, State Univ. 

Press). 
Norberg-Schulz, Christian 1980 Ge11i11s Luci: Towards n Plrc110111rnology of 

Arc/1ilcc/11re. (New York, Rizzoli). 
Walters, E V 1988 Plnccwnys: A Theory of tlzc l-1111111111 Em.1inmmcnl (Chapel Hill,

University of North Carolina Press). 

Key Journals 

The most up to date writing on place can be found in specialist 
academic journals centered on the discipline of geography. Regularly 
checking some of these journals will enable you to see how the 
concept of place continues to evolve and how researchers and writers 
use the concept in different and often competing ways. The list is 
limited to journals printed in English. 

The Tm11sactio11s of the I11sfif11le of British Geo::,-rmpl1ers 
The AHnals of the Associalio11 of Americau Geographers 
A11stralia11 Geographer 
Ca1111dia11 Geographer 
The New Zeala11d Geographer 
Area 
The Professiu11al Geographer 

These journals all cover the broad range of geography both human 
and physical and are often the main publication outlets for national 
geographical societies. They are considered leading places to publish 
work that speaks to international audiences. 

Antipode: A Radical Joumal of Geogmplzy 
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This journal focuses on work that links academic inquiry to social and 
political change and aclivism. Work is normally informed by radical 
theoretical traditions such as Marxism, feminism and anarchism. 

Gender, Pince n11d Crilt11re 

Papers here focus on the interrelations between gender, sexuality and 
geography.His a major outlet of geographers informed by feminism. 

E1wiro11111e11t n11d Pln1111ing D: Society m,d Spnce 

Papers in this journal tend to be a little more theorelically focused 
than in other journals. It is usually a place to find 'cutting-edge' 
developments in the field. 

Progress in I-li1111m1 Geography 

This is an excellent place to read reviews of geography's various 
subfields and papers which attempt to summarise developments in 
the field and suggest innovative ways forward. 

Political Geogrnpliy 

This journal deals with the interactions between the geographical world 
(including place) and various levels of politics from the formal and 
institutional to the more everyday variety. A good place to look for work 
on boundaries, the nation, regional governance etc. 

Journnl of I-lisforicnl Gcogrnphy 

A good place to find in-depth articles on places in the past as well as 
the role place plays in the construction of memory and heritage. 

Cult11rnl Geogmpliies (fon,111//y Ee11111e11e) 
Socinl n11d C11lt11rnl Geography 

These journals both focus on cultural/social geography and therefore 
include many papers on the construction, maintenance and 
transformation of meaning and practice in place. 

Ethics, Place n11d E11viro11111e11t 

Here papers focus on ethical issues within geography. These issues 
include environmental ethics and the role of place in the consh·uction 
of 'moral geographies'. 
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f-/cnltlt n11d Pl11cc 

The journal for medical geography which specializes in the inter
relations between geography and medical issues such as healthy and 
unhealthy places, contagion, historical beliefs about environmental 
impacts on health, etc. 

Web Resources 

There are, of course, endless websites about parlicular places - almost 
any place in the Western world has its own site. The sites listed here 
are more directly related to the concept of place and to those writers 
who are referred to in this book. 

http://www.august-ana.ca/-janzb/place/ 

This website, conslructed by Bruce B. Janz, an Associate Professor of 
Phi1osophy at Augustana University College, Canada is a rich 
resource for scholars interested in place and space. He has pulled 
together tremendous amounts of material from a huge range of 
disciplines and made it available to people interested in these themes 
vmrldwide. It includes readings and websites as well as some 
interesting quotes and comments. 

http://www.placematters.net/ 

Place Matters is based in New York City and is an organization 
devoted to preserving and promoting parlicular places within the city. 
It includes a census of places that matter to New Yorkers and a short 
account of why they think place matters. 

http://www.cnr.berkeley.edu/community _forestry/Place_ bib.htm 

This is a working bibliography of place material from the University of 
California at Berkeley. 

http://www.lclark.edu/-soan370/global/nomads.html 

A fascinating site examining the role of place and non-place in a 
number of advertisements. 

http://www.dareonline.org/themes/space/index.html 

A site called 'space and place' which uses art and suggestive text to ex
plore the relationships between space, place, boundaries and movement. 
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http://v .. ,ww.reaktionbooks.eo.uk/lisl_lopographics.html 
A site promoting a series of books called' topographies'. This is writing 
about place that combines academic approaches with personal 
reflection and creative writing. 

http://www. cybergeo. press e. fr 
A European multi-lingual cyber journal for geographers. 

http://www.acme-journal.org 
A cyber journal for critical geography. 

http://www.headmap.org 
A fascinating creative venture that considers issues of place, space and 
mapping in a cyberspace context. 

A number of websites are dedicated to architectural and ecological 
views of place. These include: 

http://horne.klis.com/-chebogue/p.amBio.html 
A website on bioregionalism 

http://www.gutenbergdump.net/axe/placequiz.htm 
A quiz which asks 'how well do you lrnow your place?' Based on a 
bioregional perspective. 

http://www.olywa.net/speech/may99/mccloskey.html 
A paper by Davie\ McCloskey called 'A Bioregion is a Life-Place'. 

http://www.webcorn.com/penina/spirit-and-place/ 
This website briefly introduces the work of Christopher Day, a British 
architect who attempts to produce a' spirit of place' in his architecture. 

Student Projects and Exercises 

Choosing a project for a term paper, honours thesis or dissertation is a 
difficult task. The best advice I have seen is in Ooi11 1.: Cu/tum/ Ccu�rap/111 
edited by Pamela Shurmer-Smith (2002). Here the �uthors rema�k thit 
students often have an interest in a particular topic but cannot put 
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their finger on what it is that makes the topic interesting. This leads to 
enthusiastic but fragmented term papers. Their suggestion is to start 
from a different perspective. Instead of starting with a topic they 
suggest starting vvith a perspective or theoretical approach and il1e11

finding a broad topic that will illustrate and bear the weight of that 
approach. 

Most work on place, including the ideas for projects below, will be 
qualitative in nature. It is h·ue that some forms of quantitative work 
might provide background information on place but the centrality of 
subjeclivity and experience to the concept of place meant that 
documentary research, visual analysis, observation, interviewing and 
ethnographic forms of research will be the most prominent 
methodologies. 

The following are very broad sets of suggestions of theoretical and 
empirical areas that produce good student projects. The list is in no 
way comprehensive. It is supposed to suggest the breadth of topics 
that geographers can study. They also overlap considerably. 

Place and representation 

How are places represented? Who has the power to represent? What 
is left un-represented? Why are places used in particular forms of 
representation? 

The focus here could be on a place near you. Most towns and cities 
are represented in some way by local tourist offices, local government, 
estate agents (realtors) etc. Alternatively you could look at some form 
of artistic representation such as literature, film, music or the internet. 
Think, for instance, of the way Los Angeles features in Hollywood 
films, or the way the Australian outback plays a role in films such as 
Priscilla: Q11ec11 of the Desert and Crocodile D1111dcc. Alternatively you 
could think of the way particular places are associated with forms of 
representation. In popular music for instance we frequently hear of 
place sounds such as 'The Mersey Beat' (Liverpool), Cool Cymru 
(Wales) or Motown (Deh·oit). 

Anachorism - being out of place

What role does place play in the constitution of 'normality'? How are 
particular activities, people and objects associated with particular 
places? Who decides that activities, people and objects are out of place 
(anachoristic)? 
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_Th� local and nation_al mediu ;·�e a good pk1�e t� find examples of
this. hecent examples m the Uh. mclude prostitution in rum! areas,
asylum seekers and post-modern tower blocks in Brighton and Hove.
In the US there are on-going discussions on the role of immigration in 
the construction of American place as well as more specific accounts of 
the construction of particular forms of transnational place on the US
Mexico borderland. internationally there has been discussion of 
Greece's first official mosque near Athens (in time for the Olympics), 
the presence of horses and ponies on housing projects in Dublin and 
the plight of gypsy travelers in Eastern Europe. Almost everywhere 
there is ongoing discussion of the 'place' of the homeless. Examples of 
anachorism are almost endless. 

Global senses of place 

How are traditional senses of place being altered by the process of 
globalisation? How does transnational Lrade operate through and in 
place? What effect does the Internet have on our relations to local 
place? How are virtual places created in cyberspace? How are global 
senses of place produced through food, music or clothing? Does 
increased mobility on a global scale produce placeless places? 

Almost any place in the Western world includes people, objects and 
ideas from elsewhere. Look around you and you will see this. How is 
your local place (of residence, work or educalion) constructed from 
the outside by these flows? Perhaps you could choose one element of 
everyday life and explore its impact on your place. This could be 
world music, immigrant groups, 'ethnic' food or globalized forms of 
protests politics. 

Place and memory

How is place linked to history? What memories are memorialized in 
the material landscape? What memories are hidden? How is memory 
contested? 

As we have seen place is an important component in the con
sh·uction of memory. Heritage areas and museums are sprouting up 
everywhere. Find a local museum that is supposed to represent the 
city of region in which you live and explore its representational 
strategies. How does it create a sense of place through connections to 
the past? How are areas of residence zoned through planning to 
reproduce particular ideas about the past? It is important when 
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conducting these projecls to consider the kinds of memories that are 
not being reproduced in these places. Why is this? Places are not just 
small-scale and local. Nations are places too. How are nations con
structed in relation to seleclive histories? How, for instance, are the 
pasts of nalive peoples in North America, Australia or New Zealand 
marginalized or brought to the fore in discussions of the nation? How 
are the experiences and memories of the most recent immigrants 
excluded or included? 

Practice and Place 

How are practice and place connected? How does the repetition of 
everyday activities produce a particular sense of place? How are 
places constructed to encourage some forms of practice and 
discourage others? 

It is necessary to get beyond consideration of the material form of 
places and representations of them in order to fully understand place. 
The things that people do can never be fully predicted and the best
laid plans are often h·ansformed by the stubborn repetition of practice. 
How is your place practiced? What forms of repetition can be 
observed producing a unique kind of 'place-ballet'? How does a place 
change through the day? What are its rhythmic geographies? What 
kinds of practices disturb these repetitions? A lot of work on practice 
ivill be about the mundane practices of everyday life and this is 
sometimes difficult to write about and research because it is so 
unremarkable. Careful observation will be necessary for such projects. 

Place and Politics 

How do politicians promote places through the creation of polilical 
territory? What representational strategies are used to create political 
places from the local to the global? How do processes of inter
nationalization on the one hand, and devolution on the other create a 
nev" landscape of places? 

Place is important to politicians. Politicians from the local council to 
the United Nations want to encourage a sense of belonging and 
citizenship. In order to do this they have created communities of 
people that feel as though they 'belong' to 21 place. Since the 
eighteenth century, politicians have been creating the place of the 
nation through such strategies as the conferral of citizenship rights, 
national anthems, passports, creation myths and monumental spaces. 
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More recently regional politicians have sought to promole particular 
images of their region-as-place. In the UK, this has been prominent in 
places such as Wales and Scotland but also within England in the 
North or Cornwall for instance. In the US, states have consistently 
fought with the federal government over the allegiance of citizens. 
Texas is a good example of this. On another level some places in the 
US have been promoted as more liberal places to live by their local 
politicians - think of West Hollywood or Vermont. Finally politicians 
on an international scale have sought to produce places that subsume 
nations. The European Union is an obvious example. 
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